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Conference Program
Thursday, July 24, 2014 

 
12:30-1:30pm On-Site Registration Open, Main Floor Hallway 
 
1:30-4:00pm Pre-Congress Workshop “Dabrowski 101” 
Sal Mendaglio, Ph.D., Psychology, Professor, Werklund School of Education, University of Calgary 
Bill Tillier, M.Sc., Psychology, University of Alberta 
Dexter Amend, Ph.D., Psychology, Faculty, Division of Social Science and Philosophy, Spokane Community 
College, Spokane, Washington, U.S.A. 
Susan Daniels, Ph.D., Professor, Educational Psychology and Counseling, California State University – San 
Bernardino, CA. 
Aurora Theatre 
 
If you are a relative newcomer to Dabrowski’s work or would like a refresher experience, this pre-congress 
workshop will be a helpful precursor to the more in-depth and diverse work to be discussed during the congress.   
 
Sal Mendaglio earned his Ph.D. in counselling psychology, University of Toronto, 1976. Sal joined the 
counselling psychology program at the University of Calgary in 1976. In 1995, Sal moved to offer graduate and 
undergraduate courses in education. Sal’s area of passion has been the psychology of giftedness with particular 
emphasis on counseling gifted individuals. Currently he is teaching in the BEd program and graduate courses in 
leadership and gifted education.  Dr. Mendaglio’s research focuses on the psychology of giftedness and the theory 
of positive disintegration. 

Bill Tillier was a student of Dr. Dabrowski while completing his Master of Science at the University of Alberta. 
Over the years, Bill developed a tremendous appreciation for many aspects of Dr. Dąbrowski and his work. He 
has helped organize conferences and has made a number of presentations, including several focused on the 
foundations of Dabrowski’s theory in Plato, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and more recently Bergson.  One of Bill’s 
proudest moments came when Dąbrowski, late in his life, asked Bill to keep his theory alive after his passing. Bill 
has honored Dr. Dabrowski’s request through the Dąbrowski website and the dissemination of his original 
writings.  Bill was a forensic psychologist in his career for 24 years. He is now retired but maintains up-to-date 
and extensive databases on a number of topics including science and health issues, the theory of positive 
disintegration, Abraham Maslow, positive psychology, psychopathy and most recently, on epigenetics and cancer. 
Bill’s passion and pleasure is to assist students in their pursuit of knowledge. 
 
Dexter Amend, Ph.D., Psychology, Faculty, Division of Social Science and Philosophy, Spokane Community 
College, Spokane, Washington.  Dexter Amend was Professor K. Dabrowski's student and graduate assistant at 
the University of Alberta from 1970 to 1975.  During this period, with Michael Piechowski, Marlene Rankel and 
others, Dexter worked closely with Dabrowski to "concretize" and communicate his theory of Positive 
Disintegration.   K. Dabrowski was Dexter's MSc committee supervisor and counsel and guide throughout his 
PhD program.  In 1973 and 1974, Dexter taught Dabrowski's course: "Normality, Neurosis and Sociopathy", the 
basis of which was TPD.  With Dabrowski, Dexter presented the "Neurological Exam" at the 2nd International 
Conference on Positive Disintegration, 1972.  Dexter organized the Positive Disintegration section of the annual 
Canadian Psychological Association conference, 1973.  Dexter presented at the Dabrowski memorial conference 
in 1980 and at many of the Dabrowski conferences since. 
 
Susan Daniels, Ph.D. is a Professor of Educational Psychology and Counseling at California State University - 
San Bernardino. She is also Co-director of Summit Center – a psycho-educational clinic for the Gifted, Talented, 
and Creative headquartered in Walnut Creek, CA and coauthor and coeditor of Living With Intensity and Raising 
Creative Kids. 
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Thursday, July 24th, continued: 
 
4:00-5:00pm On-site Registration Open, Main Floor Hallway 
 
4:00-6:30pm   DINNER ON YOUR OWN  
 
(The Solara Resort does not include a restaurant.  Please check with front desk staff for nearby 
restaurants.)  All meals are provided by a caterer for congress delegates on Friday and Saturday. 
 
 
6:30pm  Reception:  Wine & Cheese/Cash Bar     Aurora Theatre 
 
7:30pm  CONFERENCE OPENING 

Welcome and Introductions     Aurora Theatre 
  Hosts: Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft  
 
7:45pm  Keynote Address #1: Laurie Nixon, Ph.D.    Aurora Theatre 
  Creativity and Positive Disintegration 
 
In this presentation I will summarize Dabrowski’s view of the role of creativity in the process of positive 
disintegration in terms of: (1) the correspondences between research on the predisposing characteristics of 
creative persons and the predisposing characteristics of advanced development (psychic OE and high intelligence 
quotient); (2) the role of creativity in personality development; and (3) creativity at the five levels of personality. 
In Dabrowski’s opinion while there can be no personality development without creativity, there can be creativity 
without personality development. Hence I will also look at the phenomena of adevelopmental creativity, evil 
creativity and creative justifications for immoral acts. Further I want to describe Dabrowski's understanding of the 
developmental role of creative works (music, visual art and literature) as providing a defense against excessive 
developmental tension and as providing models of positive disintegration. Finally I want to add to Dabrowski’s 
understanding of the place of creative works in the growth of the personality by reviewing some empirical 
research on the developmental effects of exposure to music, visual art and literature. 

Laurence Nixon, Ph.D., is a professor at Dawson College in Montreal, where he offers courses in social science 
research methods and in the sacred texts, rituals, religious experiences, art and architecture of the major religious 
traditions of the world looked at from the perspective of the social sciences and art history. His first encounter 
with the theory of positive disintegration was through the chance discovery, in the late 1970s, of Positive 
Disintegration at a Buddhist garage sale in Montreal and then, shortly afterwards, of Mental Growth Through 
Positive Disintegration in a secondhand bookstore in the same city. This led Nixon to contact one of the co-
authors of the last-mentioned work, Andrew Kawczak (then chair of the Philosophy Department at Concordia 
University in Montreal), who agreed to conduct a seminar in the theory (for Nixon and other graduate students). 
Nixon made use of the theory of positive disintegration in both his Master’s Thesis (a survey of empirical studies 
of meditation) and his Ph.D. dissertation (an analysis of the period of spiritual struggle experienced by mystics 
from a great variety of religious traditions). Subsequently he examined various aspects of the theory, and the 
application of the theory to religious and creative lives, in conference papers, journal articles, and contributions to 
the Dabrowski Newsletter. He has also delivered papers and published articles and book reviews in the history, 
psychology, anthropology and sociology of religion. 
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Presentation Schedule
Friday, July 25, 2014 

7:45-8:45 am  On-site Registration & Breakfast       Foyer/Rocky Mountain Room 

8:45-9:00 am  Welcome and Announcements     Aurora Theatre 
Hosts: Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft 

 

9:00-10:00am Keynote Address#2: Linda Kreger Silverman, Ph.D.   Aurora Theatre 

Empathy: The Heart of Dabrowski’s Theory 

The ability to feel others’ feelings, openness to others’ pain, deep concern for others—these empathic 
characteristics—are observable in children and form the basis of altruism. At lower levels of development, there 
is no capacity for empathy, only what Dabrowski (1970) called, “primitive, impulsive forms of syntony” (p. 
178).  Dabrowski felt it was essential to distinguish syntony from empathy, which he called a “higher emotion.” 
Empathy “contains strong intellectual components,” resulting from inner psychic transformation and positive 
disintegration (p. 178). Studies demonstrate that some children are truly empathic. Is it possible, then, to be 
multilevel in childhood?  

 Linda Kreger Silverman, Ph.D., is a licensed clinical and counseling psychologist. She founded Advanced 
Development, the first journal on adult giftedness, redefining giftedness according to the principles of 
Dabrowski’s theory.  She founded and directs the Institute for the Study of Advanced Development (ISAD), and 
its subsidiaries, the Gifted Development Center [www.gifteddevelopment.com] and Visual-Spatial Resource 
[www.visualspatial.org], in Denver, Colorado. She has studied the psychology and education of the gifted since 
1961 and has contributed over 300 articles, chapters and books, including Counseling the Gifted and Talented, 
Upside-Down Brilliance: The Visual-Spatial Learner, Advanced Development:  A Collection of Works on Gifted 
Adults and Giftedness 101. 

 

10:00-10:15am Refreshment Break 

 
Friday, 10:15-10:45am 
Creativity: Dabrowski’s Unique Perspective 
Bill Tillier, M.Sc., University of Alberta, student of Dabrowski, Retired Forensic Psychologist, Researcher 
Theories & Philosophies Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
This 20 minute presentation will begin with a brief overview of traditional approaches to creativity. The work of 
Henri Bergson will be introduced as it influenced the foundation of Dąbrowski's unique view. The presentation 
will highlight the role of creativity in Dąbrowski's multilevel framework of personality development and its 
unique role in the creation of the authentic self. Several facets of creativity described by Dąbrowski will be 
covered.  
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Friday, 10:45-11:45am 
Positive Disintegration: Creation of the Autonomous Self 
Sal Mendaglio, Ph.D. Counselling Psychology, Professor, Werklund School of Education, University of Calgary
Theories & Philosophies Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
Interactions with the social environment, particularly in her or his early years contributes significantly to the 
emergence and development of self-concept.  So states, what is likely the most popular theory of self-concept 
development, reflected appraisals theory.  From this perspective, self-concept is a social construction, that is, it is 
produced by our internalizing what other persons in the environment say we are.  Self-concept is accepted as 
universal: unless there is serious cognitive-communicative impairments, everyone develops a self-concept. In this 
session, I discuss how, through positive disintegration, individuals transcend their socially-anchored self-concept 
and create an autonomous self.  
 
Friday, 10:45-11:45am 
Drawing Out Understanding: Arts-Based Inquiry and Gifted Students 
Jennifer Eiserman, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Art Department, University of Calgary 
Heather Lai, Teacher, Westmount Charter School, Calgary 
Chelsea Rushton, MFA Candidate, University of Calgary 
Research & Giftedness Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
While the value of art as a cultural record and a form of aesthetic enjoyment is often recognized, educators often 
overlook the important role that artmaking has as a form of inquiry. This paper will explore the ways in which 
artists engage in knowledge creation and further human understanding through their work in the studio. It will 
report on a collaborative sculpture installation that will engage community in creating understanding about their 
values and identity, functioning as a form of action research. It will advocate for the arts to be included in public 
curricula, and especially that addressed to the gifted and talented, as a means for students to expand their critical 
inquiry skills and engage in research within a different paradigm. 
 
Friday, 10:45-11:45am 
Tripping Out Back Behind the Ashram: Creative Education and Support for the Marginalized and 
Positively-Disintegrating Teenage Mystic 
Catherine Zakoian, M.A., LPC, University of Colorado, Denver Colorado, USA 
Affiliation: Lumineux Institute, Boulder, Colorado 
Research & TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 

This presentation follows path and progression of not formally identified gifted and twice exceptional teens 
attending an alternative high school serving rural and poor youth at-risk for drug use, depression and dropout as 
they sort out portions of their self-understanding as well as their relationships to substance use, the divine, their 
gifted legacies and greater purposes. 
Presentation focus includes: development of independent coursework co-designed with teenagers seeking to 
understand and find healthy replacement for hallucinogenic drug use; creating and maintaining a safe experiential 
educational container; discussion of some of the relevant dynamics of positive disintegration, human mysticism, 
trauma, addicted family systems and healing; student and community partner testimonial and reflections on the 
relationships between overexcitibilities, substance use, self-medication, mysticism and giftedness. 

Friday, 11:45am-12:45pm  LUNCH – Rocky Mountain Room 
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Friday, 12:45-1:45pm 
Returning Home: Finding the Light Within 
Michelle Kane, Ed.D., Associate Professor, Department of Special Education, Northeastern Illinois University in 
Chicago 
Personal Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
A central theme in the Theory of Positive Disintegration is the disintegrative process. Lived experiences provide a 
window into the journey of positive disintegration. Significant milestones during the life passages of a gifted adult 
will be presented. This personal narrative relates the hardships endured while the personality crumbled as well as 
the joy of rekindling the spirit. Other results of the semi-structured interviews provide insight into the role of 
dynamisms, specifically auto-psychotherapy and auto-education. 
 
Friday, 12:45-1:45pm 
NMT and TPD: New Perspectives in Child Development in Educational Practice 
Janneke Frank, Ph.D., Principal, Westmount Charter School, MH campus; and Principal Consultant, Frank Gifted 
Endeavours, Calgary, Alberta 
 
Emily Wang, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist and Director of Trauma Informed Services with Hull Services, 
Calgary; Fellow with the Child Trauma Academy 
Theories & Philosophies Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
Perry’s Neurosequential Model of Therapeutics (NMT) (2006) and Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive 
Disintegration (TPD) (1967, 1996) are complementary developmental constructs that inform psychology, 
education, theory, philosophy and research. The NMT approach allows clinicians, teachers, classroom counsellors 
and caregivers the ability to better identify the strengths and vulnerabilities of the child and target 
developmentally appropriate tasks and interventions to improve their brain development. The strength of TPD and 
its application to gifted students and their teachers provides a context within which to understand emotional and 
moral development, personal growth, transformation and the creative personality. Discussion in this session will 
include the implementation of the NMT approach in the classroom based on what we know about TPD’s 
perspective on overexcitabilities, dynamisms, levels of development and authentic education. By helping students 
learn to self-regulate, they will have better access to higher-order thinking and increase retention and learning 
potential.  Join this session to learn how students can be better served by moving NMT into practice in the gifted 
classroom and understanding TPD through a neuroscience lens. 
 
Friday, 12:45-1:45pm 
Understanding Victims and Offenders by Understanding Dabrowski’s Theory 
Jacquie Aitken-Kish, B.A., B.SW., Edmonton, Alberta 
Research & TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 
 
Dabrowski’s theory provides an important framework in working with both victims and offenders dealing with 
sexual abuse and battering. The framework allows to therapists to recognize health in victims, & the potential of 
offenders to change or not change. 
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Friday, 2:00-3:00pm 
Creativity in Dabrowski and TPD 
Dexter Amend, Ph.D., Psychology, Faculty, Division of Social Science and Philosophy, Spokane Community 
College, Spokane, Washington. Dexter was one of Dr. Dabrowski’s students. 
Theories & Philosophies Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
"The meaning and function of creativity in Dabrowski's life and in his theory of personality development is made 
evident in fragments of his creative work and by reference to English publications of the author and his 
collaborators.  The importance of partial death instinct and intuition to Dabrowski's meaning of creativity is 
emphasized.  The influence of Henri Bergson on Dabrowski and his theory is briefly discussed.  Creativity is 
shown to be central, pivotal, and essential to inner transformation through positive disintegration.  This "paper" is 
more an intuitive inquiry and contemplation, of Dabrowski, TPD and creativity, and less a discursive analysis." 
 
Friday, 2:00pm-3:00pm 
Motherland: A Journey into the Self and Through 
Chelsea Rushton, MFA Candidate, University of Calgary 
Personal Strand 
Bow Ballroom 

Art’s aesthetic value is widely recognized, but often discounted are its other functions, for example, as a form of 
self-inquiry, healing, and development. Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration underscores the 
significance of creative expression and autobiography in the ”secondary integration,” toward an individual’s 
cultivation of core personal values, articulation of complex emotions, communication of deep empathy, and 
acceptance and understanding of their intense feelings. This paper will describe the autobiographical methodology 
used in my current artistic research, examining my lived experience of Dabrowski’s theory. It will document the 
progression of Motherland, a 5.5’ x 5.5’ embroidered tapestry, and its accompanying journals. It will reflect on 
the integration of solitary and collaborative efforts contributing to the completion of the piece, and the fulfilment 
of its intention to create sacred space that facilitates a deeper understanding of our unique identities and 
relationships to the world. 

Friday, 2:00-3:00pm 
Unlocking Creativity: Applying Dabrowski’s Notions of ‘Inside Out’ vs ‘Outside In’ to the Development of 
Children’s Academic Literacy 
Hetty Roessingh, Ph.D., Professor, Werklund School of Education, University of Calgary; 
Michelle Bence, Teacher, Westmount Charter School; 
Patti Gillespie-Noble, Teacher, Westmount Charter School; 
Anna Ramzy, Teacher, Westmont Charter School, Calgary, Alberta 
Research and Giftedness Strand 
Chinook Room 
 
This presentation reports on structured interventions designed to support the emerging academic literacy 
development, specifically writing proficiency, of Grade 2 children at Westmount Charter School. Baseline data of 
the 2012-2013 cohort of Grade 2’s suggest that a concerning number of these children were not engaged or 
experiencing the success that might be expected with their written work, given their advanced linguistic and 
cognitive abilities that are generally accepted as characteristic of gifted children. Seen through a Dabrowskian 
lens, our instructional approaches are intended to support growth from ‘the inside out’ by giving youngsters the 
academic skills, strategies and tools they may be missing to realize their developmental potential. Missing these 
foundational skills and tools may also explain the concomitant sense of frustration, inadequacy, anxiety, despair, 
and ultimately the avoidance behaviors that are so often attributed to gifted, but  reluctant writers’. The 
presentation elaborates on a 5 pronged approach undertaken in the 2013-2014 school year that supports mastery 
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of foundational skills, and develops strategies and tools for affording children’s autonomy, independence and 
sense of agency in their work, hence, unlocking their creative gifts from within. We note children’s willingness to 
engage, to persist, to share and to enjoy their work as they see tangible impact from their efforts. 
Our presentation will include preliminary insights from empirical data taken in the 2013-2014 school year; 
illustrative artifacts of children’s composition efforts that reflect on the planned instructional interventions for the 
5 features of instructional focus; and teachers’ reflections on high impact practices that promise to make a 
difference in unlocking creativity as visible in children’s writing efforts. 

Friday, 3:10-4:10pm 
How Do Expert Teachers Create an Environment Where Creativity, a Love of Truth and a Quest for 
Understanding is the Norm in Their Classrooms? 
Susan Nikakis, Ph.D., Gifted Education 
Affiliation: Victorian Association for Gifted and Talented Children Inc. (Australia) and the Catholic Education 
Office, Melbourne Australia 
Carmel Meehan, Associate 
Research, Education and TPD Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
How do expert teachers create an environment where creativity, a love of truth and a quest for understanding is 
the norm in their classrooms? Colleagues will explore with Ms. Carmel Meehan and Dr Susan Nikakis the 
obvious truth that creativity is inherent in the learning process from the cradle to the grave. Expert researchers in 
the pedagogical arena have promoted the acceptance of Dabrowski’s theory in the field of education as a way for 
understanding and providing for students. If we acknowledge that we are educating for an unimaginable future 
this then charges educators to accept the challenge to place creativity and a love of truth, into the heart of their 
pedagogy. 
 
Friday, 3:10-4:10pm 
Dr. Dabrowski and Me: A Personal Application of TPD 
Norbert Duda, Ph.D., Psychology 
Personal Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
Dr. Dabrowski came into my life when life as I knew it was in the process of disintegration. Our relationship was 
not one dimensional, but became multi-dimensional. He was my teacher, mentor, therapist, friend, and father 
figure.  He companioned me on the path as I began to discover a new sense of self, and as I began to put the 
pieces of my life back together again. This work in progress that was me, became a creative effort, as I joined 
forces with Dr Dabrowski, God, and myself to shape the kind of person that I wanted to be.  A DVD will be used 
as a visual of an interview that I gave that encapsulates my life’s work for the past 50 years applying The Theory 
of Positive Disintegration to myself and to my clients.  Thus, meeting Dr. Kazmierz Dabrowski so many years 
ago set the stage for me to transform my life, and ultimately meet and share the good news with others going 
through transition. 
 
Friday, 3:10-4:10pm 
Everyday Creativity and Optimal Development: How Nurturing Creativity Fosters Resilience across the 
Gifted Lifespan 
Susan Daniels, Ph.D., Professor, Educational Psychology and Counselling, California State University- San 
Bernardino.  
Research and TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 
 
Many gifted individuals are perfectionistic, highly sensitive, intense, and anxious. And creativity in gifted 
education and psychology tends to be marginalized. Yet, participating in regular creative activity can bolster 
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gifted development - personally and professionally - and promote a greater sense of overall well-being and 
resilience across the lifespan. This session includes discussion of strategies and pathways for incorporating mini-c 
creative practice into everyday life – as a form of both self-education and auto-psychotherapy –  key dynamisms 
in Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration that support positive growth and moving from “what is” to 
“what ought to be.” 

Susan Daniels, Ph.D. is a Professor of Educational Psychology and Counseling at California State University - 
San Bernardino. She is also Co-director of Summit Center – a psycho-educational clinic for the Gifted, Talented, 
and Creative headquartered in Walnut Creek, CA and coauthor and coeditor of Living With Intensity and Raising 
Creative Kids. 

 
Reception 

Hors d’oeuvres/Cash Bar 
6:00pm 

 
BANQUET 

Rocky Mountain Room 
6:30pm 

 
Banquet Address: 

 
Reflections about Dabrowski 

Dexter Amend, Norbert Duda and Bill Tillier 
 

7:45pm 
Aurora Theatre 

 
 

 
Dr. Kazimierz Dabrowski 
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Presentation Schedule
Saturday, July 26, 2014 

8:00-8:45 am Breakfast –      Rocky Mountain Room 

8:45-9:00 am Welcome and Announcements –   Aurora Theatre 
Hosts: Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft 
 

 
Saturday, 9:00-10:00am 
Taking Joy and Sorrow as the Path 
Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche, Lama Lakshey is a Tibetan Buddhist Teacher and Meditation Master and is 
very interested in the special meaning of creativity in Dabrowski's theory.
Theory & Philosophy Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche is a graduate of the Serta Buddhist Academy, Rinpoche is a founder and vice 
principal of the Tibetan Sengdruk Taktse School.  He is the founder of the Joru Foundation, created to support 
education and healthcare for Tibetan/Chinese orphans and the elderly, (Jorufoundation.org).  Lama Lakshey 
Zangpo is the founder and spiritual director of "Tsinta Mani Choling ", a Tibetan Cultural Center in Spokane, 
Washington, where he gives teachings regularly (tsintamani.org).  Lama Lakshey has students and gives teachings 
in the San Francisco Bay area and throughout the Pacific Northwest.  He has given teachings at colleges and 
universities in the Spokane area, and is an adjunct instructor at Spokane Falls Community College.  Lama 
Lakshey he is thoroughly and intimately familiar with transforming perceptions of reality as this is at the heart of 
Vajrayana Buddhist contemplative practice. 

Saturday, 9:00-10:00am 
Advanced Development Journal and TPD: Theoretical Papers, Research & Case Studies 
Nancy Miller, Ph.D., University of Akron, Affiliation: Gifted Development Center 
Research & TPD Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
Dabrowski’s Theory has had an influence on the material published in Advanced Development from its inception. 
The impact of the theory will be shown in theory, research, case studies, as well as in issues related to the gifted 
and applications to counseling and therapy. From Volume 1 in 1989 to Volume 14 in 2014, articles have used the 
theory in many ways. Some authors have incorporated theoretical concepts into their papers, while others have 
investigated concepts, such as overexcitabilities, with different groups of individuals. Some have presented case 
studies of individuals that exemplify the levels of development. In this session, the contributions these articles 
have made to the understanding of Dabrowski and his theory will be shown. New ideas for investigation and 
research based on the theory will be discussed. 
 
Saturday, 9:00-10:00am 
Facilitating the Creative Process 
Linda Sabatini, Ph.D., University of Calgary 
Creativity and TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 
 
The Congress’s theme, “Creativity, transforming perceptions of reality” highlights the imaginational and 
visioning aspects of the creative process. These could comprise an important initial phase of the creative process. 
One where the individual engages in a process to perceive and transform reality by imagining, envisioning, 
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creating, and developing something new.  Transforming perceptions of reality involves deconstructing the 
existing reality and reconstructing a new reality. Ideally this newly created and developed reality should prompt 
the individual (and others) towards clearer understandings and actions that improve oneself and the world. 
Understanding the individual’s transformations of the self and the world can be related to Dabrowski’s (1964) 
theory of positive disintegration (e.g., disintegrations, re-integrations, and developmental potential referenced in 
overexcitabilities).  In this session, attendees will review various understandings and perceptions of reality and 
creativity. A number of approaches and techniques will be presented to facilitate the creative process. 

 
10:00-10:15am BREAK 

 
Saturday, 10:15-11:15am 
Introducing the Overexcitability Questionaire for Children 
Frank Falk, Ph.D., Director of Research Institute for the Study of Advanced Development; Professor Emeritus of 
Sociology, University of Akron 
Susan Daniels, Ph.D., Professor, Educational Psychology and Counselling, California State University, Director 
of the College of Education Graduate Certificate in Gifted Education 
Research and TPD Strand 
Aurora Theatre 
 
A new and exciting questionnaire for assessing overexcitabities (OEs) in children based on samples from Canada 
and the United States will be presented. The combined sample has a total of 874 children ages 5 to 12. The new 
questionnaire will be shown with its accompanying manual and scoring system. Topics to be covered include: a 
history of the development of the items; a discussion of the Canadian and Midwestern US samples; results of the 
individual samples; results of the combined sample; conclusions drawn from the statistical results; and the scoring 
system. At the end, a discussion with the attendees will be held on the appropriate use of the questionnaire for 
assessment purposes. 
 
Saturday, 10:15-11:15am 
Self-Discipline: Indicator and Catalyst of Positive Disintegration 
Edme Brownlee, MSED, EVDS Ph.D. candidate, University of Calgary 
Personal Strand 
Bow Ballroom 

My personal experiences acquired through the practice of a specific self-discipline will be explored under 
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration. Features of the self-discipline, its frequency, conditions of 
practice, and its creative implications will be outlined. Self-discipline’s role as indicator and catalyst in 
disintegrations and integrations during my personality’s building process will be analyzed under Dabrowski’s 
theory. The analysis will include creative ways of responding to some environmental pressures and the role of 
imagination in coping with dramatic situations. It will also include relevant individual, familial and social 
circumstances. A temporal profile of relevant events will be structured. Levels of Dabrowski Positive 
Disintegration will be proposed in the profile. Conclusions on the role(s) of self-discipline and creativity will be 
provided. 

Saturday, 10:15-11:15am 
Why There Needs to Be a Folk Singer at the Dabrowski Congress 
Susan Picard, M.A., Teacher, Gifted Specialist, Grande Prairie School District 
Personal Strand 
Chinook Room 
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Writing my 311th song a thought occurs to me. These songs are all about healing. Is my world so broken that I 
must constantly patch it? Then I see myself, a forlorn figure held together by song bandages. Find a painful 
memory, and there you will find a song, prostrate in a bid for forgiveness, binding dream with reality until I am 
no longer immobilized by fear. Stepping into the middle of that song for a moment I am spellbound…the knitting 
of new cells, open wounds closing, bright pink fading until I am held together by pale refrains. Might I harness 
this stem cell-like power to create… anything? Maybe a new heart for this broken world that is wrapped so 
hopefully inside these band-aide songs? With that I bind myself to a life of disintegration, a tearing into fragments 
each piece of my perceptual being… I’m told this is positive. 

Saturday, 11:25am-12:25pm 
Psychological Development of Creative Adolescents through TPD 
Krystyna Laycraft, Ph.D., Theoretical Physicist, Director, Center for Chaos Studies 
Research and TPD 
Aurora Theatre 
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate creativity of young people and its role as a component of their 
psychological development. For this qualitative research, hermeneutic phenomenology linked to 
narrative/biography methods was applied. As a process of interpretation of the data, the pattern models of 
creativity were generated by applying the Theory of Positive Disintegration combined with the concepts of 
complexity science. The Theory of Positive Disintegration is especially useful for understanding the tumultuous 
psychological development of gifted and creative adolescents. In accordance with Dabrowski’s theory, it was 
demonstrated that the crucial period for creative adolescents’ psychological development is the spontaneous 
multilevel disintegration (chaotic attractor). It represents a far-from-equilibrium state that is a necessary condition 
for self-organization to more complex and ordered states of mental structure in young people. Through this 
process, they become active agents in their growth, responsible for their own lives, and able to channel their 
tension “upward” through developmental dynamisms of higher levels 
 
Saturday, 11:25am-12:25pm 
Transforming Perceptions, Transforming Reality: Gifted High School Boys’ Experience of Schooling 
Laurie Alisat, Ph.D., Counsellor and Learning Leader of Gifted Education, Calgary Board of Education 
Research and TPD Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
Using a recently conducted multi-site case-based phenomenological study, of identified gifted high school boys in 
alternative educational programs, Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) provides a tool for 
understanding their experience of schooling. Through coordinated analysis, using TPD and Wilber’s Integral 
Theory, examining and determining the developmental levels, of the multiple contexts these boys find themselves 
in, there are opportunities for understanding these multiple perceptions, with possibilities for action particularly in 
educational settings. Further insights can be gained of possibilities for other ways of being for these boys and 
others, both those with similar characteristics and experiences who have not been identified as gifted, as well as 
those whom they interact with in different educational settings. These new understandings can increase the 
possibilities for different actions with more desirable outcomes for individuals in particular and the greater 
community in general. 
 
Saturday, 11:25am-12:25pm 
The Development of Empathy in Gifted Children through the Lens of TPD 
Amanda Harper, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Tasmania 
Research and TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 
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This study was conducted to ascertain whether Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration informs the 
understanding of the development of empathy in gifted and typical students, and if so, in what ways does this 
occur (Dąbrowski, 1964, 1966, 1996, 2010; Mendaglio, 2002, 2008, 2012; Tillier, 2002, 2009). 

The study adopted a phenomenological, mixed methods approach (Penn-Edwards, 2010). A purposive sample of 
grade 5/6 students was recruited from primary schools in southern Tasmania, Australia. The quantitative data 
were gathered through the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) (Davis, 1980, 1983) and qualitative data were 
gathered through individual semi-structured interviews and analysed using Leximan v2.2 software (Smith & 
Humphries, 2006) 

The study found significant differences in the responses of gifted and typical students, on two empathy subscales 
from within the IRI. Comparison with the qualitative results supported this finding. The characteristics manifested 
through these subscales were compared to behaviours documented through Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive 
Disintegration. Despite the small sample, several overexcitabilities and their inherent developmental dynamisms, 
were matched with the IRI subscale characteristics to ascertain an indication of students’ developmental levels. 
This study concluded that a deeper understanding of Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration could: 

1. contribute to the improvement of educational provision for both typical and gifted children and young people;  
2. inform the understanding of empathic development in gifted children and young people; and  
3. provide for those individuals who work and live with these students, a framework for better understanding, 

supporting and nurturing empathic development. 
 

12:20pm-1:30pm LUNCH – Rocky Mountain Room 
 
Saturday, 1:30-2:30pm 
To Imagine and Dream; To Express & Soul Speak; To Be and Become: Summoning the Voices of 
Culturally, Linguistically, and Ethnically Diverse Artists Living with Intensity in the United States 
Merzili Villanueva, Doctoral Candidate, Educational Psychology, University of Connecticut 
Zita Giraldo, B.A., Painting and Art History, and Alison Eager, M.A., Art Education 
Aurora Theatre 
 
Experiences of two gifted adult female visual artists in light of creative expression and Dabrowski’s Theory of 
Positive Disintegration.  Through interview, narrative writing, and self-‐selected art work, the panelists will 
meditate on topics such as the perceived influence of their overexcitabilities on their creative processes and 
products; the perceived influences of sociopolitical and sociocultural factors (e.g., family, peers, school, 
community, religious faith, socioeconomic status, and life events) on their emergence as women, and as artists; 
their experiences with counseling and psychiatric medication, and how their creativity and art served as weapons 
for self---‐liberation; and how the totality of these experiences have influenced their authentic choices to live 
according to their higher personal values. To diversify the perspectives, the session will infuse voices of other 
culturally, linguistically, and ethnically diverse artists alongside those of the panelists, who share a Hispanic 
culture. Please join us. 
 
Saturday, 1:30-2:30pm 
Etty Hillesum: Multilevel Development Through Transcendence of Dichotomies 
Lotte van Lith, M.A., Operates Own Coaching Company 
Theories & Philosophies Strand 
Bow Ballroom 
 
Persons who reach level five development experience and perceive reality ‘past the pairs of opposites.’ At this 
point, a person knows what gives sustainable meaning to their lives, and how to preserve emotional connection to 
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causes that go beyond their direct personal needs.  The overcoming of internal and external conflicts, in 
psychotherapy, is sometimes also referred to as ‘the transcendence of dichotomies.’  Taking into account the 
mental structuring of distinctions within dynamic personality development may offer new insight in 
understanding gifted development.  This presentation focuses on the process by which Hillesum, in her diary, An 
Interrupted Life, creates new concepts and categories and. Bu doing so, a new perception of reality.  By writing 
down her thoughts and reflecting on her inner growth, she stimulates her development toward secondary 
integration.  This reading will then be placed in perspective of TPD’s central concepts and ideas. 
 
Saturday, 1:30-2:30pm 
Weird and Shiny: Finding Identity and Belonging with a Musical Community  
Tara Sievers-Hunt, Ph.D. Candidate, Oakland University 
Research and TPD Strand 
Chinook Room 
 
If engagement with others plays a vital role in development of Self, then what happens to a gifted individual who 
has never felt truly connected to a community of practice? Criticized for her misunderstood muchness, she may 
believe herself to be alone, wrong, or broken. It is a safe haven, where masks concealing intensity and sensitivity 
may be removed, and apologies for talents, imperfections, and quirkiness are not needed. Through a 
Constructivist approach to education, I encourage these young women to discover and utilize their own unique 
voices. Through songs and creative projects, we examine questions about life, Self, perfection, Truth, and 
aloneness. We are uncommon individuals forming a community through a common-unity; and we are changing 
perceptions of what it means to be weird and shiny. 
 
Saturday, 1:30-2:30pm 
POSTER SESSION  

1) Student-Driven Virtual Learning Commons – Action research project (Lynne Ursenbach, Calgary Board 
of Education 

2) Unlocking Creativity: Unlocking Dabrowski’s Notions of ‘Inside Out’ vs ‘Outside In’ (Michelle Bence, 
Dr. Hetty Roessingh, Patti Gillespie-Noble, Anna Ramzy, Westmount Charter School) 

Research and TPD Strand 
Rocky Mountain Room 
 

2:30-2:45pm BREAK 
 
Saturday, 2:45-3:15pm 
International PANEL 
Laurie Nixon, Sal Mendaglio, Linda Silverman, Bill Tillier 
Aurora Theatre 
 
The panel members who have been key presenters during the congress will have an opportunity to share “final 
thoughts” for congress attendees and answer questions from the audience about any aspects of their presentations 
or questions about Dabrowski’s theory. 
 
Saturday, 3:15-3:45pm 
WRAP UP & NEXT CONGRESS 
Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft 
Aurora Theatre  
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Conference Appreciation

We would like to thank the following for supporting our congress: 
 

Acumen Capital Financial Partners Limited for their generous donation 
 

SEEDS Foundation for providing the congress bags 
 

One Wellness + Spa for the sample products 
 
The Organizing Committee: 
 

Laurie Alisat 
Dave Anton – website development and upkeep 
Hal Curties 
John Finlay 
Linda Finlay 
Janneke Frank – Co-Chair 
Joe Frank 
Gaye Harden 
David Holland 
Rosanne Holland 
Ralamy Kneeshaw 
Krystyna Laycraft – Co-Chair 
Mary-Jo Pow 
Suzanne Seliga 
Emily Wang 

 
 

Thank you everyone for your attendance and safe travels home. 
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The Eleventh International Dabrowski Congress 
 

Creativity: Transforming Perceptions of Reality 
 

July 24-26, 2014 Canmore, AB, Canada 
 

Thursday, July 24th 
 

12:30PM-
1:30PM 

Registration Open 
                                                                                                                                                            Foyer 

 
1:30PM- 
4:00PM 

“Dabrowski 101” Workshop 
Introduction to the Theory of Positive Disintegration 

Sal Mendaglio, Bill Tillier, Dexter Amend & Susan Daniels 
                                                                                                                                                           Aurora Theatre 

 
4:00PM-
5:00PM 

Registration Open 
                                                                                                                                                          Foyer 

  
4:00PM-
6:30PM 

DINNER 
*On Your Own 

 
6:30PM Reception – Wine & Cheese/Cash Bar 

                                                                                                                                                            Aurora Theatre 
 

7:30PM Welcome and Introductions: 
Janneke Frank & Krystyna Laycraft 

                                                                                                                                                            Aurora Theatre  
 

7:45PM Keynote Address #1: Dr. Laurie Nixon 
Creativity and Positive Disintegration 

                                                                                                                                                           Aurora Theatre 
 

*The Solara Resort does not include a restaurant 
(There are restaurants nearby, please check with the front desk staff) 

 
All meals are provided by a caterer for the congress attendees on Friday and Saturday 
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  The Eleventh International Dabrowski Congress 
 

Friday, July 25, 2014 
7:45am Registration & Breakfast                                                                                      

                                                                                                                  Rocky Mountain Room 
8:45am Welcome and Announcements: Janneke Frank & Krystyna Laycraft          

                                                                                                                             Aurora Theatre 
9:00am Keynote #2: Empathy: The Heart of Dabrowski’s Theory Dr. Linda Silverman 

                                                                                                                             Aurora Theatre 

10:00am- 
10:15am 

Refreshment Break 
                                                                                                                     Foyer 

 

10:15am-
10:45am 

Creativity: Dabrowski’s Unique Perspective  Bill Tillier 
                                                                                                                             Aurora Theatre 

BREAK 
Room Aurora Theatre Bow Ballroom Chinook Room 
10:45am-
11:45am 

Sal Mendaglio 
Positive Disintegration: Creation 

of the Autonomous Self 
 

Jennifer Eiserman, 
Heather Lai &  

Chelsea Rushton 
Drawing Out 

Understanding: Arts-
based Inquiry and Gifted 

 

Catherine Zakoian 
Tripping Out Back Behind 

the Ashram: Creative 
Education and … 

 

11:45am- 
12:45pm 

LUNCH 
                                                                                                                 Rocky Mountain Room 

12:45- 
1:45pm 

Michelle Kane 
Returning Home: Finding the 

Light Within 
 

Janneke Frank &  
Emily Wang 

Neuroscience and 
Dabrowski’s Theory 

 

Jacquie Aitken-Kish 
Understanding Victims 

and Offenders by 
Understanding TPD 

 
 BREAK 
2:00pm-
3:00pm 

Dexter Amend 
Creativity in Dabrowski and TPD 

 

Chelsea Rushton 
Motherland: A Journey 

into the Self, and 
Through 

 

Michelle Bence et al 
Unlocking Creativity: 
Applying Dabrowski’s 

Notions of ‘Inside Out’ vs 
‘Outside In’ to … 

 
 BREAK 
3:10- 
4:10pm 
 

Susan Nikakis & Carmel Meehan 
How Do Expert Teachers Create 

An Environment Where 
Creativity, a Love of 

Truth… 
 

Norbert Duda 
Dr. Dabrowski and Me: 
A Personal Application 

of TPD 
 

Susan Daniels 
Everyday Creativity and 
Optimal Development 

 

  BREAK  
6:00pm Reception: Hors d’oeuvres/Cash Bar 

                                                                                                                  Rocky Mountain Room                
6:30pm DINNER  

                                                                                                                 Rocky Mountain Room 
7:45- 
8:30pm 

Reflections about Dabrowski: Dexter Amend, Norbert Duda, Bill Tillier  
                                                                                                                             Aurora Theatre 
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The Eleventh International Dabrowski Congress 

Saturday, July 26, 2014 
7:45am Breakfast 

                                                                                                                  Rocky Mountain Room 
8:45am Welcome and Announcements: Janneke Frank & Krystyna Laycraft          

                                                                                                                             Aurora Theatre 
 

Room Aurora Theatre Bow Ballroom Chinook Room 
9:00am-
10:00am 

Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche 
Taking Joy and Sorrow as the Path 

 

Nancy Miller 
Advanced Development 

Journal and TPD: 
Theoretical Papers, 
Research & Case 

Studies 

Linda Sabatini 
Facilitating the Creative 

Process 
 

10:00am- 
10:15am 

 
BREAK 

 
10:15am- 
11:15am 

Frank Falk & Susan Daniels 
Introducing the Overexcitability 

Questionaire for Children 

Brownlee 
Self-Discipline: 

Indicator and Catalyst 
of Positive 

Disintegration 

Picard 
Why There Needs to be a 

Folk Singer at the 
Dabrowski Congress 

 
11:25am- 
12:25pm 

Krystyna Laycraft 
Psychological Development of 
Creative Adolescents Through 

TPD 

Laurie Alisat 
Transforming 
Perceptions, 

Transforming Reality: 
Gifted High School 
Boys’ Experience of 

Schooling 
 

Amanda Harper 
The Development of 
Empathy in Gifted 

Children Through the Lens 
of TPD 

 

12:30pm-  
1:30pm 

 
LUNCH  

                                                                                                                  Rocky Mountain Room 
 

1:30pm-
2:30pm 

SYMPOSIUM 
Merzili Villaneuva, Zita Giraldo, 

Alison Eager 
To Imagine and Dream; To 

Express & Soul Speak; To Be & 
Become: Summoning the Voices 

of… 

Lotte van Lith 
Etty Hillesum: Multi-

level Development 
Through Transcendence 

of… 

Tara Sievers-Hunt 
Weird & Shiny: Finding 
Identity and Belonging 
with a Musical Community 

2:30pm-
2:45pm 

 BREAK  

2:45pm-
3:15pm 

PANEL 
Sal Mendaglio, Laurie Nixon, 
Linda Silverman & Bill Tillier 

 
3:15pm-
3:45pm 

 
WRAP UP & NEXT CONGRESS 

 
 

Thank you and safe journeys home everyone. 
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Many of the Congress sessions are available as 
YouTube videos.  

 
An index appears the following link: 

 

 
 

http://goo.gl/e5KdE1 
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Crea%vity and
Posi%ve

Disintegra%on
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In his various discussions about, and references to, crea3vity, Dabrowski rarely refers
to crea3vity as such, but rather refers to crea3ve persons (e.g., “men of genius” or
“crea3ve individuals”), or to the “crea3ve ins3nct,” or to intui3on (which he considers
fundamental to crea3vity1).

From some of his comments on crea3ve persons one can infer a standard defini3on
of crea3vity as useful innova3on in the arts and the sciences.

For example, “men of genius” are defined as “those who contribute new discoveries
and new values” (1996:22).

And prior to innova3on crea3ve persons in art and literature are said challenge
exis3ng forms (and by extrapola3on one could add theories).

Great crea3ve individuals in the fields of art, literature and on the borderline of
those two fields, oKen challenge and transform ideas and aesthe5c forms and,
thus, contribute to the forma5on and later, general acceptance of [a] new form
by more or less large social circles. (1973:viii)

But not surprisingly Dabrowski is primarily interested in the role crea3vity plays in
personality development.

1. For Dabrowski, “Intui3on is an indispensable component of any crea3ve research and any act
of discovery in daily life” (1973:191).
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On the one hand, Dabrowski explains that the crea3ve ins3nct is not in itself a
higher level dynamism, and not automa3cally in the service of personality
development.

The crea3ve ins3nct may vary in its range. However, it is always rela3vely
limited, unless supported by such higher dynamisms as the third factor,
“subject-‐object” in oneself, inner psychic transforma3on, iden3fica3on and
empathy, autonomy and authen3city.

The crea3ve ins3nct, alone, or together with dynamisms of the same
level, is [only] an expression of a “psychological awakening,” of increased
imagina3onal, emo3onal, psychomotor, sensory, and intellectual excitability
combined in a group of varying breadth. The crea5ve ins5nct, per se, does
not usually contain hierarchical, evalua5ve elements. It is only the coupling
of this ins5nct with other higher level dynamisms that links it with the need
to develop an autonomous personality and its ideal. (1973:25-‐26)

And,

By itself the crea5ve ins5nct does not enable one to develop universally
toward the highest level. This is possible only in conjunc3on with the ins3nct
of self-‐perfec3on. (1996:48)
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On the other hand, Dabrowski frequently links the crea3ve ins3nct with personality
development in a way that seems to contradict the previously quoted statements. In
Mental Growth Through Posi3ve Disintegra3on, Dabrowski provides the following
defini3on of the crea3ve ins3nct:

[The crea3ve ins3nct is] An assembly of cohesively organized forces, oKen of
great intensity, oriented toward a search for the new and the different in the
external and the internal reality. Crea5ve ins5nct is associated with
accelerated development. (1972:293)

However this associa3on of crea3vity with accelerated development need not be
seen as meaning that the crea3ve ins3nct is automa3cally in the service of
accelerated development, but simply that it is necessary for development.

Again when Dabrowski says that the crea3ve ins3nct transforms “old elements of
reality” into new ones always at a higher level one might understandably suspect
that he is contradic3ng himself:

The crea3ve ins3nct appears to be a rather cohesive group of dynamisms. They
transform old elements or dimensions of reality and create new ones in an
original, mentally rich and complex manner. It appears to be a group of
dynamisms that discover and mold new human reali3es, broad or narrow in
scope, but always higher and valuable. (1973:25)
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The apparent contradic3on could be resolved if we infer that here he is not speaking
about crea3vity as normally understood ― i.e., as a process that results in a new
scien3fic or ar3s3c discoveries ― but of crea3vity that discovers and molds new
human reali3es, i.e., crea3vity as applied to personality development.

But Dabrowski also explicitly states that the crea3ve ins3nct “appears and grows
[only] at a rela3vely high level of [personality] development” (1970:164) by which,
given the dynamisms men3oned, he clearly means level III.

[The] CREATIVE INSTINCT [is] a dynamism which consists of the search for new
and qualita3vely different experiences. It appears and grows at a rela5vely
high level of development. Arising from the nega3ve experience of excessive
satura3on with actual condi3ons, it is associated with the dynamisms of
dissa3sfac3on with oneself, and the environment, the third factor, the desire to
transform oneself, prospec3on and authen3city. It is not necessarily associated
with a global development of mental func3ons and structures. It appears in the
first phase of mul3level disintegra3on. (1970:164)

Once again we could resolve what appears to be a contradic3on by inferring that he
is here speaking of the crea3ve ins3nct when it is engaged in the process of
personality development.
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But elsewhere, in the context of a discussion of intui3on in science and the arts,
Dabrowski explicitly states that “Intui3on [which he says is essen3al for crea3vity]
does not appear in developmental stages below mul3level
disintegra3on” (1973:189-‐190).

There is some empirical support for this posi3on. For her Ph.D. disserta3on Lysy
(1979) conducted a study of 20 counseling and 22 non-‐counseling students (mostly
graduate students) and reported a correla3on (r = .44) between the Myers-‐Briggs
sensory-‐intui3on func3on and the Dabrowskian level of personality (as measured by
the Defini3on-‐Response Instrument). More recently , in a study of 374 adults (aged
18–61; 50 % female) in either community leadership or professional management
programs, Vincent, Ward and Denson (2013) found that intui3on (as measured by the
Myers-‐Briggs Type Indicator) correlated posi3vely with Loevinger’s stages of ego
development.

So how does Dabrowski account for those persons who have received cri3cal acclaim
for having achieved innova3ons in their fields, but who are not at level III?

He does this by dis3nguishing between embryonic (i.e., incomplete or deficient)
crea3vity and amature fully-‐rounded crea3vity.

It would seem that the interpreta3on of crea3ve drives as a crea3ve ins3nct,
and placing it on the developmental scale on the level of spontaneous mul3level
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disintegra3on and some5mes unilevel disintegra5on, explains its proper,
scope ... Its nuclei [are] on a fairly primi3ve or narrow level, … expressed as
vaguely felt needs and strivings for “ar3s3c expression,” [do] appear in unilevel
disintegra5on … (1973:27)

In the final version of the theory of posi3ve disintegra3on, Dabrowski provides greater
elabora3on on the deficiencies of crea3vity as found in level II.

[Level II] Crea3vity arises from fascina3on with the endless variety of phenomena
but lacks discrimina5on and evalua5on … There is fascina3on with exo3c and
magic phenomena. There may be fascina3on with evil and psychopathic heroes
and psychopathic life styles. Absence of [an] ideal and [of] reflec3on. OKen
through distorted and broken forms, crea3vity expresses the distor3on and chaos
of unilevel disintegra3on. Not infrequently there is fascina3on with the pathology
of human behavior and experience. (1996:34)

And

[There are] Individuals [who are] endowed with special talents but lacking
mul3level developmental poten3al … lack[ing] universal components. Only some
emo5onal and intellectual poten5als develop very well while the rest remains
undeveloped, in fact, it appears lacking. There is oKen dispropor5onate
development of certain forms of expression of emo3onal, sensual, or
imagina3onal overexcitability. It may be manifested for instance as excessive
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iden3fica3on with … the dream or occult world but without any sense of
discrimina3on. This may give rise to copious crea5ve outpourings in wri3ng,
pain3ng, movie making or scien3fic endeavor but it will lack the universal
context of human experience, knowledge, and objec3ve hierarchy of values.
(1996:21)

Thus there can be a level II crea3vity (and it can be prodigious), but it is
indiscriminate, par3al or incomplete, and dispropor3onate.

If crea3vity is incomplete at level II, as far as Dabrowski is concerned, it is non-‐
existent at level I,

According to this approach [i.e., looking at crea3vity developmentally], the
crea3ve ins3nct cannot arise on a low level of integra3on and in psychopathy
(1973:27).

And according to Dabrowski, at level I there can be no intui3on, which is essen3al for
crea3vity. In fact what some might interpret as crea3vity, or intui3on, at level I is
really just shrewdness based on extensive experience [i.e., by implica3on, imita3on].

No intui3on. Intui3on is replaced by shrewdness and usually by extensive
experience in observing well-‐established schema3c paoerns of behavior. The
individual relies upon his sensory percep3ons without being capable of
individual differen3a3on. (1996:102)
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In his remarks on sugges3bility Dabrowski explicitly states that ar3sts at level I are
imita3ng “primi3ve models,” although they may occasionally aoempt to go beyond
those models.

Sugges3bility … is rigid and follows the single track of self-‐centered ambi3ons…
Frequently this type of sugges3bility manifests itself as imita5on of primi3ve models
([as for example in] … psychopathic ar3sts … ). This may lead through
autosugges3bility to aoempts to surpass these models. (1996:82)

So to summarize, at level I there can only be a false imita3ve crea3vity; and at level II an
imperfect embryonic form of crea3vity.

Authen3c fully developed crea3vity occurs only in level III, where it collaborates in the
project of personality development.

And at level IV, and beyond, the crea3ve ins3nct loses its autonomous existence and is
transformed into an ins3nct of self-‐perfec3on.

On a higher level, when the development of an individual is universal, it loses its
dis5nctness and independence, and associates itself with the self-‐perfec3on ins3nct
and personality. (1973:27)

On a high level of development [the] crea3ve ins3nct becomes an ins3nct of self-‐
perfec3on which besides the media of ar3s3c expression begins to stress more and
more strongly the concern for inner perfec3on. (1996:20)
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There is some empirical support for Dabrowski’s appraisal of the crea3ve capacity of
persons at level I. An example is a study by Eisenman (1999) who asked seven staff
members at state prison for youthful offenders to nominate from a pool of 40
prisoners (ranging in age from 16 to 24) those that they considered to be crea3ve as
defined in the following statement given to the staff members.

Original, effec3ve or useful in their originality, had new ideas, were able to
come up with solu3ons to problems that most could not do, could think in ways
that went beyond the conven3onal and come up with helpful solu3ons, etc.
(Eisenman, 1999)

The prison staff iden3fied 10 or the 40 prisoners as conforming to this descrip3on of
crea3ve.

The crea3vity of all 40 prisoners was then independently assessed on the basis of an
analysis of videotapes of the prisoners singing and dance performances in prison
talent shows and on the ra3ngs the prisoners were given to their responses to five
Thema3c Appercep3on Test (TAT) cards.

Then the 10 prisoners nominated by the staff as “crea3ve” were compared to the 30
considered to be rela3vely “non-‐crea3ve.”
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Five cards from the Thema%c Appercep%on Test used by Eisenman
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Of the ten of top rated singers (from the 40 prisoners ), eight came from the ten
prisoners consider by the prison staff to be crea3ve. Only two were from the 30
“non-‐crea3ve” prisoners.

Seven of the top ten crea3ve dancers were from the ten prisoners nominated as
crea3ve.

But on the TAT (Thema3c Appercep3on Test) there was only a minor difference in
the ra3ngs of the two groups. Only two of the ten prisoners nominated by the staff
as crea5ve had their TAT scores rated as crea5ve, whereas five of the 30 non-‐
crea3ve prisoners were rated as crea3ve according to the responses.

Eisenman, in a summary of this study in a subsequent ar3cle (Eisenman, 2008),
noted that even when the prisoner responses to the TAT were rated as crea3ve,
their crea3ve responses were “typically about crime,” and he goes on to say,

It is as though they might be crea3ve in the domain of crime, but are incredibly
noncrea5ve in most other aspects of life, including cogni3ve and social areas,
where they have rigid ways of thinking and rela5ng to others, which gets them
into trouble. (Eisenman, 2008)
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Worth no3ng here is a series of five experiments that Gino and Ariely (2012)
conducted on crea3vity and morality with student subjects, most of whom one can
safely assume are not at a level beyond unilevel disintegra3on. They found that the
higher the score on measures of crea3vity the greater the likelihood of engaging in
dishonest behaviour, and further that the higher the crea3vity score the greater
the ability to produce jus3fica3ons for dishonest behaviour.1

These findings seem to go well beyond the view expressed by Dabrowski that
crea3vity “is always rela3vely limited, unless supported by such higher
dynamisms.” They clearly indicate that crea3vity, unsupported by higher level
dynamisms, far from being merely neutral, can actually be detrimental.

1. For a more detailed descrip3on of one of the experimental studies, see Appendix I:
Crea3vity and ethics research of Gino and Ariely.
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Ar%s%c crea%vity

As might be expected Dabrowski sees a rela3onship between imagina3onal
overexcitability and ar3s3c crea3vity.

“Imagina5onal overexcitability is of great significance in ar5s5c crea3vity…
“ (Dynamics of Concepts, 1973, p. 173)

Scholarly crea%vity

And again, as might be expected, Dabrowski links scholarly crea3vity with intellectual
OE, but “in conjunc3on with” two other OEs.

“Intellectual overexcitability, especially in conjunc3on with emo5onal and
imagina5onal overexcitability, gives rise to scholarly crea3vity… “ (Dynamics of
Concepts, 1973, p. 173)

A study published by Piechowski, Silverman and Falk (1985) confirms what Dabrowski
said about both ar3s3c and scholarly ac3vity.

But on the basis of this study, Dabrowski’s statement regarding ar5s5c crea3vity could
be amended to read, “Imagina3onal overexcitability, especially in conjunc5on with
emo5onal and intellectual overexcitability, gives rise to ar3s3c crea3vity (see Table 2
in Piechowski, Silverman and Falk, 1985).
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In the Piechowski, Silverman and Falk study, the mean scores of both ar3sts (writers,
poets, musicians, fine ar3sts, film producers and dancer-‐choreographers) and the intellectually giKed
(Mensa members, persons from giKed classes and those of recognized scholarly achievement) on
emo3onal, imagina3onal and intellectual overexcitabili3es are of greater magnitude
that those of the graduate student comparison group. However what is striking are
the rela3vely high mean scores of the ar3sts on intellectual, and especially emo3onal,
overexcitability, in addi3on to the expected high score on imagina3onal
overexcitability.
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Dabrowski notes that the “overwhelming majority of human individuals” do not change
in terms of fundamental traits, temperament or character (1973:136), but those who
“possess a favourable endowment for accelerated development” (i.e., developmental
poten3al, or DP) have the capacity to adapt to new situa3ons by transforming, or
transcending, their psychological (or temperamental) type (1973:137). What Dabrowski
means by transcending one’s psychological type is the following:

Transcendence of the psychological type consists in the acquisi3on of mental
quali3es and aqtudes which are different and even contrary to those determined
by the hereditary endowment …. This process weakens one-‐sided typological traits
and leads to the acquisi5on of complementary traits, characteris5c of the
opposite psychological type. The basic mental structure is widened and enriched
as a result of this process. (1973:138)

And Dabrowski gives the following examples of transcending psychological type:

[A] manifesta3on [of inner psychic transforma3on] is the transcending of
psychological type by introducing traits of [the] opposite type, for example an
extravert becomes somewhat introverted, or an impa3ent and irascible person
becomes pa3ent and gentle, or a 3mid and anxious person turns into a confident
leader. (1996:39)

While Dabrowski does not specifically link transcending one’s psychological type with
crea3ve persons it is interes3ng that a well-‐known crea3vity researcher has observed in
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his analysis of interviews with 91 eminent crea3ve persons
that they exhibit just this type of rich personality structure
described by Dabrowski, i.e., a personality that embraces
opposite traits as complementary ones.

Characteris%cs of highly crea%ve persons (Csikszentmihaly)

Csikszentmihaly found that crea3ve persons are characterized
by complexity―i.e., that they are able to move from one
extreme to another in a range of personality dimensions:

1. On the one hand crea3ve persons are capable of long
periods of sustained and concentrated ac3vity and on the
other they oKen take long periods of rest and sleep.
2. They exhibit cri3cal intelligence (an IQ of 120 or above) and at the same 3me a
certain childish naïveté ( a combina3on of both convergent and divergent
thinking).

3. They are both playful and responsible (disciplined and perseverant).

4. They have ac3ve imagina3ons but are not delusional. They have original, but
not bizarre, ideas―their original ideas are rooted in reality.

5. They are both introverted (comfortable being alone) and extraverted (capable
of socializing and aware of the importance of networking).
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6. They are proud of their achievements and modest at the same 3me. They are
aware of the role played by good luck in their success, but not lacking in self-‐
confidence and not given to false modesty. They are both ambi3ous and at the
same 3me selfless. They are both compe33ve and coopera3ve.

7. Highly crea3ve persons are capable of being energe3c and asser3ve as well as
sensi3ve and nurturing.

8. They are both conserva3ve and tradi3onal as well as rebellious and
iconoclas3c.

9. They are both passionate and at the same 3me objec3ve.

10. They experience both intense suffering and intense joy. (Csikszentmihaly,
1996:55-‐76)

According to Dabrowski this ability to move from one end of a personality trait
spectrum to another frequently represents a loosening of lower level structures and
corresponds to a shiK from level II to III.

Loosening or even breaking-‐up of structure by means of polarized fluctua5on
oKen corresponds to a period of accelerated development in an individual. It is an
essen3al element of unilevel disintegra3on, which is slowly transformed into
mul3level disintegra3on with its hierarchical organiza3on and its characteris3c
components of valua3on. (Developmental psychotherapy, n.d., p.129)
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When the stress of mul3level development gets to be too intense Dabrowski
recommends an engagement with the arts as a means of taking a break, which,
using an agricultural analogy, he refers to as the “rota3on of psychic crops.” Such a
break not only allows for relief from stress, but also provides 3me for reflec3on and
a deeper awareness of the developmental process.

If the candidate for personality … reveals the sharp tenseness of mul3level
disintegra3ve dynamisms, then of great help at this stage may be an isola3on
in peaceful condi3ons, which helps one to order one’s sensa3ons by an
interrup3on of actual sensa3ons and by a deepening of certain elements of the
inner milieu. The condi3ons of “sa3a3ng oneself” in such an internal
“constella3on” with plas5c sensa5ons, music, and primarily with calmness
would be compa3ble with the impressions and opinions of Aldous Huxley as to
the importance of these sensa3ons for the spiritual life of man. (1967:150-‐151)

And in Developmental psychotherapy, Dabrowski suggests the following remedy:

… systema3c exercises aimed at lessening tension of the vegeta3ve nervous
system and a "rota5on of psychic crops" are advocated … In some cases it
may be beneficial for the individual to become involved, for a certain period of
3me, with … nature … [and] with apprecia5on of art and music, etc.
(Developmental Psychotherapy, n.d.:202)
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In addi3on to providing relaxa3on from the tensions of mul3level development,
crea3ve works of art can provide models of the processes involved in posi3ve
disintegra3on.

.... truly inspired art contains strong intellectual, religious, and moral
elements, [and] … it pictures the drama of man’s development, its process of
disintegra5on, the dynamics of its rela5on to the personality ideal, its
changeability and its developmental conflicts, its progress from sensualism
and materialism to mys5cism, from ra5onalism to intui5onalism, from
ins5nc5ve to suprains5nc5ve aNtudes and from the biological to
suprabiological dimension. Such elements are found, in various
configura3ons and intensi3es, in the works of [the sculptor] Phidias, Socrates,
the great Grecian tragedians, and in the works of Michelangelo, Dante,
Shakespeare, [the poet] Mickiewicz, and others. (1967:34-‐35)

Crea3ve works of art in various ways model the process of posi3ve disintegra3on.
But this is not the case for all crea3ve works of art. Dabrowski dis3nguishes
between works that are unilevel and those that aremul5level, and he gives
examples of crea3ve persons and their works at both levels II and III (and beyond).
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Reference to the effects of the arts in segments of the video, Be greeted
psychoneuro5cs

In the video, Be greeted psychoneuro3cs― available online at:

hop://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SN -‐oZocwXc

● In this video there is an example of musical performance as "psychic rota3on of
crops" (between 9:20 and 11:40 [or 13:40] minutes).

One of Dabrowski’s pa3ents specifically men3ons that playing his clarinet
gives him a feeling of security, makes him feel good, helps clear his mind and
relaxes him (11:20 to 11:35 minutes).

● Also in this video Dabrowski explains how theatrical performances can inspire
developmental aspira3ons (between 18:00 and 19:45minutes).

Dabrowski tells a pa3ent suffering from depression that if she sees a play in
which the characters take a posi3ve aqtude toward their depression this will
show her that it is possible to overcome her depression and aoain a higher
level of development (19:05-‐19:45minutes).
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Unilevel works of art

Compared to the large number of
examples of mul3level creators and
art works men3oned by Dabrowski,
there are very few references to
unilevel creators and unilevel art
works. But there are some.

In a general descrip3on of unilevel
disintegra3on Dabrowski notes that

Not infrequently [in level II
crea3vity] there is [a]
fascina3on with the pathology
of human behavior and
experience. The films of Ingmar
Bergman or Bunuel, the
surrealis3c art of Picasso and
Salvador Dali, ac3on pain3ng,
pop-‐art and op-‐art, are
prominent examples. (1996:34)

Salvador Dali. The face of War, 1940.
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In the sec3on on aesthe3c aqtude at the five levels of personality, regarding level II,
we read,

Esthe3c experiences do not tend to be mutually related within a larger context
of development and [a] search for the “new” and “higher.” They are not a
means of transforma5on and hierarchical differen5a5on of esthe3c
experience as a part of emo3onal and cogni3ve growth. They are not linked
with the inner psychic milieu, which is weak anyway. Frequent aqtude of “art
for art’s sake” (Oscar Wilde) … (1996:98)

Bergman, Buñuel, Picasso, Dali and Wilde are examples of crea3ve persons whose
works Dabrowski considered to be unilevel.

In the opening scene of Buñel’s Un Chien
Andalou (1929) a woman's eyeball is sliced
open with a razor blade, a clear example
of fascina%on with human pathology.
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Mul%level creators and crea%ve art works

In his descrip3on of the aesthe3c aqtude,
he states that at level III,

Moral and religious strivings appear in
ar3s3c expression. [There is a] Need
for finding and expressing
philosophical elements in art. [A]
Need to relate to such creators as
Dante,Michelangelo, Shakespeare,
Beethoven, Chopin, Bach. (1996:99)

Dabrowski is obviously iden3fying as
mul3level the works of these writers,
composers and of the sculptor, painter and
architect, Michelangelo.

Michelangelo. The Prophet Jeremiah (1511).
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Some3mes Dabrowski iden3fies individual works
as in the following passage.

Characteris3c examples of mul3level
crea3vity are Greek tragedies,
Shakespeare’s tragedies, Dostoyevsky’s
Crime and Punishment as a demonstra3on
of the riK between the higher and the lower,
Van Gogh’s pain%ngs, the chimeras of
Notre Dame in Paris. Another important
expression is a deeply emo3onal experience
felt in rela%onships such as between
Desdemona and Othello, Ophelia and
Hamlet, or the theme of friendship in E. M.
Forster’s Passage to India. (1996:36)

Possibly Dabrowski considered the chimeras
were mul3level because they illustrate the
exclusion of evil from the church interior, thus
implying a dis3nc3on between lower and higher
values [?]. Dabrowski does not usually provide
reasons for his assigning art works to one level or
another.

Le Stryge, perhaps the best known
chimera on the Galerie des Chimères of
Notre-‐Dame de Paris.
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In an analysis of fear, dread and anxiety at level III, Dabrowski begins the subsec3on on
the role of the crea3ve ins3nct in transforming fear, dread and anxiety by saying,

[The] Crea3ve ins3nct brings new contents into states of fear. The “new” can be
expressed on the one hand by aqtudes of curiosity toward fear (introduc3on of
elements of analysis and intui3on), and on the other it may express an urge for
ac3ve transforma3on of experienced fear to other kinds of fear, usually of [a]
higher level, as for instance, into alterocentric and existen3al fears, and thus gain

Francisco Goya. Sad Presen5ments of What is to
Come, 1819. Etching, burin, drypoint and burnisher.

control of primi3ve states of fear.
The element of curiosity brings
complexity into the experience of
fear and leads to the discovery of its
new dimensions, such as anxiety,
dread, or terror, even agony … Many
have experienced a kind of
satura3on with fear which leads to
an altruis3c transforma3on. Killing
fear for oneself makes room for a
new kind of fear―a fear for the sake
of others. The content of fear is
expressed in pain3ng (e.g., Goya),
literature (e.g., Kaga), or music,
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especially in modern music (e.g., Penderecki). One observes the beginning of a
posi3ve aqtude toward fear, or even its friendly acceptance … (1996:53-‐54)

Although not explicitly stated, given the context, it seems reasonable to infer that
Dabrowski feels that Goya, Ka}a and Penderecki have produced works that do not just
deal with fear, but deal with it in a mul3level manner.1

In his descrip3on of the reality func3on2 at level III, Dabrowski explains how the reality
func3on is transformed by the crea3ve ins3nct, and in the process he iden3fies a
number authors and composers who produce mul3level works.

[The] Crea3ve ins3nct has a fundamental influence on the transforma3on of [the]
reality func3on. How oKen in the development of prominent personali3es,
crea3ve writers, composers, ar3sts (e.g. Kierkegaard, Keats, Kaga, Proust, Emily

1. For a commentary on Goya’s etching and a commentary on a composi3on of Penderecki (by an art
historian and a conductor respec3vely) in which are discussed the transforma3on and/or “friendly
acceptance” of fear in those works see the Appendix II on the role of the arts in transforming fear.

2. As defined in Psychoneurosis is not an illness, the reality func3on is,
A func3on which guides the behavior of the individual in his tes3ng of internal and external reality.
It adapts his behavior to the demands of those levels of reality which he perceives as the more
vital. Reality func3on at a low level deals with the basic needs of everyday living. Reality func3on
at a high, level deals with the experiences and processes of inner crea3ve reality.
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Dickinson, Elizabeth Barreh Browning, T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, Saint-‐Exupéry,
Pearl Buck,W. H. Auden, Dag Hammarskjöld, J. S. Mill, Chopin, Gustav Mahler,
Michelangelo, Gabriel Marcel) the realiza3on appears that it is beoer to be
restless, to suffer depressions, and even to be gravely ill, if these afflic3ons give in
return the possibility of finding access to the world of “higher reality,” a world of
new ideas, new crea3ve s3muli, new intense dreams … (1996:61-‐62)

In Developmental Psychotherapy Dabrowski gives several examples of crea3ve persons
who exhibited what he refers to as posi3ve infan3lism.

… infan3lism is oKen found … among outstanding individuals in the field of art and
science … To this group belong Beethoven, Chopin, Keats, [the poet, playwright
and novelist]Musset, [the poet] Słowacki, Shelley, Rosseau [Rousseau?], Chagall,
Walt Disney [?], and hundreds of others … individuals with infan3le traits are oKen
adjusted to a "reality of a higher order.“ (Developmental psychotherapy, n.d.:130)

And in a discussion of aesthe3c quali3es in Personality-‐shaping through posi3ve
disintegra3on, Dabrowski provides yet more examples of crea3ve persons who have
produced mul3level art works.

It appears, therefore, that truly inspired art contains strong intellectual, religious,
and moral elements, that it pictures the drama of man’s development, its process
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of disintegra3on, the dynamics of its rela3on to the personality ideal, its
changeability and its developmental conflicts, its progress from sensualism
and materialism to mys3cism, from ra3onalism to intui3onalism, from
ins3nc3ve to suprains3nc3ve aqtudes and from the biological to [the]
suprabiological dimension. Such elements are found, in various configura3ons
and intensi3es, in the works of [the sculptor] Phidias, Socrates, the great
Grecian tragedians, and in the works ofMichelangelo, Dante, Shakespeare,
[the poet]Mickiewicz, and others. (1967:35)

In the above passages Dabrowski has provided the names of authors, composers,
and ar3sts1 who have created works that he judges are mul3level and therefore
able to inspire a mul3level perspec3ve in those who engage with them.

But, in addi3on, we learn from these passages about the way crea3ve works of art
can facilitate the process of posi3ve disintegra3on:

1. They make a dis3nc3on between lower and higher values;
2. They contain moral and religious themes and present examples of moral
and religious striving, and therefore provide inspira3on for transcending
purely self-‐centred and materialis3c goals;

1. See Appendix IV for the complete list of mul3level authors, composers, ar3sts iden3fied as
such by Dabrowski.
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3. They provide examples of emo3onally profound rela3onships;
4. They illustrate the possibility of transforming unidimensional and unilelvel
emo3ons (e.g., primi3ve fear) into a wider range of feelings, as well as ordering
these feelings in accordance with a hierarchy of values, thus permiqng control
over the lower level feelings and the cul3va3on of higher level feelings; and
5. They enable those who encounter them to discover the developmental
opportuni3es in a variety of experiences (e.g., immaturity, restlessness and
depression) normally seen as purely nega3ve.

At this point I would like to refer to some recent work on the effect of the arts on
personality change done by researchers at the University of Toronto.
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Keith Oatley

Maja Djikic

A team of researchers consis3ng of Maja Djikic and Keith
Oatley and their colleagues at the University of Toronto are
inves3ga3ng the effects of art works on changes in
personality and personality development.

In reviews of research undertaken on the effects of reading
literary works on personality they cite several studies
demonstra3ng an3cipated changes in a single dimension of
personality such as increased ability to infer the desires,
beliefs and emo3ons of others, increased empathy, and
increased pro-‐social behaviour (Mar, Djikic and Oatley, in
press; and Djikic, Oatley and Moldoveanu, 2013) .

But Djikic, Oatley and colleagues have conducted a number of
experiments in which they have shown that engagement with
the arts induces modest changes in personality (or what
Dabrowski refers to as a loosening or breaking up of psychic
structures or disintegra3on) that are unique to each
individual.

These studies mostly looked at the effects of literary works
but one examined the effect of music and another the effect
of pain3ng.
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Effect of a reading a Chekhov story

In one study (Djikic, Oatley, Zoeterman
and Peterson, 2009) par3cipants were
assigned to an experimental group with
the task of reading a short story by Anton
Chekhov (The Lady with the Toy Dog) or
to an experimental group in which the
details of the Chekhov story were wrioen
up as a court case. Par3cipants
completed: (1) before and aKer the
interven3on, the Big Five Inventory
(John, Donahue and Kentle, 1991) with
scales for the traits of extraversion,
consciousness, agreeableness,
neuro3cism and openness; (2) aKer the interven3on, an emo3on checklist of 10
emo3ons and checklists designed to determine the extent to which the par3cipants
found the texts (a) interes3ng; and (b) ar3s3c.

Results. There was no difference in level of interest in the two texts, but the Chekhov
story was considered more ar3s3c (a mean score of .77 as opposed to .69) and it
produced a greater emo3onal response and more personality change as measured by
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a composite index of changes (in either direc3on) of the five traits measured by the Big
Five Inventory.

The researchers concluded that

… this study [with the Chekhov short story] demonstrates that … reading literary
art can have an effect even on non-‐avid readers … We hypothesize the effect
involves a soUening of what are usually the rather rigid boundaries of our self-‐
schemas. By projec3ng ourselves into fic3onal stories and the minds of fic3onal
characters we open ourselves up to greater possibili3es for who we may become.
It is important to stress that par3cipants did not show a collec3ve change in the
same direc3on: not all of them became more extraverted, or open, or
conscien3ous, for example. In other words, they were not persuaded by a moral
embedded in the story. Rather each reader experienced a unique fluctua3on in
their en3re personality profile. Reading Chekhov induced changes in their sense of
self ― perhaps temporary ― such that they experienced themselves not as
different in some way prescribed by the story but as different in a direc5on
toward discovering their own selves …. We might even start to think of literature
in par3cular, and the arts in general, as func3onally related to human personality
development. (Mar, Djikic and Oatley, 2008)

The no3on of soKening rigid boundaries of self-‐schemas is very similar to Dabrowski’s
descrip3on of posi3ve disintegra3on as the loosening of primi3ve psychic structures.
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In Developmental psychotherapy Dabrowski explains that developmental progress
requires the discovery of richer and higher crea3ve func3ons which in turn require
the loosening or breaking up of more primi3ve structures.

What is posi3ve disintegra3on? Is it indeed paradoxical, or is it a new and more
accurate concept of posi3ve developmental processes?

According to the author the laoer is correct. He differen3ates between
nega3ve disintegra3on, which usually manifests in serious psychic and organic
disturbances and psychosis ― and posi3ve disintegra3on ― which consists of
the loosening or breaking up of those human psychic structures and func5ons
which are primi3ve, lower, narrow, and an3-‐developmental, a loosening which
allows the development of richer, higher, crea5ve func5ons. (Developmental
psychotherapy, n.d., pp.3-‐4)

In a study where the interven3on was one of eight literary essays (the essay genre) or
one of eight short stories (the narra3ve genre), the University of Toronto researchers
found that it was the perceived literary quality (not genre) that predicted personality
change (Djikic, Oatley and Carland, 2012) but that those who read the short story had
lower scores on a scale measuring the need for cogni%ve closure than did those who
read the essays (Djikic, Oatley, and Moldoveanu, 2013). A lower need for cogni3ve
closure is consistent with Dabrowski’s no3on of persons at level III having a higher
tolerance for frustra3on ― they are “able to perceive the posi3ve aspects of
frustra3on,” which “leads to [the] ac3va3on of crea3ve tendencies” (1996:112).
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Djikic (2011) also looked at the effect of music on personality change. One of the things
I found so interes3ng about her report on this experiment was the remarks she made in
the introduc3on that seemed to correspond so well with the theory of posi3ve
disintegra3on.

According to dynamical systems theory,1 change in stable systems (including
psychological systems) is preceded by a type of discon3nuity called cri3cal
fluctua3ons … such that one can see an increased variability in the system before it
reorganizes and transi3ons to a new stable level. The increase in variability in traits
(evidenced as a discon3nuity, or a crisis) has been found just prior to adversarial
growth in psychotherapeu3c situa3ons … through crystalliza3on of discontent
before significant life changes … and in developmentally ac3ve life periods … To be
a developmentally ac3ve force , art needs to be able to produce fluctua3ons in
personality that precede long-‐term changes. I hypothesized that art provides a
controlled means of introducing the variability into a personality system— an
opportunity that, if taken, may lead to a long-‐term developmental change. (Djikic,
2011)

In reading these comments I cannot help but think that Djikic and her colleagues would
profit immensely by being introduced to the theory of posi3ve disintegra3on.

1. For an analysis of the complementarity of dynamical systems theory with the theory of posi3ve
disintegra3on, see LaycraK, 2012.
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Method

The music experiment reported by Djikic consisted of administering the Big Five
Inventory to 87 par3cipants before and aKer being randomly assigned to listen to a
song by Franz Schubert (Ständchen) in one of three condi3ons: (1) music and lyrics;
(2) music alone; or (3) lyrics alone.
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Results

The greatest amount of
personality change occurred as
a result of listening to music
alone.

Conclusion

Music was seen to have the
“poten3al to cause fluctua3on
or change in stable ways that
individuals perceive
themselves” and “may
demonstrate the poten3al of
music (and art in general) to
open up one’s personality … to a more las3ng personality change.”
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Previous studies on the effects of literature and music that art can produce some
varia3on in self-‐reported personality traits.

In an experimental study published in 2012, Djikic, Oatley and Peterson examined
the effect of visual art of two kinds (abstract versus narra3ve) on two types of
persons (serene versus unseoled).

The par3cipants (N = 61) completed a set of ques3onnaires, including a measure of
unseoledness (at the moment of viewing the pain3ngs) and the Big Five Inventory
(measuring extraversion, conscien3ousness, agreeableness, emo3onal stability /
neuro3cism and openness)

Then they viewed a series of pain3ngs, Giooo's Seven Vices, either unmodified to
exhibit a high narra3ve structure, or modified to exhibit a low narra3ve structure,
and then filled out the Big Five Inventory a second 3me.1

1. Since changes in personality traits due to reading a work of literature or listening to music
were found in previous research to be idiosyncra3c (Djikic et al., 2009 and Djikic 2011),
personality change was measured by calcula3ng a Personality Change Index by regressing
scores for the five traits (measured by the Big Five Inventory) at Time 2 on the scores for Time
1, followed by summing the absolute values of standardized residuals over the five traits.
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Experimental group 1 (N = 33)

Completed 13 Completed 5
Ques%onnaires Viewed unmodified ques%onnaires
(including the Big pain%ngs of 7 vices (including the Big
Five Inventory*) Five Inventory*)

Experimental group 2 (N = 28)

Completed 13 Completed 5
Ques%onnaires Viewed modified ques%onnaires
(including the Big pain%ngs of 7 vices (including Big the
Five Inventory*) Five Inventory*)

* Measures extraversion, conscien3ousness, agreeableness, emo3onal stability /
neuro3cism and openness.
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Cappella degli
Scrovegni, Padua.

On the walls of the
chapel of the
Scrovegni banking
family are
pain%ngs
(frescoes) of
scenes from the
canonical and
apocryphal
gospels.
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On the lower register are painted figures illustra3ng virtues and vices
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An example of a virtue and a vice in the Scrovegni Chapel.

Virtue of For%tude Vice of Inconstancy
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Unmodified: “Representa%onal” Modified: “Abstract”

An example of
two of the
interven3ons
used: Unmodified
and modified
versions of
Giooo’s pain3ng
of the
personifica3on of
the vice of Invidia
(Envy), shown
with horns,
donkey’s ears, a
tongue in the
shape of a
serpent bi3ng the
eyes, a bag of
coins in the leK
hand and
enveloped in
flames.
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Results

● The degree of
unseoledness was
nega3vely correlated with
personality change (r = ─.
39)

● in the condi3on of low
narra3ve coherence,
serene individuals
experienced significantly
more personality
fluctua%ons than
unsehled individuals.

The results suggest that unsehled persons may need more narra%ve coherence in the
art they engage with, while serene individuals may remain open to less-‐structured and
more ambiguous art.
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These results are consistent with Dabrowski’s observa3on that relaxa3on allows
people the freedom to imagine experiencing different emo3ons, changes in their
psyche and engaging in different behaviours.

In medita3on and even in contempla3on, or when relaxed, they imagine in
their psychic mirror this or another period of their life, they analyze such
periods, they analyze all the important ac3vi3es of that period, they put them
in a hierarchical order, and many dynamisms of the inner psychic milieu are
introduced in order to see and feel the dynamics of their own development.

With some prac3ce, they can represent in an analy3cal and hierarchical
way, in their imagina3on, many different emo3ons, many different changes in
the psyche and many different ac3ons. The readiness to represent themselves
as an object, as an image in a mirror with movements and psychic expression
gives such people a good basis for development through posi3ve
disintegra3on. (Developmental psychotherapy, n.d.:259)
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Conclusions

1.While acknowledging the usual understanding of crea3vity, most of Dabrowski’s
remarks on crea3vity apply to the applica3on of crea3vity to personality
development.

2. In Dabrowski’s view, the most complete (universal) type of crea3vity is one that is
mul3level ― one that presupposes, and points to, a hierarchy of values.

3. The lower the level of personality, the more limited is the crea3ve capacity.

4. Crea3vity (one presumes at lower levels of personality development) can enhance
dishonesty and jus3fica3on for dishonest behaviour.

5. Crea3ve domains (in broad terms) have a characteris3c overexcitabili3es profiles.

6. Ar3sts and crea3ve products can be evaluated as either unilevel or mul3level.

7.Works of art can serve a number of developmental func3ons:
a. They can provide relief from the stress of personality growth and allow 3me
for reflec3on;
b. They can provide models of developmental processes; and
c. They can ini3ate a loosening up of psychic structures, or fluctua3ons in the way
people see themselves ― i.e., they can gently facilitate posi3ve disintegra3on.
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Gino and Ariely (2013) conducted an experiment to determine if there are posi3ve
correla3ons between scores on crea3vity tests and various measures of chea3ng
behaviour in a percep3on task, a mul3ple-‐choice task and a problem-‐solving task.

Percep%on task

Subjects (N = 97) were shown squares that were divided into two triangles, a leK
triangle and a right triangle, each triangle containing dots. Subjects had to say which
triangle (leK or right) contained the more dots. For each response indica3ng the leK
had more par3cipants got 0.5 cents and for indica3ng the right triangle had more 5
cents (i.e., ten 3mes as much). Out of 100 different divided squares shown, 50 clearly
had more triangle (an
unambiguous trial). But in the
other 50, it dots in one or the
other was unclear which
triangle had the more dots (an
ambiguous trial).

A chea3ng score was calculated
by adding up the number of
ambiguous trials the subjects
said had more dots in the
triangle on the right.
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Mul%ple-‐choice task

Subjects were asked to complete a
general knowledge ques3onnaire with
100 mul3ple-‐choice ques3ons, by circling
the correct answers and were told they
would then transfer their answers to a
bubble sheet, and receive ten cents for
each correct answer. When giving out
the bubble sheet, the experimenter told
the par3cipants that by mistake she had
photocopied a bubble sheet with the
correct answers lightly marked on
them, but that they were to use them anyway, and then discard their original
ques3onnaires in a recycle bin and submit the bubble sheet for pay.

Even though par3cipants did not indicate who they were on the original
ques3onnaires, these sheets had a covert ID, enabling the researchers to calculate
the extent to which the subjects cheated when they transferred their responses to
the bubble sheet.
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Problem-‐solving task

The problem-‐solving task consisted of 20 trials of having to circle three values (e.g.,
5.78) out of 12 that would add up to ten. The amount of 3me given was insufficient to
complete the task, but the work sheets were disposed of in a recycle bin and the
number of 3mes the correct three values was found was recorded on a separate sheet
which was submioed for pay―25 cents for each trial completed correctly. A covert ID
on the original worksheets allowed the researchers to calculate a chea3ng score.

The correla3on coefficients between the chea3ng scores on the three tasks and three
measures of a crea3ve disposi3on were all posi3ve and varied from r = .23 to r = .53
(see table below).
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In a second experiment Gino and Ariely (2013) found that subjects who were
randomly assigned to a condi3on in which a crea3ve mindset was induced had higher
chea3ng scores on the previously described problem-‐solving task than did controls,
leading them to conclude that “even when ac3vated temporarily, a crea3ve mindset is
promotes dishonesty.”

And in three further experiments conducted by Gino and Ariely (2013) the results
provided evidence that:

1. “Crea3vity promotes dishonesty by increasing individuals’ ability to generate
reasons to jus3fy unethical their behavior;”

2. “a crea3ve personality promotes dishonest behavior by increasing the ability to
jus3fy their (poten3al) unethical ac3ons;” and

3. “disposi3onal crea3vity moderates … the rela3onship between priming a
crea3ve mindset and dishonest behavior.”
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Gino and Ariely conclude in the report of their five experiments that it,

… casts a shadow of doubt on the widespread view that crea3vity always
leads to “good.” In five studies we demonstrated that crea3vity might also
produce nega3ve effects by leading individuals to more frequently engage in
dishonest behavior. (2012:454)

This is consistent with Dabrowski’s conten3on that

The crea3ve ins3nct, alone, or together with dynamisms of the same level, is
[only] an expression of a “psychological awakening,” of increased
imagina3onal, emo3onal, psychomotor, sensory, and intellectual excitability
combined in a group of varying breadth. The crea5ve ins5nct, per se, does not
usually contain hierarchical, evalua5ve elements. It is only the coupling of
this ins5nct with other higher level dynamisms that links it with the need to
develop an autonomous personality and its ideal. (1973:25-‐26)

What Dabrowski does not emphasize, but what the research of Gino and Ariely
demonstrates, is that when crea3vity is not aligned with mul3level dynamisms it is
not merely morally neutral, but may actually facilitate dishonesty.
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One developmental func3on of the crea3ve ins3nct is the transforma3on of fear,
and although not explicitly stated, there is an implica3on that works of art may have
a role to play in such a transforma3on.

[The] Crea3ve ins3nct brings new contents into states of fear. The “new” can be
expressed on the one hand, by aqtudes of curiosity toward fear (introduc3on
of elements of analysis and intui3on), and on the other it may express an urge
for ac3ve transforma3on of experienced fear to other kinds of fear, usually of
[a] higher level, as for instance, into alterocentric and existen3al fears, and thus
gain control of primi3ve states of fear. The element of curiosity brings
complexity into the experience of fear and leads to the discovery of its new
dimensions, such as anxiety, dread, or terror, even agony … Many have
experienced a kind of satura3on with fear which leads to an altruis3c
transforma3on. Killing fear for oneself makes room for a new kind of fear―a
fear for the sake of others. The content of fear is expressed in pain3ng (e.g.
Goya), literature (e.g. Ka}a), or music, especially in modern music (e.g.
Penderecki).1 One observes the beginning of a posi3ve aqtude toward fear, or
even its friendly acceptance (e.g. Kierkegaard). (Dabrowski, 1996:53-‐54).

An example of an etching of Goya and an example of a composi3on of Penderecki
that cri3cs felt facilitated just such a transforma3on of fear are an etching of Goya
en3tled, Sad Presen3ments of What is to Come and Penderecky’s St. Luke Passion.
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Transforma%on of fear in a Goya etching

The plate … cap3oned Sad Presen3ments of What Is to Come invites comparison with [an
earlier work] the earlier Sleep of Reason. Here Goya seems to have represented not himself
but Everyman who has lived and suffered. In the earlier plate a young man, fashionably

Francisco Goya. Sad Presen5ments of What is to Come. Etching,
burin, drypoint and burnisher.

dressed, hides his face on his
arms. Here an old man in
taoered clothing kneels with
arms extended to the sides
and downwards, palms open,
and liKs his face in which
there is neither hope nor fear,
but acceptance. His figure is
silhoueoed against a kind of
black cave of dark-‐ness which
may contain anything or
nothing, but one can see no
phantom creatures, no
monsters.

[Alford, Roberta M. (1960). Francisco Goya
and the Inten3ons of the Ar3st. The Journal of
Aesthe3cs and Art Cri3cism, 18 (4):482-‐493.]
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Transforma%on of fear in the St.
Luke Passion of Penderecki

The text on the right is from the
conductor Robert Henderson (1967).
Penderecki's St Luke Passion. The
Musical Times, 108 (1491): 422-‐423.

To hear the St. Luke Passion, go to:

hop://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNWs-‐F9-‐f_M
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Composers

Johann Sebas3an Bach
Ludwig Beethoven
Frédéric [Fryderyk] Chopin
Gustav Mahler
Krzysztof Penderecki

Authors

W. H. AudenElizabeth Barreo
Browning
Pearl S. Buck
Dante degli Alighieri
Emily Dickinson
Fyodor Dostoyevsky
T. S. Eliot
E. M. Forster
Franz Ka}a
John Keats

Søren Kierkegård
Gabriel Marcel
Adam Mickiewicz [poet and playwright]
Alfred de Musset [poet, playwright & novelist]
Ezra Pound
Antoine de Saint-‐Exupéry
Marcel Proust
Percy Bysshe Shelley
William Shakespeare
Juliusz Słowacki [poet]
The great Grecian tragedians [Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides]

Ar%sts

Marc Chagall
Francisco Goya
Michelangelo
Phidias [sculptor]
Vincent Van Gogh

Appendix IV: Dabrowski’s mul%level composers, authors & ar%sts
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Specific mul%level crea%ve works men%oned by Dabrowski

E. M. Forster’s Passage to India (for the theme of friendship in it).

Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment.

Shakespeare's Hamlet and Othello (for the deeply emo3onal experience felt in
rela3onships such as between Desdemona and Othello, Ophelia and Hamlet).

The chimeras of Notre Dame in Paris.
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Appendix V: Dabrowski on psychotherapy and the arts

Because engagement with the arts allow pa3ents some relief from the difficult work of
personality development, the arts help prepare them for the next step in their
development.

Our aesthe3c experiences, because they are par3ally passive and relaxing, do not
possess the character and intensity of moral or social ac3vity. Instead they facilitate
the preserva3on of a certain distance from the sharpness of moral or social
experience. Furthermore, they induce a relaxa3on of the aqtudes of responsibility
towards the inner or social reality. On the other hand, aesthe3c experiences
complement our knowledge, our experiments and our experiences by strong, rich,
new contents and opinions without engaging us in the contests between higher and
lower levels of our personali3es.

In this manner, our actual tensions weaken and when we return to them we
possess beoer cogni3ve material, a richer scale of interpreta3on for our daily
experiences and a generally beoer psychic state as a result of the "rota3on of
psychic crops." We are as if rested and "renewed." Hence theatre, poetry, literature,
contacts with sculpture and pain3ng are ines3mable psychotherapeu3c aids, not
only in the sense of providing relaxa3on, but also in the prophylac3c sense and as an
aid in preparing the pa3ent for the next phase of psychotherapy and
autopsychotherapeu3c work. (Developmental psychotherapy, n.d.:216)
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 1 

Empathy: The Heart of Dabrowski’s Theory 

Linda Kreger Silverman, Ph.D.
Gifted Development Center 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSChvuCcFTM 

Elias is very empathetic. He is in tune with the world in a way that is often 
surprising. He has always been very empathetic to others; even as a 
toddler he would hear a baby crying in her stroller at the park, and follow 
the mom around the playground to make sure the baby was being tended 
to. His teachers have more than once commented on how he is unable to 
work in the classroom if another child is unhappy. He will stop what he is 
doing to try to assist that child, putting his arm around him, offering to get 
him a tissue or a glass of water. (Elias is 4 years 4 months of age). 
 
Empathy is discussed frequently in the Dabrowski literature and in the gifted 

literature—especially where these two arenas intersect. Definitions of empathy vary 

dramatically from “sympathy” (emotional responsiveness) (Batson, 1991) to “mind 

reading” (cognitive empathy) (Hodges, Lewis & Ickes, 2015).  Ickes and his colleagues 

characterize empathy as a perspective-taking ability that can be used either to serve 

others or to manipulate them (Hodges, Lewis & Ickes, 2015). In the emotional 

responsiveness camp, Deirdre Lovecky (1986; 1992) often has observed empathy in the 

gifted; she described it as identification with others, formation of deep attachments, and 

commitments to others and social causes. Recently, Lovecky conceived three qualities of 

empathy: 

I see empathy as having three aspects. There is the ability to know what 
another is feeling by direct or indirect experience of the feelings of the 
other. … 
 
The second level is accurate reading of another’s perspective and 
understanding what it is like to walk in another’s shoes even when that 
other is different from oneself. … 
 
The third aspect is compassion—the ability to feel sad for another who has 
experienced something tragic … Gifted people and those high in 
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emotional intelligence are compassionate because they can see the other’s 
perspective, see a wide range of possible aspects to the problem and 
possible solutions and so develop an altruistic view of what is helpful. 
(D. Lovecky, email communication, July 23, 2014) 
 
In his cogent article on “Sensitivity Among Gifted Persons,” Sal Mendaglio 

(1995) discussed various definitions of empathy. Sal perceives empathy as experiencing 

the feelings of others—not necessarily expressing that sensitivity through altruistic 

behavior. Sal distinguishes between researchers who define empathy as a vicarious 

emotional response to the perceived emotional experience of others (e.g., Bryant, 1982; 

Eisenberg & Strayer, 1987; Mehrabian and Epstein, 1972) and the view of Carl Rogers 

(1961), where empathy is seen as the prelude to communicating in a congruent, helpful 

manner. For Sal, the main distinction between the first and second viewpoint is that in the 

first, “overt expression is not considered a requirement for sensitivity” (p. 172). He 

rightly assigns Annemarie Roeper (1982) and me to the Rogerian view (even though 

Annemarie was strongly influenced by Freud). I find it interesting that Carl Rogers was a 

student of Leta Hollingworth’s, the foremother of gifted education. Rogers adapted 

Leta’s child-centered approach for his person-centered therapy (Kerr, 1990). So there is a 

natural linkage and lineage between gifted education and Rogerian principles. 

 I am reminded of a Dabrowski gathering in Keystone, Colorado, where Rogers 

was derided in an evening conversation. I was surprised, because I resonate so deeply 

with both Dabrowski and Rogers, and their views undergird my counseling practice. This 

is true for Patty Gatto-Walden as well, another psychologist who has dedicated her 

practice to the gifted for the last 35 years. While there are dissimilarities, both theorists 

emphasized authenticity, empathy and abiding respect for the other person’s experience. 

Both were highly empathic—champions of The Heart. Judging from both his writings 
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and his biographies (Battaglia, 2014; Battaglia, Mendaglio, & Piechowski, 2014), 

Dabrowski linked empathy with altruism. In Mental Growth through Positive 

Disintegration, he defined empathy in terms of benevolent actions. “An individual having 

a high level of empathy shows towards others benevolence, readiness and willingness to 

assist them in their problems” (Dabrowski, 1970, p. 178). He parted company with 

Rogers by adding, “but at the same time may express a disapproval of some of their 

attitudes and acts” (p. 178). 

In this presentation, I will discuss Dabrowski’s distinction between syntony at 

lower levels of development and empathy at higher levels of development. I will 

introduce a new version of the Overexcitability Inventory for Parents (OIP-II) (Falk, 

Silverman & Seegmiller, 2013), in which empathy is measured separately from emotional 

sensitivity, and I will provide case material from Gifted Development Center (GDC) files 

on gifted children who demonstrated extraordinary empathy from the time they were 

toddlers. This raises theoretical questions, such as whether it is possible to be multilevel 

in childhood and if the Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) allows for the possibility 

of individuals coming into this life at higher levels of development. 

 

Syntony vs. Empathy 

 Temperamental syntony is a type of social bonding that involves transient feelings 

of camaraderie and kinship, while people are engaged in common activities (Dabrowski, 

1977). This superficial connection to others vanishes when the members of the group are 

no longer in proximity or when a conflict of interest arises. It is the glue of mass 

psychology—the force behind rioting, where people mimic each other’s aggression.  At 
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Level I, syntony involves the group feeling one has while chiming in and doing things 

with other people. At Level II, feeling for others extends beyond involvement in 

activities, because the person is drawn to the company of others and depends upon 

others’ feelings and opinions. However, Level II is marked by instability, ambivalence 

and ambitendencies. Feelings for others fluctuate considerably with fluctuating moods. 

Concern for others is often fleeting. Syntony differs from empathy in that it lacks 

multilevel pervasive concern for others (Dabrowski, 1977).  

The degree to which one’s actions are syntonic or empathic serves as a “very 

sensitive gauge of developmental level” (Dabrowski, 1977, p. 110). Dabrowski asserted 

that true empathy does not emerge until “the beginning of multilevel disintegration” (p. 

110).  Empathy involves respect and concern for others, with a concomitant sense of 

responsibility toward others. At Level III, the individual stands ready and willing to help 

others. Listening with all of one’s heart to another’s burden and offering comfort by 

reframing another’s experience as “growing pains” are multilevel capacities. At the 

highest levels of development, one finds generosity of spirit and self-sacrifice for the 

good of others.  Advanced development brings the inner directive to be of service, to help 

others and to protect those who suffer. Dabrowski, himself, clearly exemplified this 

altruistic description of empathy. 

Dabrowski’s altruism compelled him to courageously help others, despite great 

peril to himself. During the Nazi occupation of Poland in World War II, he hid Jewish 

children, orphans, members of the Polish underground and physicians, all of whom 

would have been executed by the Nazis. He had a facility deep in the forest that he 

proclaimed was “under quarantine” for tuberculosis patients. He was on a “mission to 
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protect and save creative people, persons of high moral character, and all those 

vulnerable in face of the competitions, pressures, and demands of society” (Battaglia, 

Mendaglio & Piechowski, 2014, p. 185). 

He was very generous. He never had any lack of time if someone needed 
him. He would always provide time for someone. The family told me that 
after a long day at work, he would come for dinner at eight p.m. Someone 
comes to see him who has a problem—a student, or someone in therapy 
with him. He would immediately forget supper and go out for a walk with 
him. (T. Nelson, 2000, as quoted in Battaglia, 2014, p. 23). 
 
 

A Dabrowskian Definition of Giftedness 
 

In his clinical research in Poland and Canada, Dabrowski (1970) often relied on 

IQ tests, along with neurological examinations. He examined children at both ends of the 

intellectual spectrum. He did not see signs of developmental potential or psychoneurosis 

in children significantly below the norm. By way of contrast, he found that “85% of the 

subjects with I.Q. from 120 to 150 have various symptoms of nervousness…and various 

forms of overexcitability” (p. 18) and “the great majority of highly gifted children, youths 

and adults, show very strong and very clear psychoneurotic components”—signifying 

disintegrative qualities (p. 19). Dabrowski understood that only individuals with complex 

minds and psyches could handle the complexity of the problems of an evolving 

civilization. 

It is no longer fashionable to define giftedness according to high IQ scores. In 

their stead, popular notions equate giftedness with success. We are continuously 

bombarded with the message there really are no differences in ability; success is simply a 

function of hard work (Dweck, 2011; Ericsson, 2006). It’s all about practice, practice, 

practice (Gladwell, 2008). We gain a better understanding of the relationship between 
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TPD and giftedness when we define the term “gifted” according to inner variables rather 

than through the lens of achievement. As Bill Tillier (2006) and others have pointed out, 

“many (most) with developmental potential will not be classified as gifted, and many 

gifted will display little overall developmental potential” (p. 2). Many eminent, creative 

individuals have one-sided development (Dabrowski, 1977). Adherents of TPD, as well 

as many advocates of the gifted, are uncomfortable with the popular conceptions of 

giftedness.  

A new way of defining giftedness was clearly needed. Proponents of Dabrowski’s 

theory created a phenomenological definition, involving qualitative differences, intensity, 

complexity, and enhanced awareness (Columbus Group, 1991). While these internal 

components are very compelling to some of us, leaders in gifted education prize the 

external displays of giftedness and talent. “An achievement-based conception of 

giftedness differs from an ability- or intelligence-based conception of giftedness in its 

focus on the external manifestations of giftedness and/or talent” (Bland, 2012, p. 21). The 

achievement orientation has had yet another revival. There is now a great debate in the 

field between those who define giftedness as demonstrated achievement and those who 

see it as different wiring. Few people “get it”! Few grasp the fundamental experience of 

giftedness—the outsider status in a society suspicious of outsiders (Geake & Gross, 2008; 

Silverman, 2013).  

“Are you gifted if no one can see it?” Some would say no, you are only gifted 

when you do something others deem remarkable.  But the fox would disagree (Silverman, 

2013). This particular fox is well known to Dabrowski scholars. 
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“And now here is my secret, a very simple secret: It is only with the heart 
that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye” (Saint-
Exupery, 1943, p. 87). 
 

 Alas, not everyone values the unseen. Case in point: The National Association for 

Gifted Children (2011) in the United States has proposed the following definition of 

giftedness: 

Gifted individuals are those who demonstrate outstanding levels of 
aptitude (defined as an exceptional ability to reason and learn) or 
competence (documented performance or achievement in top 10% or 
rarer) in one or more domains.  … 
 

The monograph that serves as the basis for this definition states, “Outstanding 

achievement or eminence should be the chief goal of gifted education” (Subotnik, 

Olszewski-Kubilius, & Worrell, 2011, p. 3). This is a psychology of success, not a 

psychology of the gifted individual. Eminence is competitive and adult-oriented, rather 

than child-friendly. There are no eminent children! And very few gifted individuals 

become eminent. 

  This is not a new debate; it actually has been raging since the inception of the 

field. Defining giftedness as eminence is the legacy of Sir Frances Galton, who 

inaugurated the study of giftedness in 1869 with the publication of Hereditary Genius. 

Galton ranked men according to the degree to which they had made history, selecting 

men whose biographies were accessible. He declared that reputation is an accurate test of 

high ability. “By reputation, I mean the opinion of contemporaries, revised by posterity—

the favourable result of a critical analysis of each man’s character, by many 

biographers...” (Galton, 1869, p. 33).  

I call this the “posthumous” definition of giftedness, since the most reliable 

method of determining the influence of a person’s accomplishments is counting how 
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many biographies were written about him after his death (Goertzel & Hansen, 2004; 

Piirto, 2009). I use the generic “him” because most eminent individuals are male 

(Silverman & Miller, 2009). Does this mean we have to wait until people die before we 

can tell if they were gifted? This is not particularly useful for identifying gifted children 

or for nourishing their emotional growth. Moreover, the winner of the biography contest 

just might be Seabiscuit! 

Enter the Columbus Group. At the conclusion of a workshop on Dabrowski’s 

theory held at Ashland University, in Ashland, Ohio, in 1991, a group met in Columbus, 

OH, for the purpose of redefining giftedness from a child-centered rather than an 

achievement-oriented perspective (Neville, Piechowski, & Tolan, 2013). The Columbus 

Group was profoundly influenced by TPD.  

 Giftedness is asynchronous development in which advanced cognitive 
abilities and heightened intensity combine to create inner experiences and 
awareness that are qualitatively different from the norm.  This asynchrony 
increases with higher intellectual capacity.  The uniqueness of the gifted 
renders them particularly vulnerable and requires modifications in 
parenting, teaching and counseling in order for them to develop optimally.  
(Columbus Group, 1991) 

This view represents the inner world of the gifted, their overexcitabilities, their 

qualitative differences, their vulnerability—very Dabrowskian in flavor. Patty Gatto-

Walden describes the characteristics of giftedness as the “terrible toos.” The gifted are 

“too” everything: too sensitive, too intense, too driven, too honest, to idealistic, too 

moral, too perfectionistic, and too much for other people! Finally, after 22 years of 

secrecy, the origin, membership and philosophy of the Columbus Group were revealed in 

Off the Charts: Asynchrony and the Gifted Child (Neville, Piechowski, & Tolan, 2013).  

The achievement orientation is tenacious; its adherents are very strong and vocal 

in the field of gifted education. There is no place for overexcitabilities or sensitivity or 
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empathy from this external perch.  It has been asserted that Dabrowski’s theory is “just a 

lot of silliness” (just last week, as a matter of fact) and that there is no research to support 

that the gifted are more sensitive than others. These leaders have completely ignored or 

discounted all the research on TPD and giftedness. This is unfortunate. I am glad that we 

are continuing to conduct research to support TPD and I know that, despite the detractors, 

there are many throughout the world who see its value and are adding to this body of 

research (see Mendaglio, 2008 for a summary). 

 
Exquisite Empathy in Children 
 

In children, emotional overexcitability is easily observed when a child 
cries at the sight of a dead bird, when he becomes absorbed in thought and 
worry on seeing physical deformation or handicap, when he suffers 
insomnia or nightmares after an upsetting film, or when he is moved to be 
generous to others and tries to hide it. (Dabrowski, 1977, p. 35)  
 
Individuals who possess the final OE, Emotional, are described as being 
sensitive, often taking life events to heart and creating intense experiences 
of emotions in self and others. Individuals with Emotional OE are 
empathic. Attuned to the suffering of others, they develop attitudes of 
compassion, pity, and worry toward others. (Mendaglio, 2012, p. 212) 

 

Dabrowski observed and described emotional overexcitability in children. At the 

time that he was creating the Theory of Positive Disintegration, a theoretical focus on 

emotions was a grave departure from traditional scientific endeavors. He presaged an 

entirely new field of investigation. Empirical study of empathy did not commence until 

the late 1960s and early 1970s (Eisenberg, Eggum & Edwards, 2010; Hoffman, 2000).  

And very little was known of early child development. Stage theories, such as Piaget’s, 

assumed that children began life as very egocentric and gradually developed the ability to 

take the perspective of others throughout childhood. 
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 The 21st century has given birth to a wave of interest in the development of 

emotions in infants. Gopnik (2009) has documented remarkable empathy in toddlers. 

Hoffman (2000) found rudimentary empathic reactions within the first year of life, and 

argued that empathy has a biological basis. “Further research showed that children have 

an innate sense of right and wrong and that they are empathic from early on” 

(Piechowski, 2014b, p. 13). Michael Piechowski (2014a) provides numerous examples of 

emotionally gifted youth whose empathy fuses with their sense of justice and inspires 

them to help and protect others. 

To be emotionally gifted is to feel compelled to act on one’s awareness. If 
there are hungry people or animals, one finds food for them; seeing 
emotional distress, one does not run away from it but offers relief; one 
opposes unfairness by fighting injustice and standing up for people’s 
rights. (Piechowski, 2014a, p. 242) 
 

 I was initially interested in Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) 

because it resonated with my experiences in counseling gifted teens (Silverman & 

Ellsworth, 1980). In 1980, I had the life-changing experience of presenting at Norb 

Duda’s conference on TPD in Miami, producing, with the help of Frank Falk and Nancy 

Miller, our first research study on the theory. Now that we are assessing gifted children, 

I’m finding TPD equally relevant in understanding gifted young children. 

 Since 2007, we have been using the Overexcitability Inventory for Parents (OIP) 

with all of the clients who bring their children to the Gifted Development Center for 

assessment. This is a modified version of the 50-item Overexcitability Questionnaire Two 

(OEQ-II). By 2014, we had collected sufficient data to allow Frank Falk, our Research 

Director, to analyze the data set and reduce the number of questions from 50 to 28. To 

our surprise, instead of the neat 5-factor solution attained on the OEQ-II, the OIP-II had 6 
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factors. Emotional OE split into Emotional Sensitivity and Emotional Empathy.  This 

change in instrumentation has enabled us to look at empathy very recently as a factor 

separate from emotional sensitivity. This is theoretically important, as pure emotionality 

may be present at the lower levels of TPD, whereas empathy reveals higher 

developmental potential (Piechowski, 2014a).  

 Let us get back to Elias, the child I showcased at the beginning of this 

presentation. I read Elias’ file and met with his parents this last Monday. His parents gave 

me permission to use these anecdotes with his real name. 

Over dinner, we ask everyone in the family “What was the best part of 
your day?” He will often say, “Seeing you” or “When you came home” or 
“Seeing Matilda” (the dog).  

Very empathic, we have a friend who had a baby last year and he sat with 
him for an entire Christmas party. 

Elias fit all the OEs at a very high level. On a scale from 1.0 to 5.0, he scored as follows: 

Emotional Empathy  5.0 Very High 
Emotional Sensitivity  4.6 Very High 
Psychomotor OE  4.4 Very High 
Sensual OE   4.2 Very High 
Imaginational OE  4.2 Very High 
Intellectual OE  4.0 Very High 
 

Empathy is higher than Elias’ Emotional Sensitivity. He received the highest possible 

score on the following questions: 

“My child feels other people’s feelings.” 

“It makes my child sad to see a lonely person in a group.” 

“My child is deeply concerned about others.” 

Elias also is highly imaginative. He tells his parents that he has “18 sisters.” When 

he was 3, he would greet a neighbor saying, “Hi, my name is ‘Steve.’” In Tae Kwon Do 
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class, the instructor asked the students to “sit like they were on a pony.” Elias raised his 

hand and said, “I have never been on a pony, but I have sat on a unicorn!” Recently, at a 

friend’s home, he asked his mother, “Can’t you tell them to call me Peter Pan?” 

Last month, Nancy Miller tested a child who loves wildlife, wants to protect 

nature and is concerned about pollution. When she was in kindergarten, the teacher asked 

what the children wanted to be when they grew up. S told her that when she graduates 

high school she is moving to Africa to open a wildlife reserve for endangered cats. 

When she was 3 years old she cried until I went to every thrift store in the 
city and cleaned them out of blankets, hats and mittens. It was below 0 
outside and she was worried about all the homeless freezing to death in the 
cold. We then went to the homeless camps and distributed in the freezing 
cold all of the items we had purchased. When she gets a thing in her head 
there is no changing her mind. She has a thing about helping the homeless 
and this has been a large concern of hers for a long time. 
 
In November, Nancy Miller, Frank Falk and I presented at the National 

Association for Gifted Children on “Moral Sensitivity, Empathy and Giftedness: New 

Research” (Miller, Silverman & Falk, 2013). Nancy culled these anecdotes from our 

GDC files. All of these children had Emotional OE scores of 4.9 or 5.0 (with the highest 

possible score 5.0). Pseudonyms have been used. 

Tammie: Female, 8-4, WISC-IV GAI=144+ 
 

Tammie has always been very compassionate. She is always trying to help 
younger kids and is very nurturing to them…..Tammie told [her mother] 
that she hates when it rains, because the worms come out and get stuck on 
the sidewalks and die. She tries to save as many worms as she can by 
putting them in safe places. 

 
 

Stephen: Male, 11-2, WISC-IV GAI=161+, SBL-M=159+ 
 

Stephen developed an acute sensibility to other people’s feelings, and even 
more so to injustice. He has a really hard time dealing with injustice 
whether it happens in his close environment or the world in general. 
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…Sometimes he gets really overwhelmed by his emotions….He can be 
also sincerely distressed by understanding/feeling someone’s own sadness, 
even if it is not related to him.  

 
Stephen is very sensitive to movies too: he has had a hard time with stories 
with violence….He is intense in all aspects of his life—mental, physical, 
social, emotional, moral, etc….He is a close and loyal friend, with deep 
insight regarding relationships, others’ feelings. 

 
  

Hillary: Female, 5-0, WPPSI=143+ 
 

Hillary has always been a very sensitive, intense child with a fascinating 
unique ability at such an early age to figure out social dynamics. Whatever 
she is feeling, happiness, sadness, frustration, etc. it is amplified times ten 
that of her peers….Her teacher provided the following: Hillary has such a 
zest for life and her energy is magnetic. 

 
 

Jackson: Male, 9-0, SBL-M=175 
 

Jackson…cries when he sees people in distress. … He is empathetic, he 
loves deeply, he cares about the world. He loves to do things for people 
and think of ways to make them happy. He has a desire to make the world 
a better place. He thinks well above his age.  

 
 

Colin: Male, 7-9, WISC-IV GAI=157+, SBL-M=161 
 

Colin is a loving, generous child, who strives to connect with both 
individuals and his community to help them….He is extremely emotional 
and feels negative things profoundly. When subjects affect him strongly, 
he’s found his own way of understanding that helps him be at peace (for 
example death). 
 
 

Leah: Female, 6-6, WISC-IV GAI = 161, SBL-M=206 
 

Leah is a sweet and sensitive child with a brilliant and highly capable 
mind. She is compassionate with deep feelings for others and all living 
things (plants and animals.) She is an emotional child with deep intensity 
of feelings toward friends and family. We witnessed a very early moral 
development (she wants to grow up and work for the government to make 
a “no guns” law—with evidence of her intense passion for justice and 
goodness in the world). 
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Jeffrey: Male, 6-9, SBL-M = 154 

 
Jeffrey is our peace-maker and is very nonviolent, which is difficult in a 
family with three boys. About 6 months ago I got very tired of him always 
being the victim and asked him why he didn’t hit his brothers back or take 
his toys back. He said, “Hitting back is not the way to achieve world 
peace, Mommy.” Jeffrey is extraordinarily sensitive to moral and religious 
issues. 

 
Maria, 9-6, GAI = 143, SBL-M=173 

 
Maria is highly sensitive and has worries about war, why people do “bad” 
things, social equality and civil rights. She has an extraordinarily high 
standard of ethics that can make decisions stifling for her.  
 
Maria is keenly sensitive to what other people are feeling around her. 
Perhaps this is because she understands her own feelings and can project 
them onto others. Regardless of the cause, she is caring and helping to 
those she is near. Her empathy is also manifest in her singing, where she is 
uniquely emotive in her singing—one of her passions. So she brings 
passion to her passions. 
 
In summary, parents of children with very high Emotional OE describe their 

children as: 

§ Compassionate, helpful and nurturing 
§ Sometimes overwhelmed by their emotions  
§ Sensitive to the feelings of others and to all living things 
§ Intense in all aspects of life 
§ Worried about losing loved ones, tornadoes, war, guns, civil rights, social 

equality, and people who do bad things  
§ Concerned about peace and about making the world a better place 

 
These indicants provide qualitative support for the children’s high emotional OE 

scores derived quantitatively from the OIP. Further, because all the children have a gifted 

IQ score, support is provided for the connection between intellectual and emotional 

overexcitability (Miller, Silverman & Falk, 2013).  

In our study, we found that 12 of the 14 children with the highest emotional OE 

ratings were described by their parents as sensitive to moral issues, while 11 were 
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described as sensitive to spiritual issues. Among the 20 with the lowest emotional OE 

ratings, 2 were described as sensitive to moral issues and none were seen as sensitive to 

spiritual issues. Parents of the high emotional OE group endorsed the following 

characteristics on the Characteristics of Giftedness in Children Scale: sensitive, shows 

compassion, morally sensitive, concerned with justice. Parents of children with low 

emotional OE did not observe these traits in their children. Frank compared the IQ ranges 

of children who had received the highest emotional OE ratings with those who had 

received the lowest emotional OE ratings. The mode of those with the highest emotional 

OE scores was an IQ score of 137 (99th percentile), whereas the mode for those with the 

lowest emotional OE scores was 111 IQ (Miller, Silverman & Falk, 2013). 

  

Implications  

The achievement perspective, represented by the new NAGC definition, expands 

giftedness to the top 10% of the population. Is it possible that the relationship between 

sensitivity and giftedness can only be seen in the top 2%? Are overexcitabilities of little 

interest to those who have an achievement orientation because the relationship between 

OEs and giftedness weakens as you broaden the definition of giftedness? Could it also 

weaken in a highly competitive environment? 

A few days ago, I received a copy of a very interesting, freshly minted study of 

overexcitabilities by Wiesław Limont and her colleagues in Poland. They found higher 

sensual OE in the gifted group than in the control group, but not higher emotional OE. 

Why?  

In the present research the gifted attended a school for winners of national 
competitions. The pressure to obtain the highest achievement exerted by 
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school and parents might cause the gifted young people to develop 
emotional coping mechanisms by masking their true feelings in order to 
meet social expectations. (Limont, Dreszer-Drogorob, Bedynska, 
Sliwinska, & Jastrzebska, 2014) 

 
And then there is the theoretical question as to whether all children start at Level I.  

While this may be true in a stage theory, such as Piaget’s, would it apply to a non-

ontogenetic theory, such as Dabrowski’s TPD? It may be necessary to revamp our beliefs 

regarding childhood egocentrism in order to make room for the amazingly empathic 

children we are seeing. Mutlilevelness is usually described as a hard-won inner battle 

reserved for adults. Is it possible that there are actually multilevel children? How can 

TPD stretch to account for children who appear to come into this life with a very high 

degree of empathy?  

 

Afterward 

Experts on TPD (e.g., Dexter Amend, Norbert Duda, Bill Tillier) concurred at the 

International Dabrowski Congress in Canmore, Alberta, that multilevelness is, indeed, 

possible in young children. TPD does not require individuals to begin at Level I. The 

2014 Dabrowski Congress witnessed a higher level of respect and appreciation among the 

diverse perspectives on TPD than has been present for several decades. We share a 

common goal to promote a profound theory of human development that cherishes 

individuality and altruism. May the empathy we felt at this beautiful gathering continue 

to inspire our collaboration for decades to come.  
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2 A cartoon. 118



3 Traditional Approaches to Creativity. 
➛  There is no consensus on what creativity is, how to 

describe it, how to define it, what factors contribute to 
it, or on the theories or constructs of creativity. 

➛  “what creativity is, and what it 
is not, hangs as the mythical 
albatross around the neck of 
scientific research on 
creativity.” 

(Prentky, 2001, p. 97). 
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4 Emphasis on production. 
➛  Traditional approaches focus on the production of 

some THING. 

➛  “The standard definition is bipartite: Creativity 
requires both originality and effectiveness.”  

➛   The THING produced must be original. 

➛  The original THING must be effective: it must fit 
and be appropriate in some domain or context. 

(Runco & Jaeger, 2012, p. 92). 
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5 A little more complex. 

 (Amabile, 1998, p. 78).  
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6 No limits to complexity. 

 (from the Internet) 
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7 Henri-Louis Bergson. 
➛  Henri-Louis Bergson (1859 – 1941). 
➛  French philosopher and polymath (studied time, 

space, evolution and biology). 
➛  Nobel Prize in literature 1927 for Creative evolution. 
➛  Mom English, dad Polish; from a prominent family. 

 
 
 
 

➛  Developed a complex theory of time and 
consciousness he called duration 
(Describes our inner experience of time). 
➛  Anticipated quantum physics. 
➛  Critical of mechanistic views of evolution 

(Spencer), his model extended Darwin 
and stressed humans’ “intuitive and 
creative thinking.” 1927 
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8 Bergson. 

Bergson’s philosophy 
is complex but 

rewards the  
persistent reader. 

➛  “[F]or a conscious 
being, to exist is to 
change, to change 
is to mature, to 
mature is to go on 
creating oneself 
endlessly.”  
(Bergson 1922, p. 8). 

Bergson is still topical: 
(Azambuja, Guareschi, & 

Baum, 2014).  
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9 Bergson’s Creativity. 

➛  Bergson rejects creativity based on making THINGS. 

➛  Intelligence produces things that may be useful in life: 
real creativity is a process of continual becoming. 

➛  Our understanding of our deep self and of life is not 
informed by intelligence or logic (tools used to make 
more tools and to grasp mechanisms): it must be 
known by our intuition arising from our experience.  

➛  On the psychological level, Bergson equates 
creativity with developing one’s unique personality. 
The following quote is obscure but says it all. 
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10 Bergson 
“ . . . might we not think that the ultimate reason of 
human life is a creation which, in distinction from that 
of the artist or man of science, can be pursued at 
every moment and by all men alike; I mean the 
creation of self by self, the continual enrichment of 
personality, by elements which it does not draw from 
outside, but causes to spring forth from itself?” 
(Bergson, 1911, pp. 42-3). 
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11  The nature of creativity for Dąbrowski. 
➛  For Dąbrowski, creativity is deeply connected to the 

development of one's personality. 

➛  “The higher the level of development the closer is the 
link between creativity and developmental 
dynamisms” (1972, p. 196). 

➛  “Creativity expresses non-adaptation within the 
internal milieu and a transgression of the usual 
standards of adaptation to the external 
environment” (1964, p. 11). 

➛  Creative abilities represent “a search for new higher 
ways of understanding reality and of creating or 
discovering these new ways” (1972, p. 196). 
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12  Creativity and mental health. 
➛  “Are creative people mentally healthy? . . . They are 

not healthy according to the standard of the average 
individual, but they are healthy according to their 
unique personality norms and insofar as they show 
personality development: the acquiring and 
strengthening of new qualities in the realization of 
movement toward their personality ideal” (1964, p. 
115). 
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13 Creativity is a higher level phenomena. 
➛  “The creative instinct belongs to those instincts which 

arise in ontogenesis and are not common to all 
members of the human species” (1973, p. 24).  

➛  There is no “true, universal creativity” in unilevel 
integration. In unilevel disintegration, “creative talent” 
is limited and often psychopathological. 

➛  “Multilevel creativity is a manifestation of the 
conjunction of emotional, imaginational and 
intellectual overexcitability, with emotional being 
clearly the strongest” (1996, p. 36). 
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14  Dąbrowski links creativity and disintegration. 
➛  “Crises are periods of increased insight into oneself, 

creativity, and personality development” (1964, p. 18). 
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15  Dąbrowski links creativity and disintegration. 

➛  “Disintegration is described as positive when it 
enriches life, enlarges the horizon, and brings forth 
creativity” (1964, p. 10).  

➛  “Creative dynamisms are connected with the process 
of disintegration in general, and with the process of 
multilevel disintegration in particular” (1970, p. 69). 

➛  “Psychoneurotics are very likely to be creative. They 
often show loosening and disruption of the internal 
milieu and conflict with the external 
environment” (1964, p. 115). 
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16  Creativity is a precursor of self-perfection.  
➛  “Creative dynamisms together with inner psychic 

transformation, empathy and identification represent 
dynamisms present in all stages of development of a 
multilevel inner psychic milieu” (1970, p. 67). 

 

➛  “On a high level of development creative instinct 
becomes an instinct of self-perfection which besides 
the media of artistic expression begins to stress more 
and more strongly the concern for inner 
perfection” (1996, p. 20). 
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17 Dąbrowski’s hierarchy of higher-level instincts. 

Creative instinct. 

➛  Self development. 

➛  Self-perfection. 

➛  Developmental instinct.  

 The creative instinct 
is a key part of 
Developmental 

Potential. 
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18 Dąbrowski’s hierarchy of dynamisms (part). 

⇧   Subject – Object. 

➛   Organized Multilevel Dynamisms. 

➛  Spontaneous Multilevel Dynamisms.  

⇧   Positive Maladjustment. 

⇧   Creative Dynamisms. 

 Creative 
dynamisms 
are a key 

part of D. P. 
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19 Conclusion. 

➛  In summary, Dąbrowski proposes: 

Creativity is the ongoing, incremental, and multilevel 
process leading to the achievement  

of one's unique, ideal personality. 

➛  Dąbrowski: Under the direction of the third factor, the 
developing creative instinct is transformed into the 
instinct of self-perfection. 
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20 The end. 136
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New Spokane Dharma Center Tsinta Mani Choling Offers Local
Teachings and Help to Tibetan People

Written by: Dexter Amend

Lama Lakshey during his 2011 visit to Tibet.
Photos by: Edie Adams

Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche has for the last two years been increasingly active in the Spokane area, teaching
and working to bring the benefits of the dharma to the region.

Rinpoche’s new dharma center in Spokane – Tsinta Mani Choling – Tsinta (“heart”) Mani (“jewel”) Choling (“dharma
center”) is a sangha of his students and friends. He is a Tibetan Buddhist master and teacher of the Khatok Nyingma
lineage.

Sponsored by Gaela Baker, Lama Lakshey first arrived in Spokane in August 2009. He soon found support from long-
time practitioners Scott and Donna Davis, who offered their retreat land and opened their house in nearby Spangle,
Wash., for regular teachings and meetings.

In June 2011, at Lama Lakshey’s invitation, the group was visited by His Holiness Kathok Getse Rinpoche, who led a
nine-day Phowa retreat. His Holiness conducted the teachings, practices, and empowerment in a temple the sangha
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H s Hol ness Kathok Getse R npoche (m ddle)  who conducted the
Kalachakra retreat  w th Lama Lakshey (r ght)  and Kyabje L ngtral

R npoche (left) on July 23  2011

Students m ngle n July  2011  dur ng the Kalachakra retreat on the
Spangle retreat land  where members of Ts nta Man  Chol ng are

bu ld ng a temple

is building from traditional materials. While there Kathok Getse Rinpoche blessed the retreat land and enthroned
Lama Lakshey as resident lama.

As the group got larger it moved to Spokane, and in early
2011 Kathok Getse Rinpoche returned from the Dalai Lama’s
Kalachakra empowerment in Washington, D.C., to give a
Kalachakra retreat in Spokane.

Tsinta Mani Choling continues to grow and has recently
moved to its new center to 2902 N East Oval Ave., Spokane.
Every Sunday before our regular teachings Lama Lakshey
leads us in completing our preliminary practices of Ngondro.

We have submitted our application for 501(c) 3 tax-exempt
non-profit status, and we are fundraising to support our
center and two Tibetan students. Lama Lakshey’s childhood
friend Chamtrul Rinpoche will be teaching this June, and the
group looks forward to H.H. Kathok Getse Rinpoche’s annual
visit this fall after Lama Lakshey returns from Tibet.

It is recorded that Lama Lakshey was a close disciple of Guru Rinpoche, the founder of Buddhism in Tibet. Over
many reincarnations up to the present day, Lama Lakshey has been a renowned and remarkable figure in the
tradition.

He first came to the United States in 2007, at the invitation of Kyabje Lingtrul Rinpoche, and was soon asked by H.H.
Katok Getse Rinpoche, Anom Thubten, Lama Tharchin Rinpoche and others, to teach.

Lama Lakshey also sought to develop financial support and
educational opportunities for his Tibetan students. With
supporter Jacob Archuletta he established the Joru
Foundation, a non-profit that organizes and funds projects to
give shelter, education and healthcare to poor and homeless
children, and assistance for some elderly, in Tibet.

Lama Lakshey was recognized in this lifetime as the
emanation of Tulku Padma Tashi.

At an early age, Lama Lakshey awoke to his previous lives
and longed to become a monk, but his nomadic family
needed him to tend to the animals at home. He easily learned
to read and write by the age 6 from his father and an aunt.
From his elder brother, Tulku Orgyen Jigme Dorje, he learned
his tradition’s rituals, chants and music.

At 11 Lama Lakshey entered the local Khathok monastery Mardo Tashi Choling, where he studied for four years and
completed the preliminary practices of ngondro, and received sutra and tantra teachings.

From 15 to 26, Lama Lakshey was enrolled at Larung Gar, one of the most advanced and largest institutions of
Buddhist studies in the world. Under the abbot, his root guru Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok, he received many higher
sutra, tantra, and Dzogpa Chenpo teachings and empowerments, and also went on pilgrimage and retreat.

He was shown the actual face of his own awareness (rigpa) by Bontrul Tenpai Wangchuk, who became a very
important teacher to him, and from whom Lama Lakshey received the lineage of secret teachings transmitted only to
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Kalachakra retreatants on July 23  2011  w th H s Hol ness Kathok
Getse R npoche (m ddle)  Lama Lakshey (r ght)  and Kathok Getse

R npoche’s nterpreter (left)  on the pod um

Lama Lakshey v s t ng ch ldren at the Sengdruk Taktse School n
T bet  accompan ed by sangha members  on Aug  4  2011

closest disciples by direct communication.

At 26 Lama Lakshey went on pilgrimage to many holy places
in China and in Tibet, and accomplished retreat in the caves
of Longchen Rabjam and Guru Rinpoche at Samye Chimpu
and Gangri Tokar. He later went on pilgrimage to holy places
in India, Nepal, and Thailand, where he received teachings
from many great scholars and practitioners of traditions of
Tibetan Buddhism, including teachings from the Dalai Lama.

At 29 Lama Lakshey became vice principal of the Sengdruk
Taktse School in Golok, Tibet, which was established for
orphaned and impoverished children. There he started the
English program, and taught philosophy and computer
science for five years.

Despite his renowned background, Lama Lakshey was not moved to hold a high title nor oversee monasteries. He
aspired to benefit all people, especially poor Tibetan orphans.

His exposure to modern science and technology at Larung Gar, together with his travel and studies abroad, moved
him to see the need for merging the traditional culture of his upbringing with the thinking of the modern world.

In contemplation and conversation with Khentrul Kunzang Gyaltsen and Tulku Thubten Norbu, it was decided the
best way for Lama Lakshey to benefit the Tibetan people, especially students at the Sengdruk Taktse School, was to
come to America.

Since Lama Lakshey’s arrival in the U.S., he has given many teachings, and acquired friends and students around
the country.

In the Northwest Lama Lakshey has students and friends in
the Seattle and Portland areas. Since arriving in Spokane, in
addition to giving regular teachings to a growing sangha, he
has given teachings at the nearby Airway Heights
Correctional Facility and at most of the colleges and
universities in the area.

He also teaches in outlying towns in northern Washington,
Idaho, and eastern Montana.

Lama Lakshey has been particularly active at Spokane Falls
Community College, where he has given many presentations
and where he has been an adjunct instructor for the past five
quarters, teaching a course called “Meditation and Tibetan
Culture and Language.”

In the spring of 2011, he won a grant to set up an international studies program in Tibet. Then in the summer of 2011,
with a faculty colleague and several of his students from the Spokane and Bay areas, he traveled to Tibet visiting his
family, Larung Gar Monastery, and the Sengdruk Taktse School. While at the school he arranged a sister-school
relationship between Spokane Falls Community College and Sengdruk Taktse.

Through coordination between the schools, Tibetan students Jigme Dawa and Jigme Trodral were able to return to
Spokane Falls Community College with Lama Lakshey, where they plan to study health science and computer
science, respectively. After graduate school they will return to Tibet to teach and work in their community. Support can
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be offered through Joru Foundation.

From July 9 through Aug. 5 this summer, Lama Lakshey will offer a course, through the college, called the “Tibetan
Cultural Excursion and Volunteer Service Program,” combining study, pilgrimage and study.
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Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche

Lama Lakshey Zangpo Rinpoche was born in 1974 to a large nomadic family. His paternal grandfather was a minister to a
Kanggan King.  His maternal grandfather was a treasure master of both hidden and mental treasures and had many disciples
who are now realized masters. Lama Lakshey’s mother is recognized as a wisdom dakini and has eight other children (in all,
five sons and four daughters). Her second son was recognized as a high reincarnation master and died at the age of two. Her
third son, Tertön Jigme Dorje Rinpoche was also recognized as a high reincarnation master and is abbot to one monastery
and vajra master to two other monasteries in Tibet. Tertön Jigme Dorje Rinpoche is an important terma discoverer.

Lama Lakshey Rinpoche was the last son born in his family. When he was two or three years old, a very reliable master
Terton Lama Gerwang (a treasure discoverer) recognized Rinpoche as a Tulku.  Because Rinpoche’s family already had a
Tulku son in a monastery, his parents decided to keep Rinpoche home to tend the yaks, horses, and sheep. From a young
age, Rinpoche requested to enter the monestary and become a monk. At age 11 his parents agreed to let him enter the
monastery to begin his formal study with his older brother.  For the first couple of years, he worked on his preliminary practices
(Ngöndro).

At the age of 16, Rinpoche entered the Larung  Monastery where he began his study with his root lama, His Holiness Jigme
Phuntsok Rinpoche. Lama Lakshey has had the great fortune of studying with many important teachers.

Rinpoche came to America in September of 2007. His purpose, in addition to that of benefiting all beings through teaching the
Dharma, is to develop a connection with the West in order to help orphaned and impoverished children of Tibet.

Below you will find two biographies about Lakshey Zangpo’s–one authored by His Holiness Kathok Getse Rinpoche and the
other by Khenpo Orgyen Chonyid of Larung Gar. To read about Lama Lakshey in NW Dharma News, click here.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Brief Introduction to Lakshey Zangpo
Composed by His Holiness Kathok Getse Rinpoche
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Letter from His Holiness Getse Rinpoche

Lama Lakshey Zangpo is from Mardo Tashi Choling in which the Kathok lineage doctrine is held. 
Since childhood, he studied reading, grammar and so forth.  At that time, he was recognized as the reincarnation of Tulku
Pema Tashi, the son of the treasure revealer (Terton Orgyen Kachyod Lingpa), by the Terton Lama Gerwang.

In Larung Monastery, he studied with the Lord of the Dharma, the Wish-Fulfilling Jewel HH Jigme Phuntsok Rinpoche, and
many other sublime teachers.  From them, he learned about Sutra, Tantra, as well as general knowledge.  He engaged in
listening, contemplation and meditation for many years and received many empowerments and oral transmissions from HH
Moktrul Rinpoche and other Lamas.  He then gradually went for pilgrimage to Central Tibet, Nepal, and India.  There he
received many empowerments, oral transmissions, and teachings from all different Buddhist traditions.

Then he went back to Golok, his homeland, where he taught at a school for several years.  This school, established by
Khentrul Kunzang Gyaltsen, is for the purpose of educating orphans and poor children.

After arriving in America he continued to study. Along with that, in order to help the school in Tibet, he has established a charity
organization.  He is not a self-centered person.  Rather, he has a very good heart, and a strong altruistic intention.  I sincerely
wish those who have a connection with him can help him fulfill his goals.

This brief introduction was written by Kathok Getse Gyurme Tenpa Gyaltsen (Kathok Getse Rinpoche) 2009.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Biography of Lakshey Zangpo
Composed by Khenpo Orgyen Chonyid of Larung Gar
Translated by Jacob Archuletta

His father’s name is Gya Pema Tenzin, a minister of Golok from the Akyong Gya family. His mother is the descendant of Akye
Sang Ngak Lingpa, as well as the great treasure revealer Orgyen Kachyod Lingpa, who is Lakshey Zangpo’s grandfather.

Kyabje Choktrul Rinpoche, Kyabje Chatral Sangye Dorje, Akya Lama Karma Chopel, Garlong Rinpoche the Terton, and
Doctor Kamtsing Drugye Rinpoche all received teachings and joyfully served and relied upon Orgyen Kachyod Lingpa as their
guru.

The daughter of Terton Orgyen Kachyod Lingpa, named Samdrup Tso, who herself is a wisdom dakini, gave birth to Lakshey
Zangpo near Nyenpo Yurtse, on a good day in the beginning of summer in the year of the Wood Tiger (1974).

From a young age he awoke to his previous lives, remembering his previous habits. He made many proclamations of his
previous lives and manifested many signs of his previous dharma habits.

At the age of 6 he began studying both writing and reading and was able to understand without any difficulties.

At the age of 11 he received the Khatok lineage empowerments and transmissions called Duddul and Longsel from His
Holiness Khatok Moktsa Rinpoche. Later, he also received the Rinchen Terdzod empowerments and transmissions from him
at the age of 27. From Tulku Lhatsam, Khenchen Tsering Chopel, Khenpo Nangdor, he received Ngondro teachings and
listened and contemplated many other teachings.

At the age of fifteen he received the Nyingtik Yabzhi empowerments from His Holiness Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok. And from
Khenpo Shedrup he received the five volumes of teaching which he listened to, contemplated, memorized, and practiced.

At the age of 16 he went to Larung Chokyi Drongkyer (Sertar Buddhist Academy), where he received Sutra and Tantra
teachings. Especially, he received the ripening empowerments of the liberating oral teachings of Dzogpa Chenpo (Great
Perfection) from His Holiness Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok.

He received many teachings of sutra and tantra from Khenchen Tsultrim Lodro, Khenchen Chimed Rigzin, Tulku Lungtok,
Khenpo Sherab Zangpo, Khenpo Yeshe Phuntsok, as well as more than 10 other Khenpos and Tulkus. He listened to and
practiced them in a vast way.
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In particular, from His Eminence Bontrul Tenpai Wangchuk he was shown the actual face of his own awareness (rigpa), and
His Eminence Bontrul Tenpai Wangchuk became his Root Guru. He received Nyen Gyud (snyan brgyud), The Whispered
Lineage, a lineage of secret teachings transmitted only to the closest disciples through direct communication with their root
teacher.

At age 26 he went on pilgrimage for many months to many holy places in China such as Riwo Jyakhang (ri bo bya skang can),
as well as holy places of Kham, Amdo, and U tsang. He also did retreat in the caves of Longchen Rabjam and Guru Rinpoche
at Samye Chimpu and Gangri Tokar.

He then went on pilgrimage to many holy places in India, Nepal, and Thailand. During this time he also received teachings
from many great scholars and practitioners of Sakya, Geluk, Kagyu, Nyingma and Jonang traditions of Tibetan Buddhism.

Furthermore, he studied Chinese and English from many different teachers. He also went to Malaysia and Singapore to
benefit beings there.

Then, at the aspiration of Khentrul Kunzang Gyaltsen, Lakshey Zangpo undertook the position of assistant principal at Kumkar
Sengdruk Taktse School in Golok, where he initiated the English program, taught Philosophy, and Computer Science.

Previously, he was the son of Akye Terchen, known as Tulku Padma Trashi, who was the abbot of Phayul Dongzong
Monastery in Golok. When Tulku Padma Trashi was in his early twenties, he passed away.

Various Lamas and Khenpos recognized Lakshey Zangpo’s previous lives. In particular, the manifestation of the union of
Mahasiddha Atsar Sale and Yudra Nyingpo, known as Terchen Zhepa Dorje, also known as Padma Gargyi Wangchuk Tsal
prophecised:

In previous lives, at Glorious Unchanging Samye Monastery
The yogi who actualized and received the blessings of
Drubpai Wangchuk Dharma Tsemang
was Trajna Rimi, holding wisdom treasures
After this, in the northern land of Sita
The awareness holder Siddhi Metri Tsen
Then in the land of Amdo
Holding the name of Padma and the tantric teachings of Padmasambhava
Then, as the emanation of Padmakara
The emanation of the awakened mind of the awareness holder Padma Thutop
is the magical emanation Padma Trashi
In this life, Lakshey Zangpo is the emanation of Padma Trashi,
who has defeated all obstacles and demons.

Even though there were unconfused prophecies such as this, Lakshey Zangpo did not want to be a tulku, or to hold a high title
or take care of monasteries. Instead, he wanted to benefit all people, especially poor Tibetan children, and orphans. He was
always thinking about and talking about how to merge traditional culture together with modern thinking.

Then, Khentrul Kunzang Gyaltsen, Tulku Thubten Norbu, and Lakshey Zangpo discussed with each other how to most benefit
Tibetan people, especially the students of Sengdruk Taktse School, and they decided that coming to America to study would
be very beneficial. So Kyabje Lingtrul Rinpoche kindly invited Lakshey Zangpo to come to America.

Lakshey Zangpo currently lives in America where he is teaching.

This was written by Khenpo Orgyen Chonyid from Larung Monastery
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This manual describes the
development, tes7ng, and scoring
of a new ques7onnaire to measure
overexcitability (OE) in children.
The Overexcitability Ques7onnaire-‐
Two for Children (OEQ-‐IIC)
represents a new research
instrument for those interested in
an easily administered and scored
version for subjects ages 6 to 11.
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Design of the Instrument –
A Three-‐Step Process

There were three steps involved in the ini7al
development of the items for this new instrument.
In the first step, five students ranging in age from
8-‐10 were selected randomly from a local West
Coast school and were administered the
instrument individually to check for understanding.

Difficult items were noted and later revised with
collabora7on between the researcher and a K-‐12
Reading Specialist.
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In step two, 10 students were selected at
random from a second, different local West
Coast school ranging in age from 8-‐10 and
were given the draW OEQ-‐IIC individually.

The purpose of this administra7on was to test
for readabilty at the 3rd/4th grade levels and to
further refine the individual items from the
instrument as necessary.
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For Example:

If an ac3vity is physically exhaus3ng, I find it
sa3sfying

I like to play long and hard, and I keep going
even if I get 3red
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In step three, the revised OEQ-‐IIC was group
administered to 20 giWed and 20 average
students that were randomly selected from a
third local West Coast school.

This step was designed as the precursor to
large group administra7on.
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Phase 2: The Midwest Study

Finally, the revised version of the 50-‐item
OEQ-‐IIC was administered with a larger
sample of giWed and highly giWed children
in one school district in the Midwest. The
ques7onnaire was given by teachers of the
giWed in self-‐contained classrooms, and all
ques7onnaires were gathered by the
district coordinator and sent to the
researcher.
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Three hundred and ninety students par7cipated
with parental consent. Ages ranged between 6
and 14 years of age with a mean age of 10.8
years. Forty-‐seven percent were males and 53
% were females. Sixty-‐four percent were highly
giWed, 24 % were giWed and 12% were not
iden7fied as giWed. Eighty-‐six percent were
iden7fied as twice excep7onal and 14% were
not so iden7fied. Students were in grades one
through eight; the median grade was fiWh grade.
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Summary of Results from the Midwest Study
Analysis of the 50 items reworded for a younger

age from the OEQ-‐II did not show a consistent theore7cal
factor structure. A revised 25-‐item OEQ-‐IIC however,
shows one of the clearest pa`erns of 5 theore7cal factors
using a principal component analysis with Varimax
rota7on. All 25 items had loadings in excess of .50.
Addi7onally, the 25 items show high internal consistency
or reliability above .70., The high response rate 88%
indicates that the 25 items are seen as applicable by these
younger subjects. The distribu7ons of the five OEs are
well centered and are not skewed, showing near normal
distribu7ons.
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Phase 3: The Canadian Study 
 A new study was done in Canada to 

confirm the results from the Midwest 
Study using the 25-item OEQ-IIC. The 
Canadian Study had a sample size of 
484.The study was conducted at two 
elementary schools for the gifted. Their 
ages ranged from 5 to12, and there were 
218 of females and 258 of males. 
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Results of the Canadian Study

The factor analysis for the Canadian Study
had factor loadings using principal
component analysis with Varimax rota7on
of .5 or greater. Addi7onally, the 25 items
show high internal consistency or reliability
above .70.
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Differences between the Midwest and Canadian
Studies
Using mul7variate analysis of variance with
Bonferroni adjustments at an alpha level of .05, two
significant differences were found. For intellectual,
Canadian mean was 3.32 and Midwest means was
3.87. For emo7onal, Canadian was 2.7 and Midwest
was 3.05. While the differences are sta7s7cally
significant due to the large Ns, they are small in
size. Based on these results the studies were
combined for further analysis.
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Summary of Results from the Combined 
Studies 
A 5-factor simple structure was obtained from 
the 25 items with a combined sample of 874 
subjects. The 5 factors were conceptually clear 
and theoretically relevant. The 5 items on each 
factor had loadings above .5. Each of the 5 
factors, of 5 items, could easily be named by 
one of the overexcitabilities. 
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Summary of Results from the Combined 
Studies 
Cronbach’s alpha was used to examine the
internal reliability, An alpha above .80 is
interpreted as high scale reliability. Reliabili7es
with only five items will tend to be lower. The
alpha coefficients for the 5 factors are:
Psychomotor = .80, Sensual = .80, Imagina7onal
= .74, Intellectual = .70 and Emo7onal = .71. 
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Overexcitability N Minimum Maximum Mean SD Skewness
Psychomotor

Sensual

Imaginational

Intellectual

Emotional

874

874

874

874

873

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.20

1.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

3.82

3.20

3.07

3.56

2.87

.88

.95

.95

.76

.89

-‐.60
-‐.07

.10

-‐.18
.23

Descriptive Statistics for Overexcitabilities 
The minimum and maximum values suggest that the full range of scores (1 to
5) was obtained across the study. The minimum value for intellectual oe is
slightly higher, which reKlects the gifted population. 
The means are centered near the middle of the scale, a value of 3.
Psychomotor had the highest mean (3.82) and Emotional had the lowest mean
(2.87). Standard deviations around the means are relatively small centering
below 1.00. 
The skewness of a variable indicates whether the responses represent a
normal distribution or bell-‐shaped curve. In all cases, the curves are mostly
bell-‐shaped. 
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Gender Differences
The individual tests found a significant mean
differences between boys and girls on all five
overexcitabili7es. Psychomotor: boys 3.9 and
girls 3.6. For sensual: boys 3.0 and girls 3.6.
Imagina7onal: 3.0 and girls 3.1.
For intellectual: boys had 3.4 and girls 3.2.
Emo7onal: boys 2.6 and girls 2.8.
These findings are consistent with prior gender
differences with males being higher on
psychomotor and intellectual and girls being
higher on sensual, imagina7onal, and emo7onal.
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Age Group Differences
Age groups were defined by the 25th, 50th, and 75th
percen7le. The 25th ages 5-‐7 years, 50th ages 8-‐9
years, and 75th 10-‐12 years.
Individual tests found a significant difference
between the three age groups for intellectual and
emo7onal overexcitability.
The older age group had a higher intellectual score
than the youngest; the older age group had a
higher emo7onal score than the middle and
youngest groups; and, the middle group had a
higher emo7onal score than the youngest group.
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Conclusions for OEQ-‐IIC
The ques7onnaire was wri`en for a 3rd grade
reading level. The Flesch-‐Kincaid Grade Level score
is 4.7. Teachers of the giWed students age 6 and
above reported no difficulty for their students.

Subjects having a reading ability level at grade 3
should be able to complete the ques7onnaire with
no assistance. Some younger children may require
clarifica7on of some of the ques7ons.
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The items are seen as relevant and answerable by
the subjects as indicated by the nearly 100% rate
of valid responses for each OE.
The 5 items measuring each of the 5 OEs have
high reliability, good content validity, and
present simple factor structures.
The means of each scale are located in the
middle of the scale with psychomotor being
slightly higher and emo7onal slightly lower than
expected compared to adult samples . Standard
devia7ons are rela7vely small.
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The OEQ-‐IIC can be used for research with group
data. We can conclude that one group of
subjects’ scores are higher or lower than another
group.
Correla7ons and predic7ons of other variables
can be made. with our measurements of OE.

The OEQ-‐IIC is an equal-‐appearing interval
measure and represents an ordered-‐metric scale
with a five-‐point Likert scale used for item
responses. Parametric sta7s7cal analysis is
deemed appropriate (Blalock, 1972).
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Today, clinicians may find the instrument to be
useful in understanding each individual’s unique
blend of overexcitabili7es, as well as the
rela7onship between one’s overexcitabili7es and
other individual characteris7cs.

Using studies from 2001 to 2007 with large
sample sizes as a baseline for means and standard
devia7ons an indivdual’s scores may be clinically
assessed.
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The Psychological Development
of

Crea7ve Adolescents
through

Theory of Posi7ve Disintegra7on

Krystyna Laycra=, PhD

The Center for C.H.A.O.S. Studies
www.chaosstudies.com
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Methodology

Hermeneu7c Phenomenology/Ontology

linked with

Narra7ve/biography methods
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Presen7ng
Iconic Reference
“Life Story”

Recognizing , Understanding
Indexical Reference I

“Developmental Poten5al”

Analyzing
Indexical Reference II

“Psychological Development”

Crea7ng
Symbolic Reference

“Pa:ern Models of Developmental Dynamisms”

Process of
Interpreta7on

Me
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Pattern Models of  
Developmental Dynamisms 

 
Ø  The Self-organization 
 
Ø  The Psycho-Evolutionary Theory of Emotions  
 
Ø   Theory of Positive Disintegration 
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Adolescence (10-‐20years old)
Ø Turbulent period of transi0on from childhood
into adulthood, during which individuals acquire
the skills necessary to survive on their own away
from their parents

Ø A 0me of self-‐reflec7on, self-‐evalua7on, self-‐
examina7on

Ø A period of self-‐iden7ty forma7on and search
formeaningfulness in their lives

Ø Enormous changes of their brains & bodies
=> a flood of variety of emo7ons
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Crea7ve

Divers
e

Par7cipants 171



Self-‐organiza7on
} The spontaneous emergence of new paAerns in
complex, dynamic, and open systems

} Irreversible process
} Control parameters create the condi0ons for far-‐
from-‐equilibrium (chao0c) states

} As a result of coupling of interac0ng system
elements, complexity and orderliness of
organiza0on of the system increase

(Prigogine & Stengers, 1984)
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” At equilibrium molecules behave as essen3ally
independent en33es; they ignore one another…
However, non-‐equilibrium wakes them up and
introduce a coherence quite foreign to
equilibrium.”

(Prigogine & Stengers, 1984)
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AVractors

The asympto0c behavior of any dynamic system

There are three types of aAractors:

•  The point aVractor,
•  The periodic aVractor (cycle and torus aVractor),

•  The chao7c aVractor.
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Point AVractor Cycle AVractor

Torus AVractor
Chao7c AVractor

Order Chaos
Si
m
pl
ic
ity

Co
m
pl
ex
ity
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Anger 

Anticipation 
Joy 

Acceptance 

Fear 

Surprise  Sadness  

Disgust/ 
Rejection  

(Plutchik, 1980) 

Primary Emotions  

Iden7ty
Taking in

Iden7ty
Expelling

Temporality
Gaining

Temporality
Losing

Hierarchy
Moving toward

Hierarchy
Moving away
from

Territoriality
Opening a boundary

Territoriality
Closing a boundary
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Emo0on System
•  Is highly sensi7ve to changes in the internal and
external environment

•  A concrete situa0on ac7vates a discrete
emo7on that organizes and mo0vates behavior

•  The ac7vated emo7on, depending on the
context of its situa0on recruits another emo7on

•  These emo7ons self-‐organize into a coherent
paVern of interac0ng emo0ons
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Early Adolescence 
Unilevel Disintegration 
Cycle Attractor 

Middle Adolescence 
Spontaneous Multilevel Disintegration 
Chaotic Attractor 

Late Adolescence/Young Adulthood 
Organized Multilevel Disintegration 
Emerging Order 

10 

16 

19 

22 

A need for differentiation 

A need for integration 

Theory of Positive Disintegration as a Model of  
Adolescent Development 

13 

	  (Dabrowski,	  1964,1967,	  1970,	  1972,	  1973,	  1996)	  
(Laycra=,	  2009,	  2011,	  2012)	  
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Unilevel Disintegra7on
Early Adolescence

Cycle AVractor

•  Changeable, opposing emo7ons, shi=ing
moods

•  Indecision and doubt
•  Psychosoma7c disorders
•  Feels some internal “noise” that is strong
enough that the individual shi=s his/her
aVen7on inwards.
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“This was a pre@y horrible year for me. It was
because I was either depressed and I didn’t want to
think about school’s work at all or I wasmanic and I
could not concentrate at all.”

“I never could decide what I like. I started off a bass
clarinet, then French horn, bassoon, and most recent
tuba.”

“I never had many friends. In old school, if you are
different is the probably the worst thing could be. I
used to feel rejected by my friends because they
would find new friends and then I would be
forgo@en.” (Alasdair, 14 y old)
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“I feel lonely. I am disconnected. I never feel like I can
really share with people…Loneliness hurts. Loneliness is
fear. Loneliness is punishment for being unworthy…
Loneliness makes me cry …Loneliness is my only
companion.” (Marsha, 14 y old)

“Loneliness is my disease. Alone in my thoughts and in my
movement. Anxiety sucks. I am nervous to be too open.
Nervous to overexpose myself…” (Marsha, 15 y old)

“Between grade four and seven, I was as shiest as I have
been. I was quiet I was like invisible. I was like in a bubble.
I wanted to be safe.” (Stephannie, 14 y old)
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Rejec0on	  	  	   Sadness	  	  Loneliness	  	  

Anger	  	   Fear	  	  

Contempt	   Embarrassment	  	  

PaVern	  Model	  of	  Depression	  	  	  

The	  Unilevel	  Disintegra7on	  

Frozenness	  

“I	  always	  was	  
scared	  what	  I	  
would	  do	  when	  I	  
was	  having	  suicidal	  	  
thoughts.	  
	  Then	  I	  had	  to	  go	  to	  
talk	  to	  my	  mom	  
because	  I	  was	  too	  
afraid	  that	  I	  was	  
going	  to	  do	  
something.	  It	  was	  
oLen	  very	  
unspecific	  fear.	  It	  
was	  not	  fear	  of	  
something.	  I	  was	  
being	  afraid	  in	  
general”	  
	  (Alasdair,	  15	  y	  old)	  	  

Moving	  toward	   Moving	  away	  

Expelling	  	   Losing	  	  
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Parents and educators need to know these signs
and should create such condi0ons that children and
adolescents “suffer less from unnecessary tension
opera3ng on lower levels and from other nega3ve
dynamisms related to psychoneurosis” (Dabrowski,
1972, p. 219) by ac0va0ng the process of
development to the more complex, richer and
higher levels.
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joy	  	   Interest	  	  op7mism	  	  

acceptance	  	  	  

Transi7on	  to	  the	  Higher	  Level	  

Love,	  	  
Friendliness	  	   Resourcefulness	  

Imagina7on	  	  

Transi7on	  

A	  need	  for	  differen7a7on	  	  

“…It	  	  got	  me	  out	  of	  my	  	  shell	  and	  I	  was	  able	  to	  prove	  who	  I	  am.”	  (Stephannie,	  15	  y	  old)	  
	  
“Students	  here	  embrace	  strangeness.	  If	  you	  are	  different,	  it’s	  not	  bad	  things,	  	  
it’s	  good	  because	  you	  have	  something	  different	  to	  offer.”(Alasdair,	  15	  y	  old)	  
	  

Taking	  in	  

Gaining	  	   Opening	  a	  boundary	  	  
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Transi7on from the Unilevel to
Spontaneous Mul7level Disintegra7on

“The appearance of a split between the “lower”
and the “higher” marks the emergence of a ver3cal
direc3on in development which pushes from within,
as it were, and is strongly felt but not en3rely clear
to the individual as to its nature, hence the name
‘spontaneous’. “ (Dabrowski, 1996, p.35)
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A Need for Differen7a7on

“I feel like I’m constricted. Like there are lines
drawn as boundaries to 3e me in, hold me up…
I know I am looking for something a li:le
different. Yes, but is it that different?”

(Marsha, 15 y old)
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Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  
Middle	  Adolescence	  
Chao7c	  AVractor	  	  

•  Extensive	  differen7a7on	  of	  psychological	  
structure	  	  

•  Recogni0on	  of	  lower	  and	  higher	  levels	  of	  
development	  	  

•  Increasing	  role	  of	  inner	  conflicts	  	  
•  Growing	  desire	  to	  have	  more	  selec0ve	  and	  
deeper	  emo0onal	  rela0onships	  	  	  	  	  	  
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Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  
Middle	  Adolescence	  	  

•  The	  inner	  tension,	  nervousness,	  and	  conflict	  
create	  a	  far-‐from-‐equilibrium	  state	  

	  	  
•  The	  rapid	  flow	  of	  energy	  links	  components	  
of	  mental	  structure	  into	  coherent,	  higher	  
order	  forms	  -‐	  developmental	  dynamisms	  as	  	  
secondary	  and	  ter7ary	  emo7ons	  	  
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“Such conflict is a necessary prelude to the gradual
process of adap3on to new external and internal
condi3ons. This results in a disequilibrium which
allows the emergence and organiza5on of new
levels of control, higher than those of the previous
stable period. The instability and par3al or even
complete disorganiza5on of behavior is necessary
in the process of development from a lower level to
higher level of mental func3oning.”

(Dabrowski, 1996, p.11)
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Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  
Middle	  Adolescence	  	  

Developmental	  dynamisms:	  
•  Astonishment	  with	  oneself	  
•  Disquietude	  with	  oneself	  
•  Dissa3sfac3on	  with	  oneself	  	  
•  Embarrassment,	  shame	  and	  guilt	  
•  Posi3ve	  maladjustment	  
•  Crea3ve	  dynamisms	  I	  	  
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an7cipa7on	   surprise	  

	  	  	  The	  Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

Astonishment	  with	  oneself	  	  

conflict	  

“I	  don’t	  know	  what	  is	  going	  with	  me…”	  (Krysia,	  16	  y	  old)	  
	  
“I	  oLen	  stop	  and	  think	  back	  and	  wonder	  what’s	  that	  a	  valid	  
thought…”	  (Alasdair,	  	  17	  y	  old)	  
	  
“I	  felt	  so	  disillusion.	  I	  resisted	  so	  much..	  I	  was	  very	  confused	  
and	  needed	  to	  take	  a	  year	  off	  aLer	  Grade	  12.”	  (Eton,	  18	  y	  	  
old)	  
	  

Opening	  a	  boundary	  	   Closing	  a	  boundary	  	  
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	  	  	  The	  Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

an7cipa7on	   surprise	  

fear	  	  
anxiety	  	   alarm/awe	  

Disquietude	  with	  oneself	  	  

conflict	  

Moving	  away	  

“I	  know	  that	  whatever	  it	  is,	  it‘s	  not	  good.”	  (Krysia,	  16	  y	  old)	  
	  
“Anxiety	  sucks.	  Anxiety	  doesn’t	  help…I	  am	  nervous	  to	  be	  too	  open	  …”	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (Marsha,	  16	  y	  old)	  
“I	  doubted	  who	  I	  was	  and	  started	  really	  ques3oning	  myself.”	  (Eton,	  16	  y	  old)	  
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an7cipa7on	   surprise	  

	  	  	  The	  Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

fear	  	  

Dissa5sfac5on	  with	  oneself	  	  

anxiety	  	   awe	  

conflict	  

sadness	  
pessimism	   disappointment	  

“I	  always	  so	  disappointed	  when	  I	  don’t	  do	  well	  on	  the	  exam.	  I	  have	  a	  strong	  drive	  	  
	  	  and	  try	  to	  learn	  how	  to	  cope	  with	  it	  and	  deal	  with	  posi3ve	  way.”	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (Krista,	  17	  y	  old)	  
“I	  see	  more	  flaws	  in	  myself	  that	  seeing	  flaws	  in	  others.	  	  
It	  leads	  me	  constantly	  thinking	  that	  they	  are	  be@er	  than	  I	  am.”	  	  
(Alasdair,	  17	  y	  old)	  
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The	  Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

fear	  	  

Embarrassment	  
Shame	  	  

sadness	  

fear	  	  joy	  
Guilt	  

“	  I	  experienced	  a	  lot	  of	  shame	  and	  guilt	  and	  didn’t	  realize	  how	  	  
depressed	  my	  friend	  was.”	  (Eton,	  17	  y	  old)	  

Self-‐conscious	  emo5ons	  
•  helping	  individuals	  recognize	  and	  correct	  their	  social	  mistakes,	  	  
•  strengthen	  social	  bonds,	  	  
•  renew	  commitment	  to	  rela0onships,	  and	  	  
•  mo0vate	  posi0ve	  behavior.	  
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The	  Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

An7cipa7on	  	  

Posi5ve	  maladjustment	  	  

Acceptance	  	  

Anger	  

Rejec7on	  	  

Resourcefulness	  
Imagina7on	   Contempt	  

Moving	  forward	  

Taking	  in	  	   Expelling	  	  

Opening	  a	  boundary	  

Higher	  	  
hierarchy	  
of	  value	  

In	  the	  process	  
of	  developing	  	  
these	  higher	  values	  

Lower	  hierarchy	  
of	  value	  

To	  see	  the	  lower	  
value	  in	  a	  social	  	  
environment	  

“I	  have	  a	  sense	  of	  disappointment	  in	  my	  fellow	  people.	  We	  go	  out	  and	  do	  horrible	  things	  and	  	  
then	  we	  make	  excuses	  for	  that…”	  (Alasdair,	  18	  y	  old)	  
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Spontaneous	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  
Crea5ve	  Dynamisms	  	  

•  Play	  a	  significant	  role	  in	  the	  lives	  of	  
young	  people	  and	  emo0onal,	  cogni0ve,	  
and	  spiritual	  development	  

•  Help	  in	  differen0a0on	  of	  emo0ons	  
•  Help	  to	  reorganize	  of	  a	  disintegrated	  
mental	  structure	  (structure	  building)	  	  
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Interest

Acceptance

Imagination 
Inspiration 

SurpriseJoy

Satisfaction 

Surprise & Joy & Acceptance => 
Attraction/Flow 

Opening a boundary 

Closing a boundary 

Taking in 

Gaining 

Pattern Model  of  Alasdair’s Creativity 

I am not necessary joyful but I am satisfied. It’s one of 
the best  feelings that I know because it’s  a 
combination of knowing this is something I created.  
This is just me. It maybe what draws me back to it.  

CuriosityLove

I can’t do much by pausing and
thinking about where I am going
with it. It flows easily when it’s working.

I took an idea from a piece of Bach. Another is from folk
music…

If I really want to work on one,
I oLen just open that and listen to it a few 3mes
and see if I can pick something that I can take an idea from.
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acceptance	   surprise	  	  

Transi7on	  from	  Spontaneous	  	  
into	  	  

Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  	  

interest	  

Crea7ve	  Dynamisms	  I	  

joy	  
enthusiasm	  	  

delight	  	  resourcefulness	  	  

curiosity	  	  

A	  need	  for	  integra7on	  	  

love	   conflict	  	  

“I	  feel	  that	  it	  is	  something	  that	  I	  love	  doing,	  that	  I	  am	  passionate	  about…”	  (Krista,	  17	  y	  old)	  

Taking	  in	  	   Closing	  a	  boundary	  	  

Gaining	  	  Opening	  a	  boundary	  	  
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A Need for Integra7on

“I’m at the part in my life where I ‘m supposed to grow and
prepare for my future. So I need to get inspire to do be@er
in school…I know that I’m going to move around a lot to
find where I fit and where there is good energy. But I’m
scared that I won’t se@le and always be on the move to
something of and from it. I’m scared I won’t grow to my
poten3al. I don’t like this between stages that I’m
in.” (Marsha, 18 y old)
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Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  
Older	  Adolescents	  and	  Young	  Adults	  	  

Emerging	  Order	  
	  
	  •  Greater	  ability	  to	  systemize	  and	  integrate	  	  

experiences	  	  
•  Take	  the	  development	  into	  one’s	  own	  hands	  
•  Focus	  on	  own	  future	  and	  personal	  goals	  
•  Openness	  to	  external	  experiences	  
•  Emo0onal	  rela0onships	  become	  deeper	  and	  
enduring	  

•  Choose	  an	  interest	  that	  will	  be	  the	  central	  
theme	  of	  individuals’	  lives	  	  
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Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  

Dynamisms	  

Work	  closer	  together	  and	  stabilize	  and	  organize	  a	  
mental	  structure	  	  
•  “Subject-‐Object”	  in	  oneself	  –	  cri0cal	  self-‐
observa0on,	  self-‐evalua0on,	  and	  conscious	  need	  
for	  development	  	  

•  The	  third	  factor	  –	  the	  autonomous	  forces	  of	  self-‐
directed	  development	  and	  conscious	  choices	  
and	  decisions	  in	  development	  	  

•  Crea7ve	  dynamisms	  II-‐par0cipates	  in	  
organiza0on	  of	  new,	  more	  complex	  structure	  
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an0cipa0on	  

acceptance	  

joy	  

surprise	  

delight 

optimism 

Resourcefulness/ 
Thoughtfulness  curiosity 

“Subject – Object” in oneself  

Opening 
a boundary 
of own psyche 
for  observation 

gaining 

Often it appears 
suddenly as an 
insight 

sadness	  	  

disappointment  

pessimism 

losing 

1.	  

2.	  	  

Through	  observa5on,	  the	  individual	  	  
gains	  knowledge	  of	  himself.	  	  

3.	  

To	  understand	  
oneself	  be:er	  and	  to	  
evaluate	  oneself	  cri5cally	  

4.	  	  

5.	   If	  this	  act	  is	  compa5ble	  
with	  the	  ideal	  self,	  the	  
individual	  experiences	  	  
delight	  	  

6.	  	  In	  opposite	  
situa5on	  
the	  individual	  	  
experiences	  
disappointment	  
	  

conflict	  

love	  
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“Suddenly, I realized that knowing myself is a great delight.
Since I struggled for myself and realized my dream I became
friend with myself.” (Krysia, 18 y old)

“…My frustra3on leads me to be persis3ng and trying again. I
find that I have to be more pa3ent to myself..” (Krista, 17 y
old)

“…I begin to understand what I was going through and coping
with it by reversing a li@le bit because I am not so bad
anymore.” (Stephannie, 19 y old)

“Subject – Object” in oneself
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The Third Factor

The role of the third factor is:
Ø The acceptance of those values which are
closer to the ideal of personality,

Ø The rejec0on of those values, which are
farther from this ideal.

Ø The third factor represents the autonomous
forces of self-‐directed development and
conscious choices of development.
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“I felt more alive aLer that trip, more human. I
could feel things deeper. I felt on a deeper level,
not on the superficial level of a movie…
I don’t care if I make a lot of money. I don’t care
if I have a secure job. I am going to art school. I
am going to art school.” (Eton, 19 y old)
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acceptance	  

surprise	  	  

The	  Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

an7cipa7on	  

Crea7ve	  Dynamisms	  II	  

joy	  

resourcefulness	  	  

curiosity	  	   delight	  

joy	  
love	  	  

love	  	  

uncertainty	  
	  	  

1.	  	  
expectancy	  

acceptance	  

sa7sfac7on	  
curiosity	  	  

2.	  	  
3.	  	  

4.	  	  

Love	  Love	  	   4.	  	  

4.	  
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acceptance	  

The	  Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

an7cipa7on	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ter7ary	  Emo7ons	  	  	  	  

joy	   =	  >	  Enthusiasm/Sanguinity	  

joy	  

an7cipa7on	   surprise	  	   =>	  Enjoyment	  of	  unknown	  	  

1.	  	  

2.	  	  

“If	  I	  don’t	  enjoy	  the	  process	  and	  is	  leading	  me	  into	  the	  ego	  direc3on,	  	  
I	  don’t	  want	  to	  do	  it.	  I	  only	  want	  to	  be	  closer	  to	  the	  being,	  my	  soul.”	  (Eton,	  21	  y	  old)	  
	  

Expectancy	  

Love	  

Resourcefulness	  	  

Delight	  

Uncertainty	  	  

Expectancy	  

“	  I	  challenge	  myself…	  It’s	  interes3ng	  process,	  dealing	  with	  unknown.”	  
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The	  Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Ter7ary	  Emo7ons	  	  	  	  

acceptance	  

surprise	  	  

an7cipa7on	   =>	  Open-‐mindedness	  	  

acceptance	  

surprise	  	   joy	   =>	  AVrac7on/Flow	  	  	  

3.	  	  

4.	  	  

Imagina0on	  

Curiosity	   Uncertainty	  

“I	  came	  to	  the	  realiza3on	  that	  all	  art	  is	  the	  process…	  
It’s	  more	  in	  what	  state	  you	  are	  in	  when	  you	  are	  making	  it…”	  	  

Sa0sfac0on	  

Curiosity	   Love	  

“I	  think	  that	  it’s	  something	  bigger	  than	  me.	  It’s	  coming	  from	  me	  and	  through	  my	  hands.	  
It’s	  very	  hard	  to	  explain	  in	  words.	  It	  is	  like	  emo3on	  but	  not	  like	  anger.	  	  
It’s	  something	  much	  more	  complex.	  You	  lost	  track	  of	  3me.	  It’s	  like	  your	  ego	  disappears	  	  
if	  you	  are	  doing	  right.	  It’s	  like	  medita3on	  making	  art.	  (Eton,	  21	  y	  old	  )	  
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Organized	  Mul7level	  Disintegra7on	  	  

	  

Mul0ple	  occurrences	  of	  complex	  emo0ons	  over	  a	  long	  
period	  of	  0me	  lead	  to	  the	  forma0on	  of	  self-‐	  iden0ty.	  
Young	  people	  grow	  into:	  	  
•  Resourceful	  (an0cipa0on	  and	  acceptance)	  
•  Op0mis0c	  (an0cipa0on	  and	  joy)	  
•  Enthusias0c	  (an0cipa0on,	  joy,	  acceptance)	  
•  Open-‐minded	  (an0cipa0on,	  surprise,	  acceptance,	  joy)	  
•  Restlessly	  curious	  (surprise,	  acceptance)	  
•  Delight	  seeking	  (surprise,	  joy)	  
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Crea7vity
Ø becomes an outlet for internal tensions
and conflicts

Ø becomes a source of posi7ve emo7ons
such as interest, joy, acceptance,
curiosity, resourcefulness, enthusiasm,
and delight

Ø gives young people the capacity to
connect to something meaningful

Ø helps young people grow emo7onally,
intellectually, and spiritually
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Crea7vity and Psychological
Development

Ø The short-‐term process of crea7vity creates
the condi0ons in which emo7onal, cogni7ve,
and spiritual development take place.

Ø The long-‐term process of psychological
development, on the other hand, creates the
condi0ons for crea0vity to emerge by
adjus0ng internal environment toward
openness, sensi7vity, and recep7vity.
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Susan Picard: Why There Needs to be a Folksinger at a Dabrowski Congress

Lyrics:

Can’t Love Me Back
© Susan Picard 1997 
He’s got a ticket on a train out of town
One night to dance he won’t be sticking around
And he can’t love me back but I’ll go with him anyway
Oh he’s not the first and he won’t be the last
The dream isn’t real cause the die has been cast
Can’t love me back, what would I do with love anyway?

He’s got some baggage he’s been packing around
He’s trying to lose it and it’s getting him down
And he can’t love me back, but I’ll wait with him anyway
Oh he’s not the first and he won’t be the last
The dream isn’t real cause the die has been cast
Can’t love me back, what would I do with love anyway?

Don’t you smile so deep, don’t you look so long
Don’t ask so much, don’t hold me so strong
Cause I can’t love you back, I really don’t know how
Not now.

He’s got a woman and she’s got a name
Got this attraction and it’s kind of insane
And he can’t love me back but I’ll think about him anyway
Oh he’s not the first and he won’t be the last
The dream isn’t real cause the die has been cast
Why don’t you line up with the rest of the men in my past
Who can’t love me back, no they can’t love me back
No you can’t love me back, I can’t love you back
What would I do with love anyway?

This Train
© Susan Picard 2013
I like trains of thought that carry me like old steam engines barely moving past pale
faces wondering what has come?

That hold the ache of mountain passes, lives devoured in collapses, tunnels where
the rock has come undone.

I love the lines of endless track that move me forward, take me back to stations that
are filled with far flung tales
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I’ll buy a ticket to explore, other stations, other shores, ’til something comes to
knock me off the rails.

And then I’ll breathe, just breathe, breathe the air beyond the smoky stack

I like hope that’s like a bullet train, adrenalin that floods my veins, flying past the
fields of plodding doubt

Magnetically levitating, propelled beyond perseverating toward a dream that brings
some change about

I love the peaceful symphony, orchestrated synchronicity that moves crowds from
bastions of despair

I’ll buy the ticket, get on board, to other stations and other shores, ‘til someone
comes and tries to change the fare

And then I’ll breathe, just breathe, breathe the life beyond the airlocked doors.

This train is bound for glory, this train,
This train is bound for glory this train
This train is bound for glory, or that’s how the story goes with trains…

Long Road
© Susan Picard 2007
It’s a long road, takes a long time
When you’re trying to travel with a broken wing
Some days it aches and you spin around in circles
‘Til you forget that you’re a bird that you can sing

And when your head is hanging down,
you can still see the flowers peeking through the cracks,
Somehow hanging on, hanging on, hanging on, hanging on
And when you’re flat out on your back
You can still see the stars way up in the night,
Pointing the way home, the way home, the way home, the way home

And home isn’t where you’ve been and it isn’t where you’re going
It’s somewhere between here and there, what was and what will be
But when you’re feeling cold and naked, it will wrap you in a blanket
Hold you for a moment and whisper “you are free”

There’s no going back, no recovery,
no stamp on your passport to say that you’ve arrived,
There’s no justice, compensation,
For all the aches you’ve carried and all those tears you’ve cried,
Just a map and some angels standing by your side.
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And when your head is hanging down,
you can still see the flowers peeking through the cracks,
Somehow hanging on, hanging on, hanging on, hanging on
And when you’re flat out on your back
You can still see the stars way up in the night,
Pointing the way home, the way home, the way home, the way home

It’s a long road, takes a long time
When you’re trying to fly with a broken wing
Some days it aches and you spin around in circles
But then you get some air and you remember you can sing
It’s a long road, takes a long time…

The Ballad of Molly and Jake
© Susan Picard 2012
Molly was a dreamer led easily off track
Every carrot on a stick was like a monkey on her back
And when reality came calling trying to prevail she’s say
“You ain’t got no part to play in this fairytale”
Fairytale, this fairytale
And Jake he took some hard knocks that tried to hold him down
But he pulled up on his bootstraps got his feet on solid ground
Reality was something he thought was is to pervey, he’d tell you
“Mind your p’s and q’s or there will be some hell to pay!”
Hell to pay, there’ll be hell to pay
And they met at a party where they both had had a few
He could see she wasn’t afraid of life
And she saw that his heart was true
A dozen years a couple kids turned their lives around
Molly lost her fairytale and Jake found shaky ground
Reality had found a way to put them on the spot
Between getting what you want and wanting what you got
What you got, wanting what you got
And some nights they’ll buy a bottle of wine and share a glass or two
And he’ll remember how she’s fearless
And she remembers how his heart is true.

Dark Side of the Road
© Susan Picard 1991

He was driving too fast and the gravel was loose,
It only took a couple of seconds for the beer to tighten the noose.
I didn't know him too well, I didn't like him that much
I only got close to him once and it wasn't a friendly touch.
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And I never cared enough to ask anyone about his circumstance,
I never set aside my fears long enough to ever give him a second chance,
And I never gave a thought to what he carried in his load,
I just watched him move into the shadows on the dark side of the road
The dark side of the road,
I watched him move into the shadows on the dark side of the road.

She didn't like me that much, and her friends gave her clout,
One day she took me on alone and I really laid her out.
I heard she had a daughter, when she was sixteen I think
I heard she named the baby Bailey, after a favorite drink.

And I never cared enough to ask anyone about her circumstance
I never set aside my fears long enough to ever give her a second chance,
And I never gave a thought to what she carried in her load
I just watched her move into the shadows on the dark side of the road
The dark side of the road,
I watched her move into the shadows on the dark side of the road

Now everyday I look into their eyes,
And it's now that I finally realize what I was too young to surmise,
I try to teach them to read, I try to teach them to write
And I try to love them just a little bit, to set the record right.

Cause now I know just a little bit about their circumstances
And I know that they don't owe me anything, but I sure would like a chance,
And I can see all the shit that they have to carry along in their load
Tell me how do I keep these kids from going onto the dark side of the road?
The dark side of the road.
How do we keep these kids from going down the dark side of the road?

Hell of a Year
© Susan Picard 2008

Sometimes I start crying and I just don’t know why
It might be an ant down on the sidewalk or a bird up in the sky
Or it’s the end of the day when I’m so tired of it all
And my mind won’t stop surfing though my body’s hit the wall

It’s been a hell of a year… oh my baby started school
And I got this brand new job and there is so much work to do
I got this cough that I can’t shake and nights when I don’t sleep
And I sure wish that you were still here to talk to me
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
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It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year

Oh I made that trip you promised me was something I should do
I learned a lot about this world and all these things that I got from you
And every new connection tells me how far we’ve come apart
And I can feel all the issues that were tearing at your heart

It’s been a hell of a year… oh my baby started school
And I got this brand new job and there is so much work to do
I got this cough that I can’t shake and nights when I don’t sleep
And I sure wish that you were still here to talk to me
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year

And I know everything that dies leaves a space for something new
I just want to keep this space inside of me empty for you

It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
I got this cough that I can’t shake and nights when I don’t sleep
And I sure wish that you were still here to talk to me
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year
It’s been a hell of a year, it’s been a hell of a year

Outside In
© Susan Picard 2012
She turns the world outside in ‘til forests burn beneath her skin and every word is a
grain of sand diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in

And her heart is an ocean with an ebb and flo and you’re just a moon who doesn’t
know where to wait to see where the tide will go comin’ in, comin’ in, comin’ in,
comin’ in, comin’ in, comin’ in

And pretty bows can’t make the dirt brown hair more beautiful
And neon tights can’t hide the knees that refuse to bend
Outside in

and her hope can’t breathe when her lungs are full of exhausting fumes from
methane bulls who don’t understand that the air can’t hold more discipline
discipline disciplines discipline discipline disciplines
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so she throws pebbles into glassy lakes where the ripples move like small
earthquakes til they trigger a landslide to obliterate her sins, her sins, her sins, her
sins, her sins, her sins

And pretty bows can’t make the dirt brown hair more beautiful
And neon tights can’t hide the knees that refuse to bend
Outside in

The answer’s waiting way out there to find it she will have to tear through every
truth that’s held onto its shaky bit of ground

She’ll hold each one to her breast, wear it like a Kevlar vest, and while her heart
leaps in her chest she’ll test…the weight of the world…outside in

She turns the world outside in ‘til forests burn beneath her skin and every word is a
grain of sand diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in, diggin’ in
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2  Relax – you are in the hands of experts. 221



3  Your presenters for today. 
Dexter 

Susan 
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4  The general plan: Dąbrowski 101 
•  Step 1: Dąbrowski 101 

     – This presentation. 

•  Step 2: Dąbrowski 201 
    – The comprehensive presentation on the website:  

(web address on handout). 

•  Step 3: Dąbrowski 301 
    – A large collection of materials including Dąbrowski’s 
 
    original English books and many of his Polish works.  

(web address on handout). 
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Hold on, you may be in for some surprises. 5 224



6 TPD is not for everyone. 
•  “Here, then, is a great mystery. 

For you who also love the little 
prince, and for me, nothing in the 
universe can be the same if 
somewhere, we do not know 
where, a sheep that we never saw 
has – yes or no? – eaten a 
rose . . . Look up at the sky. Ask 
yourselves: is it yes or no? Has 
the sheep eaten the flower? And 
you will see how everything 
changes . . . And no grown-up 
will ever understand that this is a 
matter of so much importance!”  •  de Saint-Exupéry, A, (1943). The Little 

Prince. New York, NY: Harcourt 
Brace. 
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Leo Mos: “Lived not learned.” 7 

•  There is an intuitive element in comprehending Dąbrowski: 
As some have said, “it’s a theory best understood by its 
application in one’s life,” some who approach it 
academically, “just don’t seem to get it.” 

•  Integrated many diverse streams of thought: from 
philosophy, from literature, from psychology, from 
neurophysiology and from psychiatry. 
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TDP: A nomological network of constructs. 8 

•  Dąbrowski’s work has many (~20) interrelated constructs. 
For example: 
--P. Ideal 
ñ-H. of Values 
ñ-3rd Factor 
ñ-IPM 
ñ-ML 
ñ-Hierarchization 
ñ-PD 
ñ-PN 
ñ-DP 

Cronbach, L. J., & Meehl, P. E. (1955). Construct validity in psychological tests. Psychological 
Bulletin, 52, 281–302. doi:10.1037/h0040957 
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Multiple meanings. 9 

•  Used a “dynamic” multilevel approach: One construct has 
different descriptions at different developmental levels. For 
example, unilevel love versus multilevel love. 

•  Dąbrowski built a new, somewhat radical, theory but based 
on solid academic and philosophical foundations. 

•  The real introduction to Dąbrowski remains reading his 
original works and seeing his ideas emerge. 

•  Previous efforts to assess the theory (like OEQII) are, 
by design, inadequate to capture these differences. 
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Personality theories. 10 229



11 Other personality theories fall short. 
•  Many approaches have described personality. 
•  Fewer approaches have described personality development. 
•  No approach is similar to TPD on several points: 

•  The idea that crisis and psychological distress 
(Psychoneuroses / Positive Disintegration) are necessary 
(but not sufficient) for development. 

•  The contrast between the unilevel and multilevel 
experience of reality. 

•  The description of developmental potential and it’s role 
in inhibiting or promoting development. 

•  The emphasis on developing a unique and authentic 
personality, shaped by the individual toward his / her 
personality ideal. 
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A philosophical & psychological approach. 12 

•  TPD combines essentialism with the individual choices of 
existentialism (the “existentio-essentialist compound”). 
•  1). One’s [genetic] essence is one’s raw potential (sets the 

parameters of development). 
•  2). Must be shaped to fit one’s authentic self (personality 

shaping). Our deep traits must be consciously evaluated, 
guided and developed – lower aspects inhibited, higher 
ones embraced – this differentiates humans from animals. 

[Self-Actualization (Maslow) said don’t differentiate; 
actualize it all -- the lower and the higher.] 
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What is Development? 13 

•   In traditional developmental theories, higher levels are built 
on top of lower levels – components of lower levels remain 
and are added to. 

•  There are metaphysical aspects to Dąbrowski’s approach. 
The self, in particular, “the inner psychic milieu” and “third 
factor” emerge from lower features but become 
developmental forces in their own right, transcending 
biological and social origins.  

•  In TPD, Multilevelness represents a new view of reality and 
emerges from lower (uni-) levels that are disengaged from, 
disintegrated, transcended or transformed. 
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What is a positive approach? 14 

•  1. Positive self-attitudes; (self perception). 
 

•  Jahoda’s (1958, p. 23) features of positive mental health: 

•  2. The individual’s style and degree of growth, 
development, or self-actualization are expressions of 
mental health. This is not concerned with self-perception 
but with what one does over a period of time.  

•  3. Integration: the relatedness of all processes & attributes. 

•  4. Autonomy: the individual’s degree of independence from 
social influences (most revealing of one’s mental health). 

 •  5. The adequacy of an individual’s perception of reality. 
 •  6. Environmental mastery. 
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Dąbrowski embraces “ought.” 15 

•  Dąbrowski said that mental health should not be defined 
simply by the presence or absence of symptoms, rather, 
definitions of mental health must look at men and women 
as they ought to be and by the potential of the individual to 
achieve ideal, desirable, developmental qualities – to aspire 
to become an authentic human being.  
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Personality is rare. 16 

•  Dąbrowski’s observations led him to an unusual conclusion: 
– that individual personality is not universally, or even 
commonly, achieved. The average “well socialized” person 
lacks a unique, individual personality and therefore cannot 
be considered mentally healthy – the “state of primary 
integration is a state contrary to mental health” (1964, p. 
121). 

Nietzsche: herd personality. 
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Multilevelness. 
•  “Hierarchization” is a process helping create 

multilevelness: a contrast between the lower and higher in 
life, it expands the range of human experience, creating 
vertical conflicts between higher and lower choices. 
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18 

•  Level I – Primary (or primitive) Integration. 

•  Level V - Secondary Integration. 

•  Level III - Spontaneous Multilevel Disintegration. 

•  Level IV - Organized Multilevel Disintegration. 

•  Level II - Unilevel Disintegration. 

Five Levels. 237



19 Dąbrowski’s Level I. 
•  Dąbrowski estimated that the majority (about 65%) of 

people live life at Level I – in Primary Integration: 
•  A very stable, integrated, horizontally based level. 
•  Behavior often automatic, reflexive, rote, unthinking. 
•  Lower Instinct (first factor) and social forces (second 

factor) guide and determine behavior. 

•  A difficult level to break free of: integration creates a 
strong sense of belonging and security. 

•  Inner harmony: Most conflicts are external; often an 
inner sense of “always being right” and of selfish 
entitlement, “don’t worry it’s the other guy’s problem.” 
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 General characteristics of unilevelness. 20 

•  The “average” view of life is horizontal – unilevel:   
(Ken Wilber: “flatlanders,” von Bertalanffy and Yablonsky: “robopaths”) 

•   Behaviorism model: stimulus-response reactions. 
•   Skinner’s black box: no processing/thinking required.  

•  Equal alternatives create “illusion of choice.”  
•  Conflicts are between different but equivalent choices. 

•  Unquestioningly adopt and follow social roles & values. 

•  No vertical component to allow for higher growth. 

•  Lack of, or low degree of general consciousness, 
especially of self-awareness and self-consciousness. 
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Advanced development is uncommon. 21 

•  “A fairly high degree of primary integration is present in the average 
person; a very high degree of primary integration is present in the 
psychopath. The more cohesive the structure of primary integration, 
the less the possibility of development; the greater the strength of 
autonomic functioning, stereotypy, and habitual activity, the lower the 
level of mental health” (1964, p. 121). 

The more rigid 
one’s 

integration, the 
harder to have 
disintegration 
and growth. 

•  An illustrative hierarchy: 

•  Average person exhibiting psychoneuroses 

•  Average person exhibiting social conformity 

•  Psychopath exhibiting social conformity  

•  Psychopath exhibiting antisocial behaviour 
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22 Dąbrowski’s Levels – II, III and IV. 
•  3 levels describe varying types & degrees of disintegration: 

•  Level II – Unilevel Disintegration: Horizontal conflicts 
create ambiguity and ambivalence. Very stressful, chaotic 
period, maximum dis – ease: 
• High risk of falling back or falling apart. 
• Dąbrowski described this as a transitional level. 

§  Paradigm shift: Multilevel, vertical aspects appear at III, IV. 
•  Level III – Spontaneous: Multilevel, vertical conflicts 

arise spontaneously, create multilevel disintegrations. 
•  Level IV – Organized (Directed): We now see and 

actively seek out vertical conflicts (challenge oneself), 
we play a volitional role in “directing” crises and 
development. 
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Higher levels: Multilevel. 23 

•  One begins to see and imagine higher possibilities in 
comparison to lower realities. 

•  Development is linked to a “new” – vertical – ML view:  

•  A vertical, ML view creates a hierarchical model of life, 
of values and of behavior – allows us to become aware of 
and choose the higher over the lower alternative. 

•  Higher levels show distinct consciousness, inner psychic 
transformation, autonomousness, creativity (1972, p. 297). 

•  Similar to Pierre Janet’s reality function? 
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24 Paradigm Shift from UL to ML. 
•  Transition to multilevelness is the “greatest step.” The shift 

from the unilevel to the multilevel / vertical perception of 
life is the key to development. 

•  Once one truly sees and appreciates the vertical, there is 
no turning back to a unilevel existence. 

•  Dąbrowski compared this with Plato’s cave: Once one 
breaks free and “sees the sunlight,” one can no longer be 
happy returning to live in the darkness. 

•  The shift takes tremendous energy and places major 
demands on the person: One may initially feel alienated 
and be overwhelmed with depression and despair. 
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25 

•  Level V – Secondary Integration:  
•  Full realization of multilevelness and personality ideal. 
•  One’s unique hierarchy of values directs behavior. 
•  Third factor promotes autonomous, volitional, unselfish 

behavior – as this is simply the right way to be. 
•  Exemplars describe and show us this highest level. 
•  Inner harmony: One is satisfied that one’s values and 

behaviour now reflect one’s “true” self as one feels it 
ought to be – no internal conflict. 

•  May have more external conflicts – strong sense of social 
justice motivates social action and reform. 

•  Rarely seen (but a future trend in evolution?). 

Secondary Integration. 244



26 Secondary Integration. 
•  Personality:  

•  “The quality of being self-chosen involves the process of 
development, the repeated acts of choosing one’s personality many 
times until the moment of the final choice” (1973, p. 109). 

•  “Those qualities which were chosen at the time of the ‘birth of 
personality’and later, authentically developed as central and most 
important, do not undergo qualitative changes. They will grow 
quantitatively and may be supplemented by new qualities” (1973, 
p. 109). 

•  The individual becomes fully aware of those qualities that make 
him or her uniquely himself or herself. Once this core of unique 
qualities is chosen, they do not change, but, as the quote above 
shows, they will grow and be added to. 
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Felineous Catalinus. 27 

 If my cat can achieve secondary integration why can’t we? 

•  Serious question: If 35% have some degree of DP, why 
don’t more people go on further? 
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Multilevelness and Multidimensionality. 29 

Examples of 
dimensions: 

Asceticism 

Athleticism 

Neuroticism 

Open boundaries 

Conscientiousness 

Extra-Introversion 

Musical talent 

The five OEs Common sense 

Raw intelligence 
Aesthetic 

Appreciation 

Thespian? 

Subject – Object 

Self-criticism 

Artistic talent 

Empathy 

Acumen 

Rigor Creativity 

Perspicacity 
(insight) 

Emotionality 

The 3 factors 

5 factor model 
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30 Lexicon. 
•  Personality: 

•  Definition: “a self-conscious, self-chosen, empirically elaborated, 
autonomous, authentic, self-confirmed and self-educating unity of 
basic mental, individual and common qualities” (1973, p. 111). 

•  “Personality is the force which integrates mental functions on a 
high level” (1973, p. 108). 

•  “We could associate personality with the concept of a complete 
human individual who, in regard to the scope and levels of his 
functions, represents a coherent and harmonious structure of a high 
degree of insight into himself, into his aims and aspirations (self-
awareness) (1973, p. 108). 

•  “The first quality of personality – that is to say, self-awareness – is 
relatively clear and does not need much comment” (1973, p. 109). 
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31 Lexicon. 
•  Personality Ideal:  

•  Definition: “An individual standard against which one evaluates 
one’s actual personality structure” (1970, p. 175). 

•  In the personality ideal, there is a tendency to adjust to ‘what ought 
to be ‘versus ‘what is.’ This is evidence of the multilevel, 
hierarchical view of life in action. 
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32 Lexicon. 
•  Autonomy: 

•  “Autonomy is the state of the gradual acquisition of independence 
from the lower levels of internal and external reality” (1973, p. 
89). 

•  Authenticity: 
•  Definition: “A human individual is authentic, if he has developed 

an autonomous attitude toward himself, his environment and his 
ideal of personality; if he has achieved a high level of synthetic 
inner psychic transformation, consciousness, self-consciousness, 
empathy, hierarchization and a strong feeling of his essentialist 
existence” (1973, p. 94). 

 

•  “Autonomy is the expression of the developmental process from 
lower to higher levels, from that which ‘is’ to that which ‘ought to 
be’". . . . The result of its activity is a consciousness of being 
independent in thinking, experiencing and behaving” (1973, p. 89). 
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33 Lexicon. 
•  Disintegration: 

•  Definition: “Loosening, disorganization, or dissolution of mental 
structures and functions” (1972, p. 293). 

•  “The term disintegration is used to refer to a broad range of 
processes, from emotional disharmony to the complete 
fragmentation of the personality structure, all of which are usually 
regarded as negative” (1964, p. 5). 

•  Dąbrowski described various types of disintegration: 
•  Unilevel / Multilevel. 
•  Negative / Positive. 
•  Spontaneous / Organized (Directed). 
•  Partial / Global. 
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34 Role of Crises in Life. 
•  “Every authentic creative process consists of ‘loosening,’ 

‘splitting’ or ‘smashing’ the former reality. Every mental 
conflict is associated with disruption and pain; every step 
forward in the direction of authentic existence is combined 
with shocks, sorrows, suffering and distress” (1973, p. 14). 
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35 Role of Crises in Life. 
•  “The chances of developmental crises and their positive or 

negative outcomes depend on the character of the 
developmental potential, on the character of social 
influence, and on the activity (if present) of the third 
factor. . . . One also has to keep in mind that a 
developmental solution to a crisis means not a reintegration 
but an integration at a higher level of functioning” (1972, p. 
245). 
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36 Role of Crises in Life. 
•  “Experiences of shock, stress and trauma, may accelerate 

development in individuals with innate potential for positive 
development” (1970, p. 20). 

•  “Inner conflicts often lead to emotional, philosophical and 
existential crises” (1972, p. 196). 
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37 Role of Crises in Life. 

•  “Crises, in our view, are brought about through thousands of 
different internal and external conflicts, resulting from 
collisions of the developing personality with negative 
elements of the inner and external milieus” (1972, p. 245). 

•  “Crises are periods of increased insight into oneself, 
creativity, and personality development” (1964, p. 18). 
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38 Role of Crises in Life. 
•  “We are human inasmuch as we experience disharmony and 

dissatisfaction, inherent in the process of 
disintegration” (1970, p. 122). 

•  “Prolonged states of unilevel disintegration (level II) end 
either in a reintegration at the former primitive level or in 
suicidal tendencies, or in a psychosis” (1970, p. 135). 

•  Inner conflict is a cause of positive disintegration and 
subsequent development – conflict acts as a motive to 
redefine, refine, and discover one’s “new” values. 

•  Inner conflict is also the result of the process of positive 
disintegration and the operation of the dynamisms of 
development. 
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39 Dinosaur?? Dina Shore?? Dynamite?? 
•  The last slide mentioned dynamisms – what is a dynamism? 
•  Dynamism is an old term (100 years ago), popular in 

psychoanalysis (“psychodynamics”). Literally, it refers to 
the underlying forces that move matter or mind toward 
activity or progress. 

•  Associated with emotion and especially in the sense of 
“emovere” – to move – to cause movement. 

•  Dynamism: “Biological or mental force controlling behavior and its 
development. Instincts, drives, and intellectual processes combined 
with emotions are dynamisms” (1972, p. 294). 
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41 Psychoneurosis. 
•  Psychoneurosis: “those processes, syndromes and functions 

which express inner and external conflicts, and positive 
maladjustment of an individual in the process of accelerated 
development” (1973, p. 151). 
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42 Psychoneurosis. 
•  Dąbrowski saw a positive role for psychoneuroses in 

advanced development: 

•  “Connected with the tension arising from strong 
developmental conflicts” (1973, p. 149). 

•  “contain(s) elements of man’s authentic 
humanization” (1973, p. 152). 

•  Dąbrowski’s approach is almost unique: at odds with the 
traditional views of Freud, Maslow, and most others. 
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43 Psychoneurosis. 
•  Neuroses are traditionally seen as a coping strategy/ 

mechanism: symptoms protect the person from crisis, 
maintain stability – not associated with growth. 

•  D.: Psychoneuroses act as an immunization, not a defense. 
•  Psychoneuroses “are the protection against serious 

mental disorders – against psychoses” (1973, p. 162). 
•  Dąbrowski said don’t try to “help” psychoneurotics, rather, 

learn from them, appreciate their uniqueness, their 
creativity, their values, their sensitivity:  
•  See Dąbrowski’s poem, “Be Greeted Psychoneurotics.” 
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44 Lexicon. 

•  Recovery from crisis can lead to a reintegration at the 
former level and former equilibrium or to a more healthy 
integration and new equilibrium on a higher level. 

•  If a person has strong developmental potential, even severe 
crises can be positive and lead to growth.  

•  Positive Disintegration: “Loosening, disorganization or 
dissolution of mental structures and functions” (1970, p. 
164). 

•  “Positive when it enriches life, enlarges the horizon, and 
brings forth creativity, it is negative when it either has no 
developmental effects or causes involution” (1964, p. 10). 
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Lexicon. 45 

•  Developmental instinct: “The whole process of transformation of 
primitive drives and impulsive functions into more reflective and 
refined functions occurs under the influence of evolutionary 
dynamisms which we call the developmental instinct” (1973, p. 22). 

 

•  “The developmental instinct acts against the automatic, limited, and 
primitive functional patterns of the biological cycle of life” (1970, p. 
28). 

•  Instinct: a fundamental dynamism (force) in the lives of animals and 
men that has a great intensity, a significant degree of compactness and 
cohesiveness, its own sphere of activity, and its own direction (1970, 
p. 170. 

•  “Such forces as the creative instinct and the instinct of self-perfection 
are specifically human. On the other hand, such forces as the sexual 
instinct appear in animals and man, but in both are differentiated into 
levels.” (1973, p. 11). 
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Developmental potential is uncommon. 46 

•  People dominated by socialization occasionally show 
potential to develop but social forces and peer pressure are 
strong and resist change. 

•  Dąbrowski studied exemplars and described common traits 
in them that he called Developmental Potential (DP). 

•  People dominated by their lower instincts appear to have 
little potential or motivation to develop or to change. 

•  Some people appear to have strong autonomous potential to 
develop (“can’t be held back”). May go on to become 
exemplars of advanced development. 
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Developmental Potential. 48 267



Developmental Potential (DP): Overview. 49 

•  Many complex and interrelated components form DP: 

•  The many dynamisms, like subject-object in oneself, 
self-awareness and identification with development.  

•  Psychoneuroses and positive disintegration. 

•  Instincts: The developmental instinct, the creative 
instinct, and the instinct for self-perfection. 

•  Emerging, internal features of the self [Hierarchy of 
aims, Hierarchy of values, Inner Psychic Milieu, Third 
Factor, Personality Ideal, etc.].  

•  The three factors of development. 

•  Overexcitability (Five types). 

•  Special talents and abilities. 
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50 This is just very sad. 

(From the Internet) 
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Developmental Potential (DP): Overview. 51 
•  “The relations and interactions between the different 

components of the developmental potential give shape to 
individual development and control the appearance of 
psychoneuroses on different levels of development” (1972, 
p. 78). 

•  Just as intelligence varies in the population, developmental 
potential varies between individuals.  

 
•  Most have too little DP to allow for advanced growth. 
 
•  A few have strong DP and achieve the highest levels. 
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52 Key Features of DP. 
•  Developmental potential may be: 

•  positive or negative 
•  general or specific 
•  strong or weak 
•  expressed or not expressed 

•  The most misunderstood aspect of DP is OE:  
•  OE is usually not appreciated by others or by society. 
•  OE is often suppressed or hidden by the individual. 
•  OE needs to be understood within the context of DP. 
•  OE can be hard to manage or completely overwhelming. 
•  OE heightens the joys but also intensifies the lows of life. 
•  OE needs to be validated not seen as an abnormality. 
•  OE may lead to self-mutilation or suicide. 

•  One major neglected aspect is third factor. 
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53 Lexicon. 
•  Overexcitability (OE): “Higher than average 

responsiveness to stimuli, manifested either by 
psychomotor, sensual, emotional (affective), imaginational, 
or intellectual excitability or the combination 
thereof” (1972, p. 303). 

•  Dąbrowski emphasized two aspects: a higher than average 
sensitivity of the nerves (receptors) and a higher than 
average responsiveness to stimuli.  

•  A physiological property of the nervous system: “Each form 
of overexcitability points to a higher than average 
sensitivity of its receptors” (1972, p. 7).  
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54 Lexicon. 
•  “The prefix over attached to ‘excitability’ serves to indicate 

that the reactions of excitation are over and above average 
in intensity, duration and frequency” (1996, p. 7). 

•  OE affects how a person sees reality: “One who manifests 
several forms of overexcitability, sees reality in a different, 
stronger and more multisided manner” (1972, p. 7). 

•  Dąbrowski called OE “a tragic gift:”  
•  As both the highs and lows of life are intensified. 

•  Because the world is not yet ready for people who feel at 
such deep levels.  
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55 Overexcitability (OE). 
•  “Because the sensitivity [excitability] is related to all 

essential groups of receptors of stimuli of the internal and 
external worlds it widens and enhances the field of 
consciousness” (1972, p. 66). 

•  “Individuals with enhanced emotional, imaginational and 
intellectual excitability channel it into forms most 
appropriate for them” (1972, p. 66). 

•  Critical three types: “Emotional (affective), imaginational 
and intellectual overexcitability are the richer forms. If they 
appear together they give rich possibilities of development 
and creativity” (1972, p. 7). 
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56 Overexcitability (OE). 
•  Dąbrowski linked overexcitability with disintegration: 

•  [First] “Hyperexcitability also provokes inner conflicts 
as well as the means by which these conflicts can be 
overcome” (1970, p. 38). 

•  Second, hyperexcitability precipitates psychoneurotic 
processes. 

•  Third, conflicts and psychoneurotic processes become 
the dominant factor in accelerated development. 

•  “It is mainly mental hyperexcitability through which the 
search for something new, something different, more 
complex and more authentic can be accomplished” (1973, 
p. 15). 
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57  Should curiosity be an overexcitability? 276



58 Overexcitability: Case study. 277



59 Overexcitability in the gifted field. 

•  Over the past 30 years, many research projects and papers 
have addressed the topic, most in the context of gifted 
populations (see Mendaglio & Tillier, 2006). 

•  Michael Piechowski (1979) introduced overexcitability to 
the field of gifted education. 

 •  Research zeroed in on OE largely because it was 
operationalized by Piechowski with the overexcitability 
questionnaire (OEQ) (Lysy, & Piechowski, 1983). 

•  The construct validity of these scales seems a fatal problem. 
•  Results have been inconsistent and have not been able to 

demonstrate “the big three” OEs (intellectual, imaginational 
and emotional) in gifted populations. 
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60 OE: A mangled construct in gifted. 

•  “According to Dąbrowski’s clinical observations, people 
with overexcitabilites are neurotically allergic or 
nervous” (Chang & Kuo, 2013). 

•  “Another vulnerability associated with giftedness is 
overexcitability (Porter 2005; Pfeiffer and Stocking 
2000)” (Van der Meulen, et al, 2013). 

 

•   Circuitous referencing: “The concept of 
‘overexcitability’ (OE) was first introduced by Dąbrowski 
(1938; cited in Piechowski & Colangelo, 1984) as a means 
to understand individual differences in intensity and 
sensitivity in responses to stimuli (see also Piechowski, 
2006)” (He & Wong, 2014). 
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61 Overexcitability: More mangling. 
•  “In Dr. Dąbrowski’s day, overexcitabilities were thought to 

be the core trait of psychological development. Succeeding 
researchers further broadened this idea. It can be applied to 
identify gifted and talented students. It is correlated to IQ, it 
predicts cognitive abilities, there are correlations between 
OEs and gender, OEs and age, it predicts creativity or 
creative personalities, and it predicts psychological 
adjustment. Although the results of these studies are not 
identical, the main findings in these dimensions were almost 
consistent, suggesting that the use of OE patterns has a 
statistically meaningful correlation with predicting these 
dimensions” (Chang & Kuo, 2013). 
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62 Overexcitability: Yet more. 
•  “Dąbrowski (Dąbrowski, 1938; Miller, Silvermany [sic], & 

Falk, 1995; Silverman, 1993) indicated five dimensions of 
heightened psychological responses presented by gifted and 
talented students: psychomotor (POEs; pressure for action), 
sensual (SOEs; sensate pleasures), imaginational (MOEs; 
active imagination), intellectual (TOEs; intellectual and 
moral pursuits), and emotional overexcitabilities (EOEs; 
intense connectedness with others)” (Kuo, et al 2014). 

•  Note: I am not going to cite specific examples from the 
ongoing iterations of the philosophical objections put forth 
by Piechowski. The interested reader can see his latest 
objections at Piechowski (2014). 
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63 Overexcitability: SPICE = ADHD. 
•  “My list of intensities varies only in that I use the term 

‘creative intensity’ rather than ‘imaginational.’ This not only 
better describes the intensity, but also enables a nifty little 
acronym for the intensities, SPICE, since the intensities are 
the spice of life” . . .  

•  “These intensities correspond to the symptoms of ADHD 
perfectly, except that they identify the whole intensity 
instead of just focusing on the negative aspects”  

•  [Dąbrowski called the third element]. . . . “This third 
element is exactly what I have been describing throughout 
this book: intensity” (all from Burge, 2012). 
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64 Overexcitability: One more slide. 

•  “According to Daniels and Meckstroth (2009), Dąbrowski 
had stated that an individual who possesses more than one 
overexcitability characteristic is a gifted and talented 
individual” (Alias et al 2013). 

•  “These overexcitabilities form the foundation of 
Dąbrowski’s theory of positive disintegration (Dąbrowski, 
1964), a theory of self-actualisation which develops to a 
high level in only certain individuals” (White, 2014). 

•  “These heightened and intense characteristics are known 
as overexcitabilities and are claimed as universal 
characteristics of gifted individuals (Webb et al., 
2005)” (Alias et al 2013). 
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65 What direction are we going? 284



66 Overexcitability: Get a grip! 
•  Try to get an overview: first see Mendaglio (2012).  
•  Dąbrowski described OE as a discontinuous construct with 

a non-normal distribution; furthermore, the five OE scales 
are not independent of each other. 

•  Slipshod applications of 
constructs will lead to useless 
research. 

•  The majority of problems today 
seem the result of substandard 
academic standards. 

•  Most research on OE today is meaningless as it ignores the 
above and uses inappropriate analysis. 
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67 Three Factors of Development. 
•  Three factors influence behavior and development: 

•  First Factor – the expression of genetic instincts: 
• Most basic: primal biological survival instincts. 

•  Primitive, reflexive instincts and reactions. 
•  Today, we might generalize to our “dog-eat-dog” mentality 

and social obsession on material success. 
•  Reflected in egocentrism: Focus on self-satisfaction, feeling 

good, regardless of costs to others. 
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68 Three Factors of Development. 
•  Second Factor – external influence: environment and 

socialization (includes education). 

•  Most people live life under the day-to-day influence of second 
factor, for example: Kohlberg’s conventional level of moral 
reasoning or Loevinger’s conformist stage. 

•  Moral authority and criteria for good behavior are derived from 
external (social) values.  

•  Most people are socialized and conform without thinking 
deeply about life – without comparing how things are versus 
how things could be or ought to be – also see Bergsen. 
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Third Factor. 69 288



70  Normal integration defeats the third factor. 
•  Dąbrowski said the 

common route of 
maturation leads to a 
“premature” integration of 
mental structures based on 
“the desire to gain a 
position, to become 
distinguished, to possess 
property, and to establish a 
family” – “the more the 
integration of the mental 
structure grows, the more 
the influence of the third 
agent weakens” (1964, p. 
57). 
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Third factor starts out as one thing. 71 

•  The third factor arises from genetic roots, initially a vague 
and undefined feeling; a stirring to express one’s “real” self, 
but later “emerges” and becomes an autonomous force. 

•  Third factor eventually expresses our sense of who we ought 
to be and controls the direction of our development – it 
transcends its genetic roots. 

•  More than just “will” – the third factor is the totality of our 
autonomous features and forces. 
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72 Third factor emerges into something else. 
•  In ideal, advanced 

development, the 
maturational period is 
‘protracted’ and “is clearly 
accompanied by a strong 
instinct of development, 
great creative capacities, a 
tendency to reach for 
perfection, and the 
appearance and 
development of self-
consciousness, self-
affirmation, and self-
education” (1964, p. 57). 
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73 Third factor as self awareness. 

•  “The third factor has a fundamental role in education-of-
oneself, and in autopsychotherapy. It arises and grows as a 
resultant of both positive hereditary endowment (especially 
the ability for inner psychic transformation) and positive 
environmental influences” (1970, p. 179). 

•  As third factor develops, it compels us to make conscious 
choices that express our authentic self: to choose what is 
“more me” and to reject what is “less me.”  

•  Its presence and operation is essential in the development 
toward autonomy and authenticity.  
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Lexicon. 74 

•  2). Negative adjustment – “ordinary” socialization: 
•  “Robotic” and uncritical acceptance of “what is.” 
• Adjustment to prevailing social norms and values. 
• Expression of second factor – we are social 

conformers: antisocial and primitive impulses are 
repressed (so is our autonomy) so we will “fit in.” 

• Adjustment to a “sick” society is to also be sick. 

•  1). Negative maladjustment – antisocial, selfish ego 
dominates behavior that flaunts social mores: 
• Expression of primitive first factor: criminals, 

unscrupulous CEOs (see themselves above law). 

•  Dąbrowski outlined four types of adjustment: 
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Lexicon. 75 

•  3). Positive maladjustment – rejection of what is, in favor 
of what ought to be: 
• Creates major crises and often psychoneurosis. 
•  Initial expression of third factor (autonomy). 
• Pits one against social norms and mores – often 

confused as “ordinary” antisocial maladjustment. 
• May be seen in gifted students (but often mislabeled). 

•  4). Positive adjustment – adjustment to inner sense of 
what ought to be: to consciously chosen values: 
• Full expression of third factor / personality ideal. 
• Expression of highest personal values. 
• Seen at Level V – secondary integration. 
•  Ideal society: everyone is at this level.  
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76 Adjustment and the Factors. 
•  Negative maladjustment: First Factor.  

•   – antisocial, asocial, selfish, egocentric, egotistical 
•  Negative adjustment: Second Factor. 

•   – adjustment to what is; to conventional social mores. 
•  Society is currently “primitive & confused” (1970, 118). 
•  “The individual who is always adjusted is one who does 

not develop himself” (1970, p. 58). 
•  Positive maladjustment: Initial expression of 3rd Factor.  

•   – rejection of ‘what is,’ in view of what ‘ought to be.’ 
•  Positive adjustment: Full 3rd Factor / Secondary integration.  

•   – full adjustment to what ought to be: behavior follows 
one’s authentic consciously chosen values. 
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77 Emotional and instinctive functions. 
•  The theory distinguishes various levels of development of 

“emotional and instinctive functions.” The level of these 
functions reflects one’s values and one’s general level of 
development. Dąbrowski called these “levels of emotional 
development analogous to the levels of intellectual 
development” (1970, p. 19). 

•  Dąbrowski (1996) could not accept that psychology had so 
embraced the study of cognitive development and so 
eschewed the study of emotional development. 

•  For Dąbrowski, “a general theory of human development is 
not possible if it does not include emotional factors” (1996, 
p. 6). 
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78 Emotion as a guide. 
•  Dąbrowski included traditional cognitive development but 

added a new role for emotional factors, where “emotional 
factors are not considered merely as unruly subordinates of 
reason but can acquire the dominant role of shapers of 
development” (1996, p. 6). 

•  Traditional theories of development rest on ontogeny – the 
idea that development automatically unfolds according to 
some pre-programmed biological sequence of events: Each 
subsequent step unfolding on the foundation of, and 
predicated upon, the features of the previous stage. 
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79 Emotion is non-ontogenic. 
•  Dąbrowski’s observations of emotion lead him to conclude 

that emotion does not conform to ontological development 
(ontogenesis), rather, it is determined by, and emerges from, 
“other” conditions and factors. 

•  A key implication is that emotional development may not 
match cognitive development – as cognitive growth follows 
ontogenesis, and may achieve advanced levels, emotional 
functions may or may not follow. 

•  This lopsided situation was referred to by Dąbrowski as one-
sided development and created a perilous situation. 
Cognition is allowed to act as an instrument of first and 
second factor influences without the emotional and moral 
constraints that reflect the values of the individual. 
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80 Morality: Cognition vs emotion 
•  Dąbrowski saw cognition as a weak and fallible basis for 

morality. One’s moral beliefs are often easily challenged by 
impulse and yield to rationalization or peer pressure. 

•  Awareness of one’s higher emotions is the best guide to 
one’s own sense of morality. In advanced development, 
amoral or immoral behavior would elicit negative emotions, 
feelings of repulsion and a general emotional awareness that 
one ought not yield to temptation. 

•  Likewise, success at moral behaviour would elicit positive 
emotions: not egocentrism and self-congratulation. 
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81 Emotion and Values. 
•  “To each level of mental development, there is a 

corresponding level of value experience. Mental 
development of man and the development of a hierarchy of 
values are, in fact, two names for the same process. One 
cannot separate the two” (1970, p. 98). 

•  “Above a certain level of development there is more 
universal agreement in valuation, i.e. highly developed 
(eminent) people tend to share the same values” (1970, p. 
93). 
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82 Emotion and hierarchization. 
•  Emotional overexcitability is a key component of 

development because it evokes strong internal conflicts at 
the very beginning of multilevelness. As hierarchization 
begins, positive emotional experiences are linked to higher 
choices and negative experiences are associated with lower 
choices. As vertical conflicts become more common, they 
become harder to ignore and, driven by emotion, eventually 
create crises when lower choices are made. 

•  Emotion acts as a guide to the process of hierarchization in 
the establishment of multilevelness and the multileveled 
view of reality that is the basis of advanced growth. 
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83 Emotion and values become synonymous. 
•  “‘Psychoneurotic experiences’ by disturbing the lower 

levels of values help gradually to enter higher levels of 
values, i.e., the level of higher emotions. These emotions 
becoming conscious and ever more strongly experienced 
begin to direct our behaviour and bring it to a higher 
level. In this way higher emotions play a dynamic role in 
our development and give meaning to our life. As new 
and higher values, the higher emotions slowly begin to 
shape our ‘new harmony’ after the collapse of the 
primitive harmony of lower level” (1972, p. 3). 
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84 Many links in the developmental chain. 
•  Let’s follow the links of the chain: Emotion working with 

hierarchization creates one’s higher values – the hierarchy of 
values. 

•  One’s hierarchy of values then guides the fine-tuning of 
one’s personality ideal, leading to a hierarchy of goals and 
aims designed to express one’s authentic sense of self in the 
world. 

•  The faithful expression of one’s authentic self creates inner 
harmony and internal conflicts fade. One’s humility and 
sense of empathy and compassion become focused on the 
inequities of the world, often creating strong external 
conflicts and collisions with the status quo. 
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85 Are the gifted prone to disintegration? 
•  Dąbrowski conducted one study with gifted children: 

•  Reported in Dąbrowski (1967) and again in (1972). 
•  Examined 80 children: 30 intellectually gifted and 50 

from “drama, ballet and plastic art schools” (1967, p. 
251). 

•  Found ‘every child’ showed ‘hyperexcitability,’ various 
psychoneurotic symptoms and frequent conflicts with the 
environment. 

•   “The development of personality with gifted children and 
young people usually passes through the process of positive 
disintegration” (1967, p. 261). 
•  This hypothesis has not yet been tested. 
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86 Will the gifted be psychoneurotic? 
•  In the manuscript, On Authentic Education, Dąbrowski 

said: 
•  “The nervous and psychoneurotic individual is present 

in an overwhelming percentage of highly gifted 
children and youths, artists, writers, etc. [The] 
tendency to reach beyond the statistical norm and 
mediocre development presents the privilege and 
drama of psychoneurotic people.” 
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87 Hypothesis for gifted students. 
•  Hypothesis: as a group, students identified as gifted will 

tend to display stronger DP (and OE), increased levels of 
psychoneuroses, and will be predisposed to experience 
positive disintegration: 
•  Many students will display “symptoms” that may reflect 

higher potentials: 
•  May display unusual sensitivity, frequent crises, anxieties, 

depression, perfectionism, etc. 
•  May express strong positive maladjustment: 

•  Strong sense they are different, don’t fit in. 
•  Have conflicts with social (unilevel) morality. 
•  Feel alienated from others, from their peers. 
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88 The OEQ. 
•  Pieohowski developed the OEQ to test OE (not full DP):  

•  (Lysy, K. Z., & Piechowski M. M. (1983). Personal Growth: An empirical study using 
Jungian and Dąbrowskian measures. Genetic Psych Monographs, 108, 267-320.)  

•  Ackerman found problems with the OEQ:  
•  Ackerman, C. (1997). A secondary analysis of research using the Overexcitability 

Questionnaire. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Texas A&M University, College 
Station, Texas.) 

•  A revised test, the OEQ-II, was developed:  
•  Falk, R. F., Lind, S., Miller, N. B., Piechowski, M. M., & Silverman, L. K. (1999). The 

Overexcitability Questionnaire-Two (OEQII): Manual, Scoring System, and 
Questionnaire. (Available from the Institute for the Study of Advanced Development, 
1452 Marion St., Denver, CO 80218). 

•  “This version is for research with group data and is not 
intended to provide diagnostic information about an 
individual.” from the manual (reference above). 

•  Research based on this instrument hinges on its validity – a 
major problem seldom discussed. 
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89 Research findings. 
•  Mendaglio & Tillier (2006) presented an overview of the 

literature.  

•  Michael Pyryt (2008) reviewed the research concluding: 
•  Gifted individuals are more likely than those not 

identified as gifted to show signs of intellectual OE, but 
based upon the research strategies and testing done to 
date, the gifted do not consistently demonstrate “the big 
three,” intellectual, imaginational and emotional OE. 
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90 The real deal? 
•  Pyryt (2008) concluded: “it appears that gifted and 

average ability individuals have similar amounts of 
emotional overexcitability. This finding would suggest 
that many gifted individuals have limited developmental 
potential in the Dąbrowskian sense and are more likely 
to behave egocentrically rather than altruistically” (p. 
177).  

•  But: In reviewing the literature, 
many articles simply ignore 
findings like this that do not 
agree with their position. (This is 
called referencing bias). 
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92 Research poses questions. 
•  Research suggests that gifted students do not display higher 

anxiety, depression or suicide (Neihart 1999): 
•  If it is true that gifted have higher OE as a group, why 

don’t more appear to have psychoneurosis and go 
through positive disintegration as Dąbrowski’s theory 
hypothesized? 
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93 William Shakespeare. 
Sweet are the uses of adversity,  

Which like the toad, ugly and venomous,  
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head;  

 
Shakespeare W. (1914). The Oxford Shakespeare. 

As You Like It Act II. Scene I 
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94 Aeschylus. 
He shall be found the truly wise. 
’Tis Zeus alone who shows the perfect way 
Of knowledge: He hath ruled, 
Men shall learn wisdom, by affliction schooled. 

 
 
 

Aeschylus (525 – 456 B.C.). Agamemnon. 
{ess ka less}     {agg ga num non} 

Eliot, C. W. (Ed.). (1909). Nine Greek dramas. The 
Harvard Classics. Volume 8. New York, NY: Collier. (p. 11). 
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95 Please don’t believe anything we have said. 
 Meticulously verify what we said and then have faith in us. 

 The ongoing 
questioning 

and 
verification of 

FAITH. 

 The 
unwavering 
and absolute 
certainty of 

one’s 
BELIEFS. 
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•  24. References. 
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Letter from Dr. Nataliya Chapliy 
 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
I decided to write this letter because I will not be able to participate in the Dabrowski’s Congress 
because of several unpleasant reasons. But the very idea of Congress, its inspiring subject and 
my six year work on Dabrowski’s papers and books (that finally ended with defending my 
thesis) make me express my deep respect and gratitude to Your work. 
My letter is just another story of how Dabrowski’s theory finds its followers. 
I’m Nataliya Chapliy. I was born in Soviet Ukrainian Republic in the last years of its existence. 
After leaving school my family moved to Argentina, where I have studied Political Sciences in 
the University of Buenos Aires for a year. Then I studied Law in the Catholic University of 
Lublin in Poland. After graduation I had an opportunity to work as an attorney assistant in a 
prestigious firm in the picturesque Polish town Sopot. I should mention that all this time I had 
felt something, that later I could define as positive maladjustment (in Dabrowski’s terms). It 
caused constant tension between me and law corporation. I couldn’t fit into its standards, its 
values, and its morality. At that time I came in touch with professor Maria Szyszkowska’s 
“Everyday Philosophy” (filozofia codziennosci), which seemed to be something very appropriate 
to my moods. It was just the beginning of my passionate adventure. Then I came to meet 
professor Szyszkowska face-to-face in Warsaw and we began our scientific cooperation. She has 
offered me to study Dabrowski’s books. Her story about her work with prof. Dabrowski made 
me feel a bit pity for having no Institutes of Mental Hygiene anymore.  
Finally I made a synthesis of Dabrowski’s theory of Positive Disintegration and the concept of 
democracy by Gustav Radbruch. It was my work in the field of Philosophy of Law (Legal 
Studies is probably the equivalent name of this discipline in Western countries, but giving 
another meaning to the way and subject of researches). My aim was to prove that mental hygiene 
and philosophy of law have common goals and even methods and can add much to each other. 
Dabrowski’s heritage on social and even political issues is not that much popular as those on 
mental health. In fact it is not well systematized and some points are very unclear, but the very 
attempt to explore the wider point of view of mental health is praiseworthy. 
In his mainly Polish publications on social, political and ethnic issues he appoints two eternal 
essences – the individual and the social. Despite the fact that both of them are the elements of 
human nature that comes out thanks to developmental potentials, the other level of consciousness 
is provided by Dabrowski’s theory – the consciousness of the country, the consciousness of 
ethnos, the consciousness of continent. Although he doesn’t call it like that, but applying his 
theory to a family, school, working place, religions and religious institutions, army, then to 
Polish nation’s education and character and finally to the whole countries1, elaborating the 
patterns and principles, measuring and comparing all that, indicates his continued researches, 
constant questioning every field of human life. In any of them he managed to find some 
developmental potential. Indeed professor Dabrowski is the embodiment of his theory.  
Nowadays revolutionary situation in Ukraine (which I can observe in different perspectives 
because of personal presence in Ukraine and thanks to various mass media and internet 
resources) suggests me to use Dabrowski’s strategy to perceive the reality. Multilevel and 

                                                
1 K. Dąbrowski, Moralność w polityce. Wielopoziomowość funkcji uczuciowych i 
popędowych w życiu społecznym i politycznym oraz instytucjach, Warszawa 1991; 
K. Dąbrowski. Tezy o charakterze Polaków i metody jego przekształcania. 
Zdrowie psychiczne,  Warszawa 1981, nr.2-3, s. 89-136 
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multidimensional. The crowds are manipulated by one ideology or another; every day brings new 
vision of the state, new enemies and still no clear ideas of the future. Making step backwards a 
decade, we can see the same revolutionary moods, total brainwash, manipulations of the weak 
hierarchy of values of the citizens during the so called Orange Revolution. Making another step 
backwards a century, we can declare, that there were no century in the history of the European 
countries, which we could call peaceful and prosper. Every time the revolution or war comes and 
the outlook of the people turns upside down. Yesterday neighbors become enemies, one morning 
people find themselves living in another country – independent or in some empire. People rarely 
accept new ideology nicely – the followers and the opponents cannot stand each other. I do not 
mention persecution of ethnical or religious minorities, new forms of censorship, and drastic 
measures of the authorities to maintain the power. 
The multilevel approach to this fact may include analyzing the historical, rational, genetic, 
ethnic, volitive, rational, emotional components; then singling out the dynamisms (if such exist) 
to see what level we are dealing with. 
As the party of interest, I avoid stating the present diagnosis for my country. Some facts will 
come out after a solid period of time. And it requires very responsible and thorough work. 
Thereby, the aim of my letter is not to discuss political situation. I should really resist this 
temptation to continue my mental experiment. Keeping to the theme of the Congress “Creativity: 
Transforming Perception of the Reality”, I want to suggest the point that the highest art of 
creativity is creation of the reality. It is applicable both to an individual and to social essences. 
Once one reveals the developmental potential, the symptoms of overexcitability, the third factor 
and once one starts questioning his or her life guidelines, his or her whole world order underlie 
transformation. It means broader vision, deeper understanding, transformation of egocentric 
mentality into alterocentric, from “me” to “us”. The other important topic is the “awakening” of 
responsibility for our thoughts and actions, finding the center of our decisions inside ourselves. 
Who actually makes a decision: me or some unconscious mores, habits, expectations of others? 
Once we headquartered our decisions, responsibility, questioning inside us, we face the desperate 
need to find some supportive laws, rules, principles, hierarchy of values, some kind of map of the 
new outlook. Dabrowski’s theory foresees this period of formation as an extremely difficult and 
even agonizing. We can state it in case of an individual as well as of society. 
All these inner struggles, doubts and desperations are aimed at building a new meaningful 
identification. Dabrowski calls it personal ideal with its individual and social essences. It cannot 
be spontaneous, unconscious, forcible decision. It cannot be a totally rational ideal. Many people 
can lose enthusiasm, because the personal ideal is often achieved through much suffering, lack of 
acceptance or understanding of others. This ideal has to be organic, very dear and precious for a 
person or state. It should contain all rational and emotional specificities and aspirations of the 
person or state. 
The most interesting question is how do we actually create the reality? The reality is literally 
what we think about it, what we feel about it, what steps we take in it. Both in individual and 
social dimensions. So once we ask ourselves – what do I actually think, feel and do? Do I like it? 
Do I feel comfortable with it? Is it Ok that all I think, feel and do is not my decision? I should 
stress here that I am not talking of only other people’s decisions or influences. I mean also some 
stereotyped patterns of the surrounding on lower levels of development, lower emotions and 
instincts that dictate their demands to an individual or social group. Undoubtedly, on each level 
of mental development according to the Dabrowski’s theory we form a brand new reality which 
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we couldn’t foresee on the previous level. Only on the fourth and fifth levels we can state the 
more or less stable hierarchy of levels, general outlook and vision of own reality. 
One of the examples of theory followers is my Polish colleague Mark Woch, professor Maria 
Szyszkowska’s doctoral candidate. His vast range of talents, positive maladjustment and 
overexcitability made him consciously work in different fields of life – science, politics, and 
education, to embody his hierarchy of values in reality. In fact, it’s a good example of how a 
person creates new reality. He has created the election commission for European Parliament 
elections in May on behalf of Polish civil society based on elaborated axiology beyond political 
parties. His ideas about legal advising at different institutions and organizing talented youth for 
elaboration new strategies of state development really work. 
This man is worth mentioning in my letter also because it is because of him my Polish book 
about Dabrowski’s views on social and political issues and their currency in modern democratic 
processes appeared. Marek publishes a lot of books on political, social and law issues which are 
very important even at his own expense. This is because of him I participated in the 1st 
International Scientific Symposium “Kazimierz Dabrowski and his work in contemporary 
psychology” in October 2013 and now I have received the invitation to the Congress in Canada. 
Unfortunately, bureaucratic and financial conditions don’t let us join Your company, but I have 
to pay tribute to all who work for sharing and studying Dabrowski’s works, to the years of 
cooperation with professor Szyszkowska and to Marek Woch, who made it possible to publish 
and spread my researches in the form of a book. 
I wish You all a great time together, 
Dr Nataliya Chapliy 
28 February 2014, Ukraine. 
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